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Information for Buyers
1.	Introduction. The following informative notes are intended to assist Buyers, particularly those inexperienced or new to our salerooms.
All sales are conducted on our printed Conditions of Sale which are readily available for inspection and normally accompany catalogues.
Our staff will be happy to help you if there is anything you do not fully understand.
2.	Agency. As auctioneers we usually contract as agents for the seller whose identity, for reasons of confidentiality, is not normally
disclosed. Accordingly if you buy your primary contract is with the seller.
3.	Estimates. Estimates are designed to help buyers gauge what sort of sum might be involved for the purchase of a particular lot. The
lower estimate may represent the reserve price and certainly will not be below it. Estimates do not include the Buyer’s Premium or VAT
(where chargeable). Estimates are prepared some time before the sale and may be altered by announcement before the sale. They are
in no sense definitive.
4.	Buyer’s Premium. The Conditions of Sale oblige buyers to pay a buyer’s premium at 20.5625% up to £25,000 and 14.6875%
thereafter which shall include VAT on the premium at the rate imposed by law (see below)
5.	VAT. A ‘dagger’ symbol indicates that VAT is payable by the purchaser at the standard rate (presently 17.5%) on the hammer price as
well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within
the European Union and is not operating the Dealers Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 17.5% on importation into the UK. The
double ‘dagger’ symbol indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union and the present position is that
these lots are liable to a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the gross lot price (i.e. both the hammer price and the buyer’s premium). Lots
which appear without either of the above symbols indicate that no VAT is payable on the hammer price. This is because such lots are
sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme and it should be noted that the VAT included within the Premium is not recoverable as
input tax.
6.	We are, primarily, agents for the seller. We are dependent on information provided by the seller and whilst we may inspect lots and
act reasonably in taking a general view about them we are normally unable to carry out a detailed or any examination of lots in order
to ascertain their condition in the way in which it would be wise for a buyer to do. Intending buyers have ample opportunity for
inspection of goods and, therefore, accept responsibility for inspecting and investigating lots in which they may be interested. Please
note carefully the exclusion of liability for the condition of lots contained in the Conditions of Sale. Neither the seller nor we, as the
auctioneers, accept any responsibility for their condition. In particular, mechanical objects of any age are not guaranteed to be in
working order. However, in so far as we have examined the goods and make a representation about their condition, we shall be liable
for any defect which that examination ought to have revealed to the auctioneer but which would not have been revealed to the buyer
had the buyer examined the goods. Additionally, in specified circumstances lots misdescribed because they are ‘deliberate forgeries’
may be returned and repayment made. There is a 3 week time limit. (The expression ‘deliberate forgery’ is defined in our Conditions
of Sale).
7.	Electrical goods. These are sold as ‘antiques’ only and if bought for use must be checked over for compliance with safety regulations
by a qualified electrician first.
8.	Export of goods. Buyers intending to export goods should ascertain (a) whether an export licence is required and (b) whether there
is any specific prohibition on importing goods of that character because, e.g. they may contain prohibited materials such as ivory. Ask
us if you need help.
9.	Bidding. Bidders may be required to register before the sale commences and lots will be invoiced to the name and address on
the registration form. Some form of identification may be required if you are unknown to us. Please enquire in advance about our
arrangements for telephone bidding.
10.	Commission bidding. Commission bids may be left with the auctioneers indicating the maximum amount to be bid excluding
buyers’ premium. They will be executed as cheaply as possible having regard to the reserve (if any) and competing bids. If two buyers
submit identical commission bids the auctioneers may prefer the first bid received. Please enquire in advance about our arrangements
for the leaving of commission bids by telephone or FAX.
11.	Methods of Payment. As a general rule any cheques tendered will need to be cleared before removal of the goods is permitted.
Please discuss with our Office in advance of the sale if other methods of payment are envisaged.
Collection and storage. Please note what the Conditions of Sale state about collection and storage. It is important that goods are paid for
and collected promptly. Any delay may involve the buyer in paying storage charges.

Methods of Payment

All payments by mail, bank transfer, etc, must be made in sterling. The following methods of payment are available:
	CASH; CHEQUE; STERLING BANK DRAFT; DIRECT BANK TRANSFER IN STERLING; CREDIT CARD (VISA AND ACCESSMASTERCARD ISSUED IN THE UK ONLY); DEBIT CARDS (SWITCH, CONNECT, ETC)
Cheques and drafts should be made payable to Bearnes, Hampton & Littlewood.
Bank transfers should be made to:
	National Westminster Bank, 59 High Street, Exeter. EX4 3DP.
Sort Code: 56-00-49
For all the account of Bearnes, Hampton & Littlewood.
Account Number 32303475.
IBAN Number GB88 NWBK 560049 32303475.
SWIFT Number NWBK GB2L
Payments by Visa and Access/MasterCard will be subject to a surcharge of 2% of the total amount payable. There is no surcharge for
debit card payments.

Clearance Times

Sterling cheques drawn on UK banks and supported by a cheque card valid for the amount due can be cleared immediately. All other
sterling cheques drawn on UK banks will generally clear on the fifth working day after receipt.
Sterling bank drafts drawn on UK banks can generally be cleared immediately.
Bank transfers clear as soon as our bank receives funds (which does not happen instantaneously after payment instructions are given).
Credit and debit card payments can be cleared immediately, subject to confirmation with the card issuer.
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David Shepherd
The following lots are the personal collection of David Shepherd
M.B.E. (1940 - 2009) International Test Cricket Umpire.
David Shepherd’s career as a player with Gloucestershire
spanned the years 1965 - 1979 and he was noted more for his
shot placement than his speed. In 1981 he began his career as
an umpire, quickly becoming well known as one of the fairest
officials in the game of cricket. Within two years he was selected
as part of the official 1983 World Cup panel, standing in his first
Test Series with Dickie Bird in the fourth test of the 1985 Ashes
Series at Old Trafford.
Universally recognised and loved by players and supporters,
his maxims were that the game was to be enjoyed; it must be
played fairly and that umpires should have essential respect for
the players. That respect was reciprocated.
David Shepherd was known for his idiosyncrasies such as
hopping on both legs every time the score reached 111 or
multiples thereof. He was also known to wear a matchstick
under his watch on Friday the 13th in order that he could be in
constant contact with wood. Many supporters still mirror his
hand waving when signalling boundaries.
His character and spirit, along with his passion for the sport, is
best described in Wisden’s Almanack “The authorities struggle
for a definition of the spirit of cricket. Perhaps the best answer is
David Shepherd” (Wisden’s 2010).

1.
A Royal Doulton figure “W.G.
Grace (1848 - 1915)” HN
3640, No 36/9,500, with
certificate, also a Doulton
character jug “W.G. Grace”
D6845 (2).
£60-100
2.
Four Doulton character
jugs, “Len Hutton” D6945,
“Jack Hobbs” D7131, “Denis
Compton” D7076 and “Fred
Trueman OBE” D7090, two
with certificates (4).
£60-80
3.
Three Doulton character jugs
“Harold Dennis ‘Dickie’ Bird”
D70681, “Johnners, Brian
Johnston” D7018 and “Ian
Botham O.B.E.” D7091, also
an Endurance resin figure of
Ian Botham (4).
£40-60
4.
A Doulton collectors plate
“The History of the Ashes”
DN186, No 1465/7,500, with
certificate, and a porcelain
plate “Sharajoh Champions
Trophy 1986”.
£30-40
5.
A glass presentation trophy
for the “Inaugural Test Match
Bangladesh v India, November
10-14 2000, Bangabandhu
National Stadium, Dhaka”,
on stepped clear perspex
plinth, and a wooden shield
and three leather wallets, all
commemorating the same
event (5).
£40-60
6.
Two blown glass ships in
bottles, both presented to
David Shepherd in 2002, “ICC
Umpire” and “100th ODI, April
12”, also two Texaco Trophy
1992 England v Pakistan glass
paperweights and a Northern
District Cricket Association
tankard.
£40-60
5

7.
A collection of eight pewter
tankards with engraved
inscriptions and dedications
to David Shepherd, one
inscribed “Sorry Skipper, I
thought I could clear him.
To David from his pals of
Devon C.C.C.”, also one
copper tankard Zambia v
Gloucestershire “1971”.
£80-120
8.
A Texaco Trophy cricket bat
spirit flask for England v
Australia 1989, a 1985 circular
silver plate Texaco Trophy, two
Texaco Trophy quartz clocks
and a pewter hip flask initialed
“D.R.S.”
£40-50
9.
Cornhill Insurance Test Series
Commemorative Medallions:
England v New Zealand 1986,
The Oval
England v Pakistan 1987,
Headingley (2).
£40-60
10.
Cornhill Insurance Test Series
Commemorative Medallions:
England v West Indies 1988,
Lords, Headingley
England v Australia 1989,
Headingley, Trent Bridge (2).
£40-60
11.
Cornhill Insurance Test Series
Commemorative Medallions:
England v India 1990, The
Oval
England v West Indies 1991,
Headingley, Edgbaston (2).
£40-60
12.
Cornhill Insurance Test Series
Commemorative Medallions:
England v Pakistan 1992, Old
Trafford, The Oval
England v Australia 1993,
Lords, Edgbaston
England v West Indies 1995
(3).
£60-80
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13.
Cornhill Insurance Test Series
Commemorative Medallions:
England v New Zealand 1994
England v South Africa 1994
(2).
£40-60
14.
Cornhill Insurance Test Series
Commemorative Medallions:
England v India 1996, First Test
Headingley
England v Pakistan 1996,
Second Test Headingley (2).
£40-60
15.
Cornhill Insurance Test Series
Commemorative Medallions:
England v South Africa 1998,
First Test Edgbaston
England v Sri Lanka 1998, The
Oval
England v New Zealand 1999,
Third Test Old Trafford (3).
£60-80
16.
Cornhill Insurance Test Series
Commemorative Medallions:
England v West Indies 2000,
First Test Edgbaston
England v West Indies 2000,
Fifth Test, The Oval (2)
See illustration page 40
£40-60
17.
Benson & Hedges Cup Gilt
Presentation Medallions:
Kent v Middlesex July 12th
1986
Essex v Nottinghamshire July
15th 1989
Lancs v Worcs July 13th 1991
(3)
£30-50
18.
Benson & Hedges Cup Gilt
Presentation Medallions:
Derby v Lancs July 10th 1993
Kent v Lancs July 13th 1995
Kent v Surrey July 12th 1997
(3)
£30-50

19.
National Westminster Bank
Trophy
1987 Northamptonshire v
Nottinghamshire
1988 Middlesex v
Worcestershire
£30-40
20.
National Westminster Bank
Trophy
1990 Lancashire v
Northamptonshire
Leicestershire v
Northamptonshire, Lords 1992
£30-40
21.
National Westminster Bank
Trophy
Warwickshire v Worcestershire,
Lords 1994
Essex v Lancashire, Lords 1996
Gloucestershire v Somerset,
Lords 1999
£50-60
22.
The Nat West Series
Umpire, The Final, Lords 10th
July 2004
The Nat West Challenge
Umpire 2005
£40-60
23.
Rothmans Challenge Cup,
Sharajah 1985
N Power Test Series 2001
England v Pakistan, Old
Trafford
and an unmarked cup.
£20-30
24.
A 1999 Cricket World Cup oval
gilt presentation medallion,
inscribed “Thank you for
your personal contribution”
and an ICC Knockout Kenya
2000 medallion with cricket
ball verso, both in Asprey &
Garrard boxes.
£40-60

25.
An Asprey silver 1991
Crickathon presentation
medallion, “Presented to The
Crickathon World Trophy
Players Wembley 1991”,
London 1991.
See illustration page 40
£40-60
26.
ICC Champions Trophy, Sri
Lanka 2002 - An Asprey silver
presentation medallion and a
presentation cricket ball.
See illustration page 40
£40-60
27.
Digicel Test Series 2005 - A
circular silver medallion West
Indies v Pakistan, with laurel
wreath verso, cased.
£80-100
28.
Jamaica Cricket Association
- A presentation plaque with
oval torch and laurel wreath
decoration, “Presented to
David Shepherd by the
Jamaican Cricket Association
in appreciation of the RESPECT
received and ENJOYMENT
given during his years as
International Umpire, Sabina
Park 2005”.
£40-60
29.
A QPCC presentation plaque
West Indies v South Africa
2nd Test Match 2005, also
two Bangladesh presentation
plaques and an Indian Oil
2002 trophy (4).
£40-60
30.
A bottle of Harris Port, Grande
Reserve 1940, in wooden case
with label “Presented to ‘Shep’
by the J.J.? Society, County
Ground Bristol 25.9.05”.
£40-60
31.
A Lords cricket bat, signed by
Glamorgan cricket players.
See illustration page 40
£40-50

32.
Wills International Cup 1998 A gilt trophy of a batsman mid
strike on a circular socle, also a
commemorative brass key for
the same tournament.
See illustration page 40
£50-80
33.
BBC South West Sports Awards
“Lifetime Achievement Award
2005 sponsored by BBC
Spotlight”, clear perspex with
silver microphone to centre.
See illustration page 40
£100-150
34.
A collection of eight cricket
bails, three unmarked, five
marked in pen to one end
commemorating the matches
in which they were used:Texaco England v India 1986
Oval
England v India Lords June
1986
B + H Final 1986 Kent v
Middlesex
1987 NAT-WEST Final Notts v
Northants
England v Pakistan Headingley
1987
together in a glass etched D.S.
G.C.C.C.
See illustration on front cover
£200-300
35.
Two ICC blazers, both with
embroidered logos to breast
pocket, one also embroidered
Umpire with ID card in pocket,
also several other passes, etc.
£80-120
36.
A dark blue blazer, with blue
embroidered lion rampant to
breast pocket.
£40-60
37.
An English Cricket Board
blazer by John Barry, with
embroidered breast pocket,
together with ECB identity
card 2004.
£50-70

38.
An English Cricket Board blue
blazer with embroidered breast
pocket, with a hand written
label “David Shepherds ECB
blazer of recent years”, also
signed by David Shepherd in
an ECB Kent & Curwen case.
See illustration on front cover
£50-60
39.
A collection of various cricket
club, organisation and related
ties (A Lot).
£40-60
40.
A similar lot.
£40-60
41.
A similar lot.
£40-60
42.
A similar lot.
£40-60
43.
A similar lot.
£40-60
44.
A similar lot.
£40-60
45.
A similar lot.
£40-60
46.
A similar lot.
£40-60
47.
A similar lot contained in a
National cricket bag.
£40-60
48.
A similar lot contained in a
Carling Lager bag.
£40-60
49.
A similar lot.
£40-60
50.
A similar lot.
£40-60
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51.
A Canterbury C.C.C. tie with
note ‘A momento of the week
at Canterbury from Hamish
and Brian ...’, also three gilt tie
clips, three presentation quartz
watches and a woollen cupie
doll etc.
£40-60
52.
A mahogany cased marine
chronometer style quartz desk
clock, a Texaco trophy, leather
cased spirit flask and cups and
a collection of cricket related
table mats etc (A Lot).
£40-50
53.
A collection of various cricket
balls , one in match worn
condition, another stamped
‘Benson & Hedges World Cup
Launch Dinner, Sydney Cove,
February 19, 1992’ and an
album of Players Cricketers
1938.
Part illustration on front cover
£50-70
54.
Debretts ‘People of Today#,
‘The Cricket Winter Annual
1969/70’, ‘A History of
Tavistock Cricket Club with
forward by David Shepherd’,
‘A Hundred Years of County
Cricket’ and a Bideford Town
Council Crest.
£40-60
55.
A collection of various Test
and International test match
programmes.
£40-60
56.
Pearie (B.) ‘Cricket at the
Crystal Palace’, with letter by
the author David Shepherd
apologising for the delay in
sending a copy of the book,
also ‘The Pictorial History of
Cricket’ (2).
£40-60
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57.
A collection of press
and official tournament
photographs of David
Shepherd, also several
newspaper cuttings etc.

£60-80
58.
Australian Cricket Team World
Cup Tour 1987 signatures, also
New Zealand team signature
1987 and several photographs
including one of DIckie Bird
in a a state of unreadiness in a
hotel room.
£60-100
59.
A signed photograph David
Shepherd, David Bride and
Raymond Julian, Gloucester
V Derbyshire Sept 1999, a
photograph of Sussex County
ground, signed to the back by
member and a signed print
‘Scarborough’, after Terry
Harrison (3).
£50-70
60.
A signed limited edition
print ‘World Cup Semi Final
Edgbaston 1999 Australia V
South Africa’ after Jocely Galsoworthy, 56/250, signed
in pencil lower right, 43cm x
33cm.
£50-60
61.
A signed limited edition print
‘County Cricket at Cheltenham
College’, no 51/850, after
Georff Jones, signed in pencil
to mount and inscribed ‘To
David Shepherd with best
wishes’, 27cm x 41cm.
£40-60

62.
Jack Russell M.B.E. - A signed
limited edition print ‘The
Home of Legends’, signed
in pencil 118/300 with
presentation plaque ‘Presented
by Nottinghamshire County
Cricket Club on June 21st
2005 to David Shepherd
to commemorate his final
International test match at
Trent Bridge’, 48cm x 72cm.
£100-150
63.
Jack Russell M.B.E. - A signed
limited edition print ‘Newvil
Road, Bristol’,, signed and
numbered 111/500, inscribed
‘To Shep, A True Great!
Congratulations on a brilliant
career, Jack Russell, 25th
Septmeber 2005’, 29cm x
29cm.
* Notable that Jack Russell has
saved print number III for David
knowing of his ‘Lord Nelson’
quirk.
£120-150
64.
A limited edition print ‘The
Lords Pavillion - The M.C.C.
Bicentenary Lords 1987’,
signed by David Shepherd,
Dickie Bird and other M.C.C.
members, 45cm x 60cm.
£60-100
65.
A signed print ‘The County
Ground Taunton’, 137/500,
signed lower right, with
dedication to mount ‘To Shep,
best wishes on your retirement
from all at Somerset C.C.C.,
also signed by members
around the border.
See illustration page 40
£60-100

Ceramics and Glass
66.
A 19th Century Prattware
jug decorated with a hunting
scene, highlighted in blue,
green and brown colour
glazes, 16cm high
£20-30
67.
An English majolica oval twinhandled game dish and cover
in the Minton style, the branch
handle above duck, hare and
blackbird decorated cover and
basket weave body, 35 cm
width.
£250-350
68.
An equestrian decorated
glass confiture and cover, on
a single knop stem, 31cm
high, and a glass tankard with
engraved stag decoration (2)
£40-60
69.
A Bohemian amethyst glass
comport copper wheel
engraved Stag decoration, on
a single knop faceted stem and
ivy decorated foot, 18cm high.
£80-120
70.
A Bohemian purple glass vase
with engraved stag decoration,
on a faceted foot, 14cm high
£40-60
71.
A set of six clear glass
wine goblets of generous
proportions the bucket shaped
bowls set on straight stems
and conical feet each engraved
with cock fighting scenes,
the first and last entitled
‘The set to’ and ‘The death’
respectively, 20.5 cm high.
£100-120
72.
A Beswick equestrian figure
Shire Mare Lying (2459) under
grey gloss.
£120-150
73.
A late 19th century glass
stirrup cup in the form of a
boot
£20-30

74.
A collection of various 19th
Century and later hunting
themed mugs and loving
cups, to include a Copeland
Spode breakfast cup and
saucer etc.
£60-100
75.
A set of four Royal Worcester
ornithological decorated
plates.
£40-60
76.
A hunting decorated cup
saucer and bowl.
£40-60
77.
A moulded pottery jug with
hunting scene decoration,
21cm. high.
£40-60
78.
A Tuscan bone China Hunting
themed part tea service, with
hand painted decoration of
huntsman and hounds by
Dulcie Vaughan, to include
sugar bowl, milk jug etc.
£40-60
79.
A contemporary E.P.N.S
mounted claret jug in the form
of a Mallard, 17cm high.
£20-30
80.
A Beswick model of a
huntsman on a leaping horse,
number 868, 14cm high
£60-80
81.
A Royal Worcester (Palissey)
dinner and tea service of
“Game Series” pattern, to
include circular tureens and
covers, dessert bowls etc,
with polychrome transfer
decoration and border.
£120-140
82.
A Royal Worcester hound
whistle.
£250-300

83.
A Royal Worcester Hadley
Ware porcelain oviform pourri
jar and foliate pierced cover
enamelled with a cock and
hen pheasant on a fir branch
by A.C. Lewis, 15.5 cm high,
green backstamp and date
code for 1905.
See illustration page 39
£200-300
84.
A Royal Copenhagen porcelain
figure of a Grouse (2261)
modelled after the original
by Herold, painted blue
wave mark, green backstamp
and date code for 1951, a
miniature Meissen porcelain
group of two chicks emerging
from an egg on an upturned
basket, blue crossed swords
and incised H.191, together
with four further bird groups.
(6)
£120-160
85.
A Doulton B.S.A. shooting
trophy jug, with silver
mounted rim, Birmingham
1922 (a/f)
£20-30
86.
A pair of Royal Doulton
stoneware and silver mounted
beakers.
£20-30
87.
A Royal Doulton stoneware
and silver mounted harvest
jug, with green glaze banding
and two matching beakers.
London 1907.
£20-30
88.
A collection of sporting
themed plates and drinking
glasses (14).
£30-40
89.
A fox moulded three-piece
pottery tea service and five
mugs.
£50-60
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90.
Three Worcester porcelain
plates bird decoration.
£80-100
91.
A Royal Doulton limited edition
plate ‘The Meet’ and an
assorted china and glass with
hunting decoration.
£20-30
92.
A group of seven Crown Derby
mugs decorated with hunting
scenes.
£20-30
93.
A Sitzendorf porcelain fox
hunting figure group.
£80-100
94.
A Royal Doulton rectangular
cigarette casket and
cover with Hunting scene
decoration, and four matching
individual ashtrays.
£20-30
95.
A Minton porcelain bowl
enamelled with pheasants,
signed H Holland, 28cm
diameter.
£40-60
96.
Four game bird plates.
£20-30
97.
A Royal Worcester porcelain
Hunting themed part
coffee set, with polychrome
lithograph decoration.
£40-60
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Silver and metalwares
98.
A silver hip flask, initialled
W.F.W.N., Birmingham 1900.
£30-40
99.
A silver scroll engraved
cigarette case - Birmingham
1920, a small EPNS and
pigskin leather hip flask, a
silver plated and leather hip
flask with cup.
£50-60
100.
A late 19th century circular
Holosteric aneroid barometer
on a spelter base in the form of
a Scottish guile with horse and
dog, 38cm high.
£120-180
101.
A silver two handled sports
trophy and cover, and two
other silver sports trophies,
(various assays).
£80-100
102.
A Beswick equestrian figure
Grazing Shire (1050) under
grey gloss.
£200-250
103.
A Beswick equestrian figure
Psalm Ann Moore Up (2535)
under matt brown.
£150-180
104.
A Beswick equestrian
equestrian figure Psalm, under
matt brown.
£80-120
105.
A Beswick equestrian figure
Morgan Horse Tarryall
Maestro, under matt black.
£80-120
106.
A silver model of a hound
“Dancer”, raised on an ebony
plinth with plaque, “Presented
to J.W.Tozer M.F.H by the
followers of the East Devon
Hunt in appreciation of his
eight years as master 19551963” London 1962.
£100-150

107.
A brass watch chain with seal
and ‘newmarket 1902 private
stand’.
£40-60
108.
A cold painted bronze figure of
a Pheasant, raised on an ebony
plinth base.
£40-60
109.
Two silver and enamel Reading
Wednesday league football
medals on chain, Birmingham
1924/25.
£20-30
110.
Sally Rutherford - A cold
painted bronze of a running
hound, on a naturalistic base,
signed, number 21/85, 24cm
long.
£200-250
111.
Sally Rutherford - A bronze
figure of a rolling horse,
stamped “S.A.R. 7/50”, 19cm
long.
£150-200
112.
Sally Rutherford - A cold
painted bronze of a running
fox, signed, number 17/50,
14.5cm long.
£120-150
113.
Sally Rutherford - A bronze
figure of a running fox, on
naturalistic base, signed,
number 15/50, 14.5cm long.
£120-160
114.
A bronze figure of a greyhound
in the manner of Phillips.
£100-150
115.
A silver plated horn with brass
mouthpiece, unsigned 35cm,
14’’ long.
£50-100

116.
A modern silver desk
paperweight of circular form
(filled), surmounted by a cast
model of a fox, Birmingham
assay and 925 marks, 6cm
high.
£35-40
117.
A yellow metal mounted
preserved fox foot brooch.
£20-30
118.
P.Hugonnet (XIX-XX century)
An early 20th Century
continental Art-Deco bronze
group of two pheasants on a
black slate plinth signed “P.
Hugonnet”, 77cm long.
See illustration page 39
£500-700
119.
An Asprey silver-plated Spaniel
car mascot.
£60-100
120.
A small gilt and glass scent
bottle in the form of a powder
horn, 7.5cm long.
£20-30
121.
A cold painted bronze desk
tidy, in the form of a huntsman
and hounds chasing a fox, on
a naturalistic base with spring
mechanism and mahogany
plinth, 32 x 13cm, and a silver
plated ducks head paper clip.
See illustration page 39
£150-200
122.
Three Austrian cold painted
bronze animals, comprising
monkey, mountain goat and
wild boar, (3)
£50-60

Hunting and
equestrian
123.
A machine made tapestry wall
hanging of a hunting scene, in
the 18th century style,133 x
103cm.
£40-60
123A
An early 20th Century
photograph by W. Rouch &
Co - “Royal Mail (ridden by E.
Williams) by My Prince - Flying
May, Winner of the Grand
National 1937”, signed in ink
Evan Williams (Jockey) and Ivor
Anthony (Trainer).
£100-150
124.
Surtees, R. S. Hunts With
Jorrocks, illustrated by G.
Denholm Armour, org.
cloth, 4to, 1908. With ... Mr.
Jorrocks’ Lectors, illustrated
by G. Denholm Armour, org.
cloth, 4to, 1910. With ...
Robert Smith Surtees ( Creator
of “Jorrocks”) 1803-1864, 6
plates, org. cloth, 8vo, 1924.
(3)
£40-80
125.
Stewart, F. A. ‘Cross Country
With Hounds, 12 colour plates
of the ‘hunts’, calf backed
cloth sides, oblong folio, 1936.
£40-80
126.
Stewart, F. A. Hark To Hounds,
8 colour plates, calf backed
cloth sides, oblong folio, 1937.
£40-80
127.
Edwards, Lionel ... written and
illustrated. My Hunting Sketch
Book, 15 colour plates in
sunken mounts, org. buckram
cloth with printed paper title
label on the upper cover, 4to,
1928. With ... My Hunting
Sketch Book Volume Two. 21
colour plates, org. buckram
cloth lacking title label, 4to,
1930. (2)
£50-100

128.
Rancher. Forrard-On !
Illustrated by Lionel Edwards,
org. cloth, large 4to, 1930.
With ... RANCHER. Tally-Ho
Back ! Illustrated by Lionel
Edwards, org. cloth. large 4to,
1931.
(2)
£40-80
129.
A late 19th century Indian teak
and metal mounted Howdah,
having pierce work pediment
and spindle gallery rails to each
side, with geometric decorated
painted metal bow ends and
woven seat, supported on four
small metal feet, 150 x 93cm.
See illustration page 40
£800-1200
130.
A copper and E.P.N.S coaching
horn, unsigned.
£20-30
131.
A horn handled riding crop,
with silver ferrule and malacca
shaft, 62cm long.
£20-30
132.
A white metal mounted and
horn beaker, 11cm high
£20-30
133.
A collection of Southdown
Hunt buttons by Firmin,
London
£20-30
134.
A horse measuring walking
stick.
£40-60
135.
A leather four fold screen hand
coloured embossed hunting
scenes, 183cm high.
£100-150
136.
An early 20th century
equestrian themed copper fir
surround, in the Arts and crafts
taste decorated with a horse
head portrait within a circular
frame, 97.5 x 93 cm.
£160-200
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137.
A brass and copper
coachman’s horn.

£30-40
138.
A black silk top hat by Harrods,
London, and a Grey top
hat also by Harrods, both in
original boxes.
£40-60
139.
A copper hunting horn by
Merry of London, 20.5cm long
£20-30
140.
A copper hunting horn by
Swaine and Adney London
with silver plated collars and
mouthpiece, 22.5cm.
£20-30
141.
An album of early 20th
century equestrian postcards,
comprising equestrian portrait
and oleograph style cards in a
red album.
£100-150
142.
A set of twelve continental
white metal buttons decorated
with hunting subjects.
£80-100
143.
A cast metal vesta in the form
of a riding boot and an onyx
cigarette box decorated with a
huntsman and hound.
£20-30
144.
An early 20th Century
silver handled coaching
whip by Callow and Son,
monogrammed H. H. to
handle.
£40-60
145.
A copper and brass hunting
horn, unsigned.
£25-30
146.
William Powell & Son - A set
of ten silver plated spirit cups,
each numbered, in a black
leather case, and a boxed set
of three turn screws.
£30-40
12

147.
A scratch built model of a Billie
Smarts circus Trailer caravan,
in cream and brown together
with a Beswick Palameno horse
and a Beswick white and black
horse, also a typed letter of
provenance from Mrs B Smart
dated 4th March 1960.
£100-150
148.
A scratch built scale model of
a Wiltshire Hay cart c.1926.
£40-60
149.
A scratch built wooden Buck or
Cob cart and timber wagon,
together with two Melba ware
porcelain model Shire horse
with tack.
£40-60
150.
A scratch built scale wooden
model of a Radnorshire wagon,
constructed to scale matching
a pair of Melba ware porcelain
horses, with tack.
£40-60
151.
A scratch built scale model
of a Devon haywain c. 18501935, together with a Melba
porcelain model of a shire
horse.
£40-60
152.
A scratch built model of a
Romany caravan, with curved
roof, painted in yellow and
green, together with a Melba
porcelain model of a horse.
£40-60
153.
A “Huntsman Ales” advertising
sign of arched outline with
image of a Huntsman holding
a pint of ale.
£20-30
154.
A George V horseshoe silver
mounted inkwell, inscribed
D.B. 1919-1936,
£80-100
155.
A late 19th/early 20th Century
beech boot pull.
£80-100

156.
A mahogany horseshoe crop
rack and a birch and leather
riding crop.
£90-100
157.
A City Cork Hat Company
black silk top hat, size 7
£50-60
158.
A black silk top hat by Thomas
and Stone, size 7
£55-65
159.
A Lincoln Bennett Company
black folding opera hat, size 7
£35-45
160.
A Christys’ London grey
driving bowler, size 7 1/8.
£45-55
161.
A gents silk top hat by Allen of
Harrogate, size 7 in a black tin
hat box.
£35-45
162.
A late 19th/ early 20th century
Jockeys cork skull cap and
Pink silk cap, another similar
black silk example, a black
cloth example and one other
skull cap, together with an
associated circular canvas hat
box.
£40-60
163.
A pair of gents zipped black
leather riding boots size 9.
£30-40
164.
A pair of black leather riding
boots size 8.
£30-40
165.
A pair of black leather riding
boots size 7.
£30-40
166.
A leather covered glass spirit
flask, an electroplated flask
with milled decoration and
one other glass spirit flask (3).
£40-60

167.
A leather flask holder of conical
form, together with an E.P.N.S
mounted conical glass flask(2)
£60-80
168.
A pair of early 20th Century
brown leather military riding
boots by MG & Davies, with
wooden trees.
£60-80
169.
A brass and copper hunting
horn North Warwickshire
1894.
£50-60
170.
A gold plate mounted riding
whip by Swaine & Adeney,
together with a gold mounted
riding whip. (2).
£60-80
171.
A large late 19th century
tapestry-style picture depicting
a hunting scene, 198 x 205cm.
** Provenance: Rowcroft
Hospice Torquay
£80-100
172.
Two pairs of black leather
riding boots with wooden boot
trees, a small leather saddle
and contemporary riding hat.
£60-80
173.
A silver mounted riding
crop with antler handle,
Birmingham 1930 one other
riding crop a whip and
hunting horn.
£40-60
174.
Four Derby commemorative
silk scarves “ Winners
of the Derby from the
commencement in 1780”
dated 1959, 1961(2) and 1963
£50-60
175.
A Victorian cast metal tazza or
oil lamp base applied with fox
mask, hounds, hares, game
birds, grapes and trailing vine
leaves, 30cm. high.
£100-150

176.
Two leather dressage saddles
and miscellaneous tack.
£20-30
177.
A pair of lady’s black leather
riding boots, a collection of
jodhpurs and riding clothes,
coaching whip etc.
£20-30
178.
A framed set of “Horse and
Hounds” Turf cigarette cards
by Carreras.
£40-60
179.
A late 19th century white
metal mounted driving
whip, shortened to a walking
cane, the scroll cased handle
inscribed “ J. W. H Anson”,
108cm long, and a swagger
stick (2)
£20-30

Taxidermy
180.
A cased preserved squirrel
in a naturalistic setting 31 x
22.5cm
£20-30
181.
Two mounted hares heads on
oak shields, both with plaques
for Holcombe Rogis Beagles (2)
£20-30
182.
A pair of brass and gazelle
horn toasting forks.
£40-60
183.
A pair of oak mounted stags
horns of thirteen points, “Q S
H 18-9-71, found Bincombe
taken Smiths Knapp”.
£100-150
184.
A pair of oak mounted stags
horns of nine points, “Q S
H 30th March 1970, found
Bincombe taken Haymans
Pond”
£40-60
185.
Two pairs of antlers, mounted
on shaped plinths.
£40-60
186.
A pair of mounted stag antlers
of 10 points and a pair of Roe
deer antlers.
£40-60
187.
Black rhinoceros (Diceros
bicornis)
A late 19th/early 20th
Century preserved rhino horn,
mounted on a shield.
See illustration page 39
£12000-15000
188.
A Rowland Ward silver
mounted hippopotamus tusk
dish, signed with London
address, London 1905, 31cm
diameter
£150-200
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189.
A pair of 10 point antlers on
an oak shield plinth, and one
other pair (2)
£60-80
190.
A preserved fox mask on an
oak shield plinth.
£40-60
191.
A late 19th/early 20th Century
cased preserved otter in a
naturalistic setting, 90cm x
43cm x 31cm.
£20-30
192.
A set of six point antlers.
£60-80
193.
A pair of eleven-point deer
antler.
£60-80
194.
A pair of deer antler and roe
deer antler.
£50-60
195.
Four antlers of various points.
£50-60
196.
An early 20th Century
preserved baby alligator, 63cm
long.
£50-60
197.
A cased preserved Jay, 33 x 28
x 21cm.
£20-30
198.
A lined rhino foot cask.
£20-30
199.
A preserved fox in a glass case,
54cm x 91cm x 40cm.
£70-100
200.
A pair of stag antlers of 13
points,mounted on a pine
plinth.
£40-60
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201.
An oak mounted fox mask,
marked “ Eggerford Itton
1945”, with taxidermist
label and handwritten care
instructions to reverse, 26cm
high.
£40-60
202.
An oak mounted fox mask,
“Killed Ratcombe 20.10.49”
25cm high.
£40-60
203.
An oak mounted fox mask by
P Spicer & Sons Leamington,
inscribed “Mid Devon 1950”,
29cm high
£40-60
204.
A 19th century carved wooden
stags head, possibly of Chinese
origin, mounted with a pair
of six point antlers, the carved
head inset bone eyes, 73cm
long.
£400-500
205.
A preserved pike mounted on
board, “River Liffey, Dublin”,
81cm long.
£20-30
206.
A collection of preserved and
mounted sea birds contained
in a glazed case.
£100-150
207.
A pair of white metal mounted
boars tusks, each mounted
with a whitemetal collar to the
base end, 6.5cm long
£40-60
208.
An early 20th century horn
and oak dinner gong, the 6
inch gong suspended between
silver plate mounted horns
on an plinth base with beater,
41cm high
See illustration page 39
£60-80
209.
A preserved cheetah skin on
brown linen backing, together
with a cites certificate, 200cm
length.
£400-600

210.
A Colobas Querezo monkey
skin and certificate.
£30-40
211.
An Edwardian oak mantel
timepiece flanked by two
carved ivory tusks, the single
barrel movement with Roman
numerals in a balloon shaped
case, flanked by relief carved
tusks with bird, lion and snake
decoration, on an oak plinth,
32cm high.
See illustration page 39
£50-60
212.
A preserved and mounted
Leopard skin, the worked head
with open mouth and teeth,
inset glass eyes, over full skin
£150-200
213.
A preserved parakeet perched
on a branch on a naturalistic
base, contained in an arched
and gilt decorated display
case, 48.5cm.wide.
£60-80
214.
A group of preserved and
mounted birds with glass
globe cover.
£150-200
215.
A late 19th/early 20th century
library display case containing
a collection of preserved sea
birds in a naturalistic rock
face setting. taxidermist label
to reverse. “ H.T Shopland
Carver, Gilder and Naturalists
40;Higher Union Street
Torquay” 92 x 117 x 37cm.
£100-150
216.
A cased preserved squirrel in a
naturalistic setting.
£20-30

217.
A pair of preserved lapwings
in an naturalistic setting,
also a preserved duck in
glass case,taxidermist label
to reverse. “ H.T Shopland
Carver, Gilder and Naturalists
40;Higher Union Street
Torquay”, cases a/f (2)
£50-60
218.
An early 20th century
preserved owl in a case, with
naturalistic setting, 42 x 41cm.
£20-30
219.
Tiverton Stag Hounds, a
collection of eight various
mounted slots and a pair of
stag antlers on a shield shaped
mount.
£100-150
220.
A 14 point set of stags antlers
mounted on an oak shield.
£75-85

Shooting and related
221.
A brass 12 bore cartridge
crimper/clamp, with ebony
handle
£40-60
222.
A pair of early 20th century
carved wooden owls, signed
“ Les Jewell” reputedly carved
with timber from Exeter
Cathedral, from Herbert Read
woodcarver, Exeter, 21cm
high.
£100-150
223.
A metal gun cabinet and keys.
£20-30
224.
Ward. R - “Records of Big
Game”, published London,
Roland Ward Ltd 1899, gilt
stamped green cloth boards,
third edition.
£130-180
225.
A pheasant head walking stick.
£20-30
226.
A collection of various early
20th Century paper cartridges,
to include a pin fire example,
various manufacturers, Eley
etc, both 12 and .410 gauges.
*This lot will only be released
to holders of shotgun or RFD
certificates.
£200-300
227.
Holland & Holland - A box
of 12g “Rabbit Clearance
Cartridges” and one other box
by Gallyons & Sons.
£25-40
228.
A leather cartridge bag.
£80-100
229.
A leather game carrier, a
Turner Richards dummy
launcher and a shooting seat
(3).
£30-40

230.
Six various shooting sticks.
£20-30
231.
A copper and brass powder
flask with huntsman
decoration, a leather shot flask
and a pewter spirit flask
£20-30
232.
A leather and brass powder
flask with embossed game
decoration by James Dixon &
Sons and a copper shot flask.
£40-60
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Air rifles and pistols

Sporting Guns

233.
A Webley Junior .177 air pistol,
bronzed and blued frame with
black plastic two piece grip.
£30-40

234.
A Laurona 12 bore side by side
double barrel shotgun serial
no 115136, ejectors, double
trigger and chequered stock.
This lot will only be released
to holders of current Shotgun
certificate or RFD
£100-200
235.
A BRNO .22 bolt action
rifle,serial no 73989, fitted
sound moderator (56838) to
barrel, with BSA telescopic
sight and spare magazine.
This lot will only be released
to holders of current Firearms
certificate or RFD
£80-120
236.
A of box 243 calibre
ammunition 9 rounds.
This lot will only be released
to holders of current Firearms
certificate or RFD
£20-30
237.
A quantity of 22 calibre
ammunition.
This lot will only be released
to holders of current Firearms
certificate or RFD
£20-30
238.
A small quantity 410 shotgun
cartridges.
This lot will only be released
to holders of current Shotgun
certificate or RFD
£20-30
239.
A 12 bore backlock hammer
gun by F. Williams London,
side by side Damascus
barrels engraved fences and
chequered semi pistol grip
walnut stock, serial number
75956.
This lot will only be released
to holders of current shotgun
certificate or RFD.
£100-150
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240.
A B.S.A. 12 bore double barrel
s/s shotgun, no 2170, plain
boxlock and double trigger on
a walnut chequered stock.
This lot will only be released
to holders of current shotgun
certificate or RFD
£40-60
241.
A William Powell 12 bore side
by side double barrel hammer
shotgun, the blued barrels over
foliate engraved fences and
hammers, signed to side plate
with double trigger and chased
trigger guard on a chequered
walnut stock and fore end,
numbered 6822.
£500-600
242.
A 12 bore double barrel
side by side hammer action
shotgun by Adams & Co,
the damascus barrels over
scroll chased fences and
hare’s ear hammers with
similarly engraved back lock
action, number 2 of a pair,
on chequered walnut stock,
numbered 11804, black
powder proofed only.
£200-300
243.
An Army and Navy
Birmingham 12 bore double
barrel side by side shotgun,
plain sidelock mechanism over
double trigger on chequered
walnut stock, numbered
11715, together with cleaning
rods and accessories in a fitted
leather gun case.
£400-500
244.
A deactivated double barrel 12
bore shotgun.
£100-150
245.
A deactivated 12 bore
underlever shotgun by Thomas
of Norfolk, engraved fences
and tang, hares ears hammers,
signed sidelock mechanism
and double trigger.
£50-70

246.
An early 20th century leather
leg of mutton gun case, with
circular brass lock and initialed
“H.R” to front, together with
two shooting sticks (3)
£60-80

Guns – other calibres
247.
A Georgian flintlock pistol,
with 15.5cm. steel barrelm,
fully stocked with steel ramrod
below, with steel lockplate
signed Barbar, brass trigger
guard and brass lions head
butt cap.
£100-200
248.
An early 19th century flintlock
pistol with 29.5cm steel and
brass inlaid barrel, fully stocked
with repair to fore end, with
foliate engraved lockplate,
brass trigger guard and butt
cap, overall length 47cm.
£150-200
249.
An early 19th century box
lock muff pistol, the short steel
turn off barrel on a brass floral
chased lock signed “Stirling
Burnley” to tang, on a slab
sided walnut stock, 20cm long
(a/f)
£80-100
250.
A late 18th/early 19th Century
Percussion cap converted
sporting gun, single barrel with
scroll engraved tang, scroll
chased hammer and converted
side lock action, engraved
trigger guard with pineapple
finial on a figured stock,120cm
overall length.
£150-200
251.
A box of Purdy number 26
crimp closure paper cartridges
with brass caps.
£15-20
252.
A 19th century percussion cap
shooting stick, the brown
painted steel shaft with fore
sight, circular nipple cover
and fold down trigger, 87cm
long.
£300-400

253.
A 19th century flintlock
sporting gun, with 130cm.
sighted fully stocked barrel
with ramrod below, mounted
with steel furniture.
£100-150
254.
An 18th Century flintlock
pistol, brass barrel and
engraved tang, sidelock
mechanism signed “W
Toulman”, brass acorn
decorated trigger guard and
mask butt cap (incomplete).
£30-40
255.
A 19th century percussion
cap fowling gun, plain barrel
and side lock mechanism on a
figured stock.
£20-30
256.
A 19th century percussion
holster pistol, with 20.5cm.
fully stocked barrel with
ramrod below, the lockplate
stamped Tower, with brass
trigger guard and butt cap.
£100-120
257.
An early 19th century flintlock
pistol with 23cm. fully stocked
barrel with ramrod below, the
lockplate with safety catch
signed Richards, with steel
trigger guard, a/f.
£100-150
258.
An Indo-Persian flintlock pistol
with 29cm. flared barrel,
fully stocked with inlaid
studwork decoration, engraved
lockplate, brass trigger guard
and ornament.
£180-220
259.
Gillet, Bristol, a 19th century
percussion pocket pistol with
4.5cm turn off barrel, folding
trigger, and chequered walnut
grip, 16cm. long.
£150-200
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260.
Baber, Newall, a late 18th
century flintlock pistol with
17cm. staged steel barrel,
signed Barber, Newall, with
steel trigger guard , inlaid
silver trophies and silver butt
cap.
£250-350
261.
James Dixon & Sons, a 19th
century brass shot measure
with turned wood handle.
£30-40
262.
A replica navy colt 6 shot
percussion pistol with
engraved cylinder and brass
furniture 33 cm long
£150-250
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Edged weapons
263.
A 19th century German
cavalry sword, the straight
bi -fullerd blade with double
edge tip above steel piecework
knuckle guard with Imperial
Eagle decoration, shaped
ribbed grip and button
pommel, together in scabbard,
78cm blade length.
£100-150
264.
A 19th century Prussian
Cavalry Officers sword, the
curved bi- fullerd blade over
brass openwork knuckle guard
with leather handle (minus
wire) in a steel scabbard, 88cm
blade length.
£150-200
265.
A 19th century Dutch Officers
dress sword, single edged
blade marked “Yzerhouwer”
to one side the other marked
“Geer van leer Utrecht” with
openwork knuckle guard
an ribbed grip, with a steel
scabbard, 84cm blade length.
£80-120
266.
A horn handled Persian
dagger, of typical form in
a white metal mounted
scabbard.
£20-30
267.
A Saudi Arabian jambyia,
with 15cm. curved blade, the
shaped hilt with horn handle
mounted with white metal
and yellow metal banded
decoration, with similar
decoration to the sheath.
£50-60
268.
A 19th century continental
court sword with 79cm. blued
and gilt decorated blade,
gilt brass knuckle guard with
acanthus leaf decorated
quillion, mother of pearl slab
grips, contained in a leather
and brass mounted scabbard.
£300-500

269.
A continental small sword with
81cm triangular fullered and
etched blade, with plain steel
and wire bound grip, 97cm.
long.
£100-150
270.
A continental hunting hanger
with 57cm. single edged
blade, with straight cross
quillion decorated with military
trophies and scolling foliage
to the reverse, with horn slab
hilt with lion mask decoration,
contained in a leather covered
scabbard containing a small
horn handled knife.
£200-300
271.
A british infantry officers
sword, with 82cm. fullered
blade, triple bar guard,
fishskin and wire bound
grip, contained in a leather
scabbard.
£60-80
272.
A Southeast Asian machete or
short sword with 47cm. broad
blade, with cane bound grip,
with partial wooden sheath
and another short sword.
£60-80
273.
An oriental dagger with
21cm. steel blade, with silver
mounted ivory handle, overall
length 34cm.
£100-150
274.
A Japanese cast iron circular
tsuba, with pierced decoration,
7cm. diameter.
£60-80
275.
A 19th century sword with
87cm. curved fullered blade,
triple bar hilt with ribbed grip,
contained in a steel scabbard.
£250-300
276.
A 19th century short sword
with 65cm. fullered blade,
brass single bar knuckle guard
and ribbed wooden grip.
£100-150

277.
A George V infantry officers
sword with 83cm. fullered
and etched blade with Royal
Cypher, by S. Gardener & Co,
London, with triple bar guard
and fishskin and wire bound
grip, contained in a leather
scabbard.
£80-100
278.
An early 19th century
Indo -Persian Tulwar, the
curved single edge blade
with double edged point
engraved “Bartholes Saddle
Horse Steamers” to one side
and “.Iation 1 Camuphols
Mallofn” to the other, the
white metal hilt and handle of
characteristic form with plique
a jouer floral enamel inlay and
oval cartouche with script, in
a green velvet scabbard with
enamel inlaid tip, 66cm blade
length.
£400-600
279.
A 19th century French short
sword.
£150-200
280.
Two Sudanese daggers.
£80-100
281.
A WWI German saw back
bayonet, stamped “Erfurt”
to blade, two piece wooden
handle and leather scabbard.
£20-30
282.
A George V Royal Artillery
Officers dress sword by
Wilkinson, London, etched
bi-fullered blade numbered
‘37578’ above pierced basket
hilt knuckle guard and wire
bound fish skin grip, leather
bullion loop and scabbard,
89cm blade length.
£150-200

283.
An Indian tulwar, the 69cm.
broad curved blade decorated
with deities, elephants and
birds and inlaid bronze figure,
with traditional steel hilt,
together with a Georgian
cavalry sabre with 92cm,
fullered blade with floral
etched and Royal cypher
decoration, with painted
ribbed grip and stirrup hilt.
£150-200
284.
A Victorian infantry officers
sword with 81cm. etched
and fullered blade with Royal
Cypher By Gardiner & Co,
London, with triple bar hilt,
fishskin and wire bound
grip, contained in a leather
scabbard.
£80-100
285.
A Japanese wakizashi, with
41cm. signed blade, carved
ivory tsuba, carved tsuka
depicting figures in an interior,
the carved ivory sectional saya
decorated with figures in a
garden landscape.
£300-400
286.
A Victorian officers sword with
82cm. fullered and etched
blade with Royal cypher,
named P.L.Coleridge, by
Wilkinson, Pall Mall, London,
pierced steel knuckle guard,
fishskin and wire bound grip,
contained in a steel scabbard.
£150-200
287.
An Infantry officers sword with
89cm. fullered blade initialled
WW, by Robert Carden, 200
Piccadilly, London, triple bar
guard, fishskin and wire bound
grip, contained in a steel
scabbard.
£150-200
288.
A George V officers sword.
£80-120

289.
A 19th century short sword,
with 68cm. blade, steel guard
and ribbed grip.
£80-100
290.
Of Fencing Interest: Jenkins
and Roberts after Blake ‘Gardes Pour l’Assaut - aquatint
engraving, sheet size 18 x
31cm, together with four other
similar engravings (5)
£100-150
291.
An Elizabeth II court sword
with 81cm. etched blade, gilt
brass knuckle guard scrolled
quillion and ribbed brass
grip contained in a leather
scabbard and canvas dust
cover, a Malayian Kukri with
two smaller knives to the
sheath and a horn handled
folding hunting knife.
£200-300
292.
Traditional forged ancestral
blade in Army Type 98 (early
type) Guntō with matching
fittings all numbered “12”
and in leather covered custom
fitted field saya. Mino style
Koto blade wonderfully forged
and in the style of magoroku
kanemoto (Muromachi period
Circa. 1500) Blade in full
Japanese polish and exhibiting
no discernable flaws. Jihada;
itame and mokume with
masame in the shinogi and
with a jizo boshi. Hamon is
irregular sanbonsugi (three
cedars)with sunagashi with
Nie & Nioi.3 mekugi ana and
osuriage nakago
£1200-1500
293.
A Japanese wakizashi, with
50.5cm signed blade, possibly
later generation, fitted with
iron tsuba, and kozuka, the
fishskin and bound tsuka floral
menuki, in a lacquered saya, in
a sword bag.
£300-400
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294.
A Japanese wakizashi in the
style of Soshu, with 32cm.
unsigned blade, plain iron
tsuba, fishskin and bound
tsuba in Satsuma rebellion
style, contained in a black
painted saya.
£250-300
295.
Two Japanese yari, one
unpolished with 12cm. blade
and 31cm. nakago, the second
with 12cm. polished blade
and 15cm. nakago together
with NTHK papers attributing
the item to Yamato Monju
Yoshitada and circa 1680.
£300-400
296.
A Japanese chisa katana blade,
52cm. long in ill-fitting saya.
£50-60
297.
A Japanese tachi blade
and habaki, possibly Bizen
Kamakura period, no mounts
or fittings.
£250-350
298.
A Japanese tanto, with 31cm.
blade , iron tsuba, with
fishskin and cord bound tsuka,
contained in a vermilion saya,
and sword bag.
£150-250
299.
A Japanese tanto in Aikuchi
mounts, with 23cm. blade,
with fishskin and leather
bound tsuka, contained in a
lacquered saya. a/f.
£250-350
300.
A Japanese iron, silver and gold
wakizashi tsuba, Nara School,
7.2cm. wide.
£100-150
301.
A Japanese katana/ wakizashi
tsuba, Akasaka School, 7.8cm.
Edo period.
£100-150
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302.
A Japanese iron, gold and silver
katana tsuba, Bishu School,
7.5cm. wide, Edo period.
£100-150
303.
A pair of Japanese copper
kozuka handles to a nanako
ground, both handles
depicting oni, each 9.8cm
long, Edo period.
£100-150
304.
A Japanese iron and gold, brass
and copper inlay tanto tsuba,
Heinjo school, 5cm. long, Edo
period.
£60-80
305.
A Japanese iron Tosho tsuba,
possibly Owari, 7cm, long.
£100-150
306.
A Japanese folded iron tsuba
of tanto size of mokko gata
outline , signed Nobuie, Edo
period,
£40-60
307.
Two Japanese kogatana blades,
both signed tempered and
polished, each approx 19.5cm.
long, Edo period.
£150-200
308.
A collection of auction
catalogues for important
collections of Japanese
metalwork including
Compton collection, Vols 1
and 3, Lundgren Collection,
Hartman Collection, Caldwell
Collection,Frreman and Sharpe
Collections, Festing and
Backhoff collections, and Carlo
Monzino Collection
£250-300
309.
A 20th century Japanese short
sword European style with
64cm. curved fullered blade,
with gilt brass guard decorated
with flowerheads, with fishskin
and wire bound grip, having
an oval pommel.
£20-30

310.
A collection of books relating
to Japanese edged wapons
includingTreasures from The
Tokugawa Art MuseumNo
3, EARLE (J) Lethal Elegance,
NAGAYAMA (K) The
Connoisseurs Book of Japanese
Swordfs, and four others.
£60-80
311.
An Iron tsuba probably from
the Muromachi period, of plain
circular form with radiating
incised lines, the hitsu ana
possibly later added, 8cm.
diameter.
£70-80
312.
Two fish skin cover tsuka, a
black lacquer saya, assorted
menuki and other furniture,
fish skin and ribbon.
£100-150
313.
A modern polished steel suit
of armour in the 16th century
style, with combed and visored
helmet of Burgonet type,
breastplate, upper and lower
vambrace, cuisse and greaves.
£300-500
314.
A pair of African elephant
spears with leaf shaped blades
to one end and elongated
spikes to the other.
£20-30
315.
A late 19th century bamboo
sword stick, with brass ferrule.
£80-100
316.
A Japanese katana with 63cm.
signed blade, one mekugi-ana,
fully bound tsuka with menuki,
pierced and gilt decorated
tsuba, contained in a World
War II mounted tsaya.
£500-700

317.
A George IV officers dress
sword by Wilkinson, London,
the curved single edge blade
with etched decoration
above open basket knuckle
guard, wire bound fish skin
grip, polished steel scabbard
stamped Wilkinson Pall Mall,
82cm blade length.
£150-200
318.
A 19th steel pike on beech
shaft, and two Polynesian style
steel headed axes.
£60-80
319.
A 19th century Persian hide
Dhal, with six circular metal
bosses (two possibly added
later for hanging purposes) 50
cm diameter.
£100-150
320.
An early 20th century Royal
Navy Dirk, the straight single
edge blade with engraved
decoration marked “Fraiser
& Davis Outfitters” above
hilt with acorn quillion, wire
bound fish skin grip and lions
head pommel, together with
brass mounted scabbard,
30cm blade length. (a/f)
£50-80
321.
A Third Reich period police
officers dress dagger, with
33cm. fullered blade, with
oakleaf decorated quillion,
horn grips and eagle head
pommel, contained in a
leather scabbard.
£150-200
322.
A continental hunting dagger,
with 30.5cm. blued steel blade
with gilt etched decoration,
oakleaf and acorn decorated
quillion, carved ivory grip
with gilt metal shell shaped
pommel, contained in a brass
scabbard.
£200-250

323.
Collins & Co, Hartford,
Conneticut, a World war I
period American machete,
contained in a leather
scabbard.
£40-60
324.
A French lebel bayonet
contained in a steel scabbard,
together with a kukri knife in
leather scabbard.
£40-60
325.
An Indo-Persian shamshir with
82cm. curved, fullered and
inscribed blade, steel quillion
and pommel with wood grips,
a/f.
£150-200
326.
A late 19th century Indo
-Persian agate handled dagger,
the curved bi-fullered blade
over an iron hilt with green
agate two piece grip, in an
embossed leather scabbard,
and one other Persian
whitemetal mounted dagger
(2)
£100-150
327.
A George II flintlock pistol
by Tower, London, the
turned barrel over stirruped
ramrod and side lock
mechanism,signed with crown
and “G.R “ cypher on a brass
capped walnut stock with butt
cap 22.5cm barrel length..
£850-950
328.
A 19th century French officers
sword with 77cm. fullered
blade, pierced brass knuckle
guard, and ribbed wood grip.
£100-150
329.
A Swedish bayonet, with
21cm. fullered blade, and
chequered grip contained in a
stree scabbard.
£20-30
330.
Various assorted knives and a
brass door knocker.
£20-30

331.
A World War II period short
fighting sword, with 45cm.
curved and fullered blade, steel
quillion with wood slab grips,
contained in a stitched leather
scabbard.
£70-90
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332.
British School 19/20th century
- An Army Officer - on canvas
over a printed base, 50 x
39cm.
£100-150
333.
A 19th Century gilt brass
statue of Napoleon, 42cm high
£200-300
334.
A World War II G.S.M trio,
a 1953 Coronation medal
and matching minatures,
un-named, together with a
collection of enamel badges.
£60-80
335.
A collection of books relating
to World War II and collecting
Military memorabilia.
336.
A plaster wall bust of Field
Marshall Montgomery, 23cm.
high.
£10-20
337.
A WWII military button
containing a concealed
compass.
£20-30
338.
OF WORLD WAR II INTEREST
Including siege of Malta
and WRNS history:- from
the Culver/Wevell a family
collection of photographs,
diaries, letters and ephemera.
photographs include Malta
during the siege, Valletta
harbour with warships, ruins,
aircraft, and family scenes, Miss
O.J.E. Thomas having lived
through the siege of Malta
working as a civilian cypher
for the Navy, later trained
in the WRNS, married Major
B.F.J.Culver 22nd Cheshire
Regiment, and a great deal of
the records relate to her and to
her first and second husbands;
a photograph of the Officers
2nd Battalion The Wiltshire
Regiment, Aldershot, 1934,
22

miniature group of five World
War II medals, a miniature
scale model of an anti-aircraft
gun made in Malta during
the siege and prestented to
Major B.F. J. Culver by one of
his men, brass three drawer
telescope, opera glasses,
binoculars, spirit warmer, naval
buttons, map case, together
with books relating to the
siege of Malta, the sinking of
the S.S.Khedive Ismail, story
of H.M.S. Kenya, and other
ephemera.
£300-350
339.
A Rolls-Royce Merlin engine
alloy piston head, 15cm.
diameter.
£30-40
340.
A composite medal group
comprising Victorian and
Edwardian Boer pair with three
and two bars, named “6458
Pte. W Morris Rifle Bde” , also
a WWI trio, and a George
V long service medal, each
named differently.
£200-300
341.
A box of WWII cloth badges,
coins, banknotes and
ephemera.
£40-60
342.
A WWII photograph album
and WWI photographs and
related ephemera.
£30-40
343.
A World War I period German
leather pickelhaube, with
pressed metal badge, detached
spike and chin strap.
£100-150
344.
A World War One G.S.M pair
awarded to ‘160349 GNR. C.
Manning R.A’
£40-60

345.
A 19th century court sword,
with 77cm. triangular etched
blade, with gilt brass knuckle
guard, turned down quillion
and mother of pearl slab grips.
£150-200
346.
Arms & Military Goods by
Schuyler, Hartley & Grahams,
reprint (1961) and the Civil
War ‘Lee Takes Command’
Time-Life book.
£20-30
347.
A brass shell case in the form
of a vase and a piece of World
War I shrapnel collected from
the Somme battlefield.
£50-60
348.
A Third Reich period War Merit
Cross 2nd Class with original
paper container.
£40-60
349.
A Third Reich period War Merit
Cross 2nd Class.
£40-60
350.
A regulation pattern steel
helmet for the Governor
General Bodyguard of Canada,
dyed horse hair on shaped
spike, brass regimental crest
with motto “Nulli Secundus”,
gilt floral mounts and chin
guard, leather liner, 40cm high
See illustration page 42
£800-1200
351.
A U.S. Army first aid tin, by
A.C. Halperin Co, Boston Mass.
£20-30

352.
A 19th Century dress uniform
for Lord Mayor of Salford,
includes tailcoat, embroidered
waistcoat, bicorn hat, shoes
with buckles, court sword.
sword suspender, Worn by
William Pearson, Lord Mayor
of Salford 1873-74, includes
photocopy of William Pearson
in uniform.
*Provenance by direct descent
from family.
£150-200
353.
Most Excellent Order Of The
British Empire awarded to
Kathleen Janet Bardsley, cased
together with Royal Grant and
family diary dating back to
1893.
£200-250
354.
A George V dress sword
in a leather covered
scabbard,(blade rusted)
£150-200
355.
Two officer’s peak caps and a
Sam Browne belt.
£20-30
356.
A 9ct gold boy scout pendant
with fleur de lys ? and Swastika
decoration.
£50-60
357.
Two pairs of enamelled military
cufflinks.
£20-30
358.
A World War II (1942) brass
helio signal mirror on stand,
stamped 1942.
£150-180
359.
A 19th century Fijian sali
war club, the broad curved
end with carved decoration
extending down onto turned
shaft, 56cm long
£200-300

360.
Sir Robert Bourchier Sherrard
Wrey 11th baronet
A stained pine and lead lined
trunk with inscription to
top “Lieut Col Sir Bourchier
Wrey B1 Royal North Devon
Hussars... Saddlery”, 55 x
62cm.
*Born in 1855 the son of Sir
Henry Bourchier Toke Wrey
10th Baronet, Sir Robert saw
action in the Anglo-Egyptian
war of 1882 whilst serving in
the Royal Navy. Upon retiring
from the navy as the rank of
captain he later served as the
Honorary Lieutenant Colonel
of the Royal Devon Hussars.
£80-120
361.
A World War One period
German gilt metal sweetheart
bangle, with miniature Iron
Cross on blue heart shaped
cushion with oak leaves and
inscribed panel dated 1914.
£60-80
362.
A World War One pair to
J22649 P. J Nosworthy A.B.
R.N. War and Victory Medal,
Elizabeth II General Service
Medal with South Arabia
bar to 2366866 Cpl. P.S.
Nosworthy R.E..
£40-60
363.
Lieut. G V Hawker - WWI
Victory medal and two dress
medals, two photos of G V
Hawker and a photo of grave.
£20-40
364.
An Italian fascist period
bronzed metal pendant.
£30-40
365.
A World War I group of four
to 66088. Pte. E.W.Linnell.
R.A.M.C. 1914-15 Star, War
and Victory Medals, 1939-45
Defence Medal, pay books,
photographs and other
ephemera, two Edward VII
coronation medals, etc.
£20-30

366.
A World War One pair to
44364 Gnr. A.C.Ford. R.A.
together with World War
Two War Medal, a Princess
Mary’s Christmas Tin and
Miscellaneous Collectables.
£30-40
367.
Six cased Forces sweetheart
brooches, to include yellow
and white metal examples
with enamel decoration for
Worcestershire Regiments etc
(6).
£150-200
368.
A White metal cap badge for
“The Buffs”, one other white
metal cap badge, Dorsetshire,
Manchester and Middlesex cap
badges, Connaught Rangers
and four others, framed in a
glazed display case. (10)
£200-300
369.
1st Battalion The Duke of
Cornwall’s light Infantry, a
framed display comprising
helmet plate, cap badge,
shoulder badges and buttons.
£200-250
370.
A collection of early 20th
century and later regimental
sweetheart brooches to
include WWI circular horn and
silver examples for Australian
Commonwealth Military
forces, The Queen’s Regiment
etc, also later gilt and enamel
decorated bar brooches etc.
£200-300
371.
A collection of Victorian and
later sweetheart brooches,
including a silver and enamel
1887 Silver Jubilee brooch
three horse shoe shaped
brooches, a white metal and
enamel Royal navy Brooch,
R.F.C and R.A.F brooches and
other examples.
£200-300
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372.
Two Victorian Royal Artillery
Shako pommels, the gilt
example with red feathers,
the silvered example with
white feathers both with
granade flames and Royal
Corps emblem above cannon
and motto “Quo Fas Et Gloria
Ducunt”, later mounted in a
glazed case.
£250-300
373.
A 16th Lancers (The Queens)
Regiment Shako plate, with
Royal coat of Arms above
battle honours and regimental
motto on a reeded sunburst
ground, in an associated
glazed case.
£300-400
374.
A 17th Lancers Regiment
Shako plate, with Royal coat
of Arms above battle honours
and regimental motto on a
reeded sunburst ground, in an
associated glazed case.
£300-400
375.
A Royal Malta Artillery
Regimental cap badge, also a
Royal Malta Militia cap badge,
both framed together in a later
display case.
£300-400
376.
A collection of sixteen Fusilier
Regiment cap badges, to
include, Royal Welsh, Royal
Dublin, Inniskilling Fusilier and
others, together in a glazed
display case.
£300-400
377.
A Gloucestershire Regiment
helmet plate.
£100-150
378.
A Shropshire Rifle Volunteer
Corp Helmet plate.
£150-200
379.
A Leinster Regiment Helmet
plate.
£120-150
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380.
A Royal Marines Regiment
Helmet plate
£120-150
381.
A Royal Artillery Helmet Plate.
£100-120
382.
A Wiltshire regiment helmet
badge.
£120-150
383.
An East Lancashire 2nd Vol
Bat’ln helmet plate.
£120-150
384.
Two WWI bayonets from
Turkish troops in Mesopotamia,
a pair of WWI putties, a trench
art cribbage board and shell
casing, a stoneware anti-gas
ointment container and a
WWII Collins & Co field knife
stamped 1944.
£50-70
385.
A crimea medal dated 1854,
no clasp, unnamed.
£20-40
386.
A 1930’s photograph album
includes war memorials.
£20-40
387.
A military medal Ribbon Jars
and emblems, cap badges
including Liverpool pals,
Leinster Regiment etc, a home
guard plastic pips and military
photographs/postcards sinking of the Mainz August
1914 etc.
£20-40
388.
A 19th century style British
army officers scarlet coatee,
with blue facings, silver
bullion braid, the buttons
with with crown above a 2
by Player Bros, Birmingham.
with epaulettes buttoned and
stitched to the shoulders.
£150-200

389.
A teak folding chair in the
campaign style with carved
elephant decoration, bearing
brass plaque “ Bengal Lancers
1917”.
£100-150
390.
A World War I trio to 14114
Dvr. G, Rowe, R.A., 1914-15
Star, War and Victory Medals,
a tinted photograph of Dvr.
Rowe, cap badges, assorted
postcards and photographs.
£80-120
391.
Military postcards WWI and
WWII and two albums of
original photographs and
letters from soldier.
£60-80
392.
A group of six to 79079
Bombdr. C. Pearce Indian
General Service Medal with
Tirah 1897-98, Samana 1897
and Punjab Frontier 189798 bars ( 79079 Bombdr.
C. Pearce. 9th. Fd. By. R.A.)
Queens South Africa Medal
with South Africa 1901,
Transvaal, Orange Free State,
and Cape Colony bars, (79079
Sgt. C. Pearce. R.F.A.) 1914-15
Star ( 79079 B.S.Mjr. A.S.Mjr
C. Pearce. R.F.A., War and
Victory Medals (79079 A-W.O.
Cl.2. C.Pearce. R.A.)
£700-800
393.
Hitler, oil on canvas.
£120-140
394.
An English bayonet and
scabbard.
£30-40
395.
An Elizabeth II Imperial Service
Medal to Reginald Frederick
James Hurford, cased with
award citation.
£30-40

396.
Of World War I interest
A notebook from Phyllis
Thomson working at the 3rd
Southern General Hospital,
containing entries from
wounded servicemen dating
from 1914 onwards, wounded
at Mons, Ypres, Aisne, and the
Somme, together with ink and
pencil sketches, photographs
and poems, one important
entry of note is of Cpl Frederick
William Dobson VC. 2nd
Coldstream Guards. together
with a smaller album of verses,
paintings and sketches.
£100-150
397.
A sporan.
£40-60
398.
A pair of wood and brass 15th
Punjab regiment mugs.
£20-30
399.
A quantity of WWII ephemera.
£20-30
400.
A German ‘Hitler Youth’ knife,
with engraved motto to blade
and stamped “Solingen”,
checkered two piece grip
with enamel swastika, original
scabbard and leather frog.
£60-100
401.
A 18th/ early 19th century
iron breastplate, probably
English, of single piece
construction with medial ridge
and stud decoration around
neck, arms and waist lame.
£80-120
402.
A quantity of army cap badges
for Shropshire Yeomanry and
The Kings Shropshire Light
Infantry and a blazer badge,
contained in a gilt wood
display cabinet.
£30-40
403.
A collection of army brass cap
badges, World War II cloth
insignia, contained in a file,
some loose.
£150-200

404.
Two WWI GSM groups to
the Smallridge brothers and
miscellaneous other medals
and militaria etc.
£120-140
405.
MBE for Lt Col C B Spencer
OBE TD RA - fixed defences
Cromarty 1939-41.
£100-150
406.
A polished steel cavalry horse
bit with brass mounts for 17th
Cavalry Regiment. together
with leather bridle.
£150-200
407.
WW II interest, two photo
albums and one scrap book
relating to Burma Campaign
1943-45ish (two bags).
£20-40
408.
An Army kahki Greatcoat with
set of Devonshire Regiment
brass buttons, size 5 dated
1942, another 1951 pattern,
a Royal Marines Captains
battledress blouse 1953, with
‘pips’, cloth shoulder titles
and medal ribbons, (worn), a
Forage cap, breeches, (moth
holes) hooded waterproof
cape etc.
£20-40
409.
A Devonshire Regiment
leather belt, a pair of leather
gauntlet gloves, brown leather
helmet and goggles (possibly
Dispatch rider), 2 pairs of black
leather Riding boots, size 8, a
pair of Regular pattern boots,
size 9 and a pair of similar
Boy’s ‘Be-Dry’ boots, size 13.
£30-50
410.
A Military Field ReceiverTransmitter Radio RT-3841/
PRC-377 No.32068.
Headphones and other related
items.
£20-30

411.
A 1940 British Army steel
helmet with camouflage net,
various webbing packs, belts,
straps and pouches, a water
bottle, etc.
£20-30
412.
A W.D. brass and mahogany
spirit level by Smallwood
Birmingham, dated 1944 and
a sighting and parallel plotting
and charting instrument
stamped R.E.-CO. M K.11. in a
brown wood and leather strap
mounting case.
£50-60
413.
The Buren military wristwatch
with Arabic dial and subsidiary
seconds dial, in steel case,
stamped with War Office
arrow, H8827, 338990, with
green canvas strap.
£200-300
414.
A Record military wristwatch
with steel case, black Aracbic
dial and green canvas strap.
£150-200
415.
A military wristwatch style
compass with stamped
arrow, serial No 239158/66,
on canvas strap, a similar
compass, and a hand held
brass compass stamped Mag.
Trng. MkII, 1944.
£40-60
416.
A military hand held compass
by TG.Co Ltd, London, No B
295878 1944 Mk III, contained
ina leather case.
£40-60
417.
A brass hand held compass, a
polished steel and brass hand
held compass, and a naval
hand held compass.
£60-80
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418.
Three bakelite cased military
marching compassesby T.G.
Co Ltd, Compass Magnetic
Marching Mark I, each with
arrow stampa leather compass
case, a hand torch and a set
of spring scales, with arrow
stamped dated 1943.
£60-80
419.
A collection of assorted hand
tools including spanners, pliers,
clamps etc mostly stamped
with War Office arrows.
£40-60
420.
Two German five litre steel
petrol cans.
£20-30
421.
A collection of assorted
army cloth badges, shoulder
badges, brass buttons and cap
badges, sweetheart brooch,
deactivated hand grenade, belt
buckle, trench art etc.
£100-150
422.
A collection of War Illustrated
magazines, Purnells History of
The Second World War and
other war magazines.
£20-30
423.
A collection of assorted
military books and pamphlets
including The Elements of Rifle
Shooting, We Shall Fight in
The Streets, maps , Combat
Unioforms, Poems From The
Desert, Combined Operations,
and others.
£30-40
424.
After A. Miller
A bronzed resin study of a
World War II paratrooper, on a
polished wood base,
£30-40
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425.
A collection of military issue
booklets on various subjects
including fieldcraft, small arms,
registration cards, Identity
cards, and other World War II
related ephemera.
£50-60
426.
A Windale military machete,
a bill hook, entrenching tool,
two bayonets and a fighting
knife.
£80-100
427.
A pair of military field glasses
by Ross, London, contained in
a canvas field case.
£40-60
428.
A pair of World War II military
field glasses Bino Prism No
MkII, in canvas field case.
£40-60
429.
A military issue metal box
containing four pairs of
goggles and glass lenses.
£40-60
430.
An American Maritme
Commission hand held
sextant, contained in a fitted
case.
£60-80
431.
Three assorted case masks, a
fire extinguisher a large oil can,
a Sam Browne belt, union flag,
and military issue bandage
dressings.
£40-60
432.
An Edward VII cavalry officers
dispatch pouch, with brass
Royal Cypher badge to the flap
with bullion stitchwork border
and cross belt.
£200-300
433.
An over painted blue painted
military chest, with remains of
regimental details beneath.
£20-30

433A
A collection of R.A.F. (Bomber
Command) issue French,
Belgium and Dutch banknotes
includes: Dutch 25 Gulden
note dated 10/1938, ten
French 100 Franc banknotes
(eight dated 09/1939, two
dated 10/1939), five French
100 Franc banknotes dated
04/1939, one French 500
Franc banknote 04/1942, one
French 1000 Franc banknote
01/1943, one Belgium 50
Belgium Franc banknote
dated 03/1938, three
Belgium 20 Belgium Franc
banknotes dated 09/11/1935,
12/07/1938, 04/12/1935.
Provenance:- issued to the
current owner whilst a bomb
aimer flying Lancaster bombers
out of R.A.F. Waddington
with 463 Squadron, after
one raid due to nightfighter
activity over his home base
his lancaster JO-P (Peter) was
diverted to R.A.F. Foldingworth
arriving late the money was
never collected in by the
debriefing officers.
£300-400

Truncheons
434.
A 19th Century Truncheon
with gilt decoration on a black
ground.
£20-40
435.
A 19th Century Constables
truncheon, remains of gilt
decoration on a black finish,
18.25ins length.
£20-40
436.
A 19th Century Constable’s
staff with gilt decoration and
Royal Coat of Arms, dated
1822. 23.5ins length.
£20-40
437.
A William IV Constable’s
Truncheon, gilt decoration
on a grey reserve, 20.75 ins
length.
£20-30
438.
A 19th Century Truncheon,
gilt circular monogram initial
“S” on blue ground, 14.75 ins
length.
£20-40
439.
A 19th Century Truncheon of
tapering ball ended design,
bearing old label inscribed
“Parish Constable’s Truncheon
AD 1826”, 13.75 ins length.
£20-40
440.
A 19th Century Truncheon,
remains of gilt decoration on a
black ground, 17 ins length.
£20-40
441.
A 19th Century Constable’s
Staff, gilt decoration and
numbered No.2 on brown
finish, 5.75 ins length.
£20-30
442.
Three late 19th - early 20th
Century Truncheons.
£20-40
443.
A similar lot.
£20-30

444.
A 19th Century Staff with gilt
decoration on a black ground,
18 ins length.
£20-30
445.
Two late 19th Century
Truncheon’s of plain design.
£20-40
446.
A 19th Century turned
Truncheon with fluted end,
17ins length.
£20-30
447.
An early 20th Century
Manchester Special Constable’s
Truncheon, transfer
decoration, named and dated
H. Elliot, 1914 -16, 15ins
length.
£20-40
448.
Three late 19th / early 20th
Century Truncheons.
£20-30
449.
A 19th Century Constable’s
Truncheon, gilt WR and Crown
ciphers over No 4, 19.5ins
length.
£20-40
450.
Three late 19th / early 20th
Century plain Truncheons.
£20-30
451.
A 19th Century painted two
piece Cosh with gilt crown
decoration to striking end,
united by a leather strap with
blue finish, 15.75 ins length.
£20-40
452.
An early 20th Century
Manchester Constabulary
Truncheon with remains of
transfer decoration.
£20-30
453.
Two machine turned wooden
Staff’s, united by an iron
fitting. a/f
£20-40

454.
A Victorian police Truncheon
with crown and “V.R.” cypher
above “Police” in red and gilt
on a black ground, with ribbed
handle. 40cm long.
£20-30
455.
A Victorian Tiverton Borough
police truncheon, with
gilt crown and V.R cypher
over oval gilt a red ground
cartouche marked Tiverton
Borough, ribbed handle and
later leather strap, 44cm long
£150-200
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Fishing
456.
An early 20th century four bar
3inch brass fishing reel -” W
Horton, Glasgow.”
£20-30
457.
A large quantity of fly tying
lines and materials.
£100-200
458.
A large quantity of fly tying
materials to include valchenen,
guinea fowl skin, golden
pheasant and other materials.
£100-200
459.
A similar lot.
£100-200
460.
Hofland, T. C, The British
Angler’s Manual, or, the Art of
Angling in England, Scotland,
Wales, and Ireland: etc, org.
cloth rebacked, 14 engraved
plates inc. 4 plates of flies, 8vo,
1841.
(1)
£25-30
461.
A collection of fishing reels and
equipment, to include split
cane and later rods.
£20-30
462. No Lot
463.
Skues, G. E. M. Minor Tactics
of the Chalk Stream, colour
frontispiece of flies, original
cloth, 8vo, first edition, 1910.
With .... Parker, Eric (& others).
Shooting By Moor, Field and
Shore, illustrated, original
cloth, 8vo, 1929. With 9 others
on fishing and angling.
(11)
£30-60
464.
A collection of British and
World coins including boxes
uncirculated proof sets,
commemorative crowns and
coins, loose foreign coins and
some framed.
£200-250
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465.
A split cane fishing rod in a
bag, a bamboo landing net
and three walking canes.
£20-30
466.
A 4’’ salmon reel by Farlow,
London, horn handle and line
adjust, signed in a leather case,
£150-200
467.
A three piece split cane rod by
Graham & Co. Inverness, and
a Hardy Tailer.
£40-80
468.
Four 19th century wooden
reels comprising a small
trotting reel 2’’, another 2
3/4’’, another 3 1/2’’ and 5’’
Beatons ‘Triple Life’.
£60-100
469.
J J Enright , Dapping Road - a
16’ spliced greenheart rod , a
two piece spliced spinning rod,
one other rod and a landing
net.
£50-60
470.
An early 20th century Farlow &
Co landing net, the ash hoop
with net on a signed brass
mount and sliding on a square
mahogany shaft with brass
mounted ash handle, 133cm
fully extended.
£80-100
471.
A Hardy three section
greenhart rod with brass
fittings circa 1952.
£30-40
472.
A Gamages 1905 pike rod.
£20-30
473.
An un-named green heart
fishing rod and gaff.
£30-40
474.
A 19th Century five bar brass
fishing reel by Army and Navy
with single ebony handle and
brass shoe, 3in diameter.
£40-60

475.
A quantity of cane and carbon
figure fishing rods.
£20-30
476.
C.Farlow & Co, Pall Mall,
London, a Holdfast three
section greenhart fly rod
stamped “5675” to brass end
cap, togetehr in an associated
wooden box.
£50-60
477.
An ash brass mounted fourpiece rod, unsigned together
in a canvas bag.
£35-45
478.
A 19th Century leather creel,
also a late 19th century
catalogue of prices for “The
Silver Greyling, 15, Fetter Lane,
Fleet St London 1844”, a brass
reel, a mahogany and brass
star backed reel and other
tackle. See illustration page 41
£60-80
479.
A Japanese ivory telescopic
fishing whip, the case with
incised decoration of Cod, Hake,
bass etc and marked “Arthur
Burgess 1879” 56cm closed.
£150-200
480.
A collection of Eight various
early 20th century rods, to
include examples by local
Devon and Dorset makers,
including Lt. Col. Oborn
Marnhull Dorset, “Tenacity”
split cane rod.
£200-300
481.
Two bamboo landing nets and
three alloy examples.
£40-60
482.
An early 20th century
presentation engraved salmon
attractor,” A lady novice
catch...Pichola lake Udaipour
29th September 1919” framed
and glazed, also a whicker
creel and a framed set of
Ensign salmon fly trade cards.
£150-200

483.
A collection of various fishing
tackle to include, wooden and
alloy centre pin reels, float boxes tackle boxes, fly wallets
(A lot).
£150-200
484.
A collection of fly tying
feathersilks and wire together
in a tin box.
£40-60
485.
Calabi, Silvio. The Collector’s
Guide to Antique Fishing
Tackle, cloth in d/w, 1989.
With 7 other books on angling.
(8)
£30-50
486.
Skues, G. E. M. The Way of a
Trout with a Fly, cloth in d/w,
1967. With 27 other books on
angling.
(28)
£40-80
487.
Five various late 19th /early
20th century brass four bar
brass reels.
£60-80
488.
A set of four early 20th century
circular glazed salmon flies.
£40-60
489.
A late 19th century fly tin
by Ogden Smith, Hyde Park
Corner, another by A. Carter
& Co London, a circular brass
fly tin and a mahogany pocket
reel and line (4)
£40-60
490.
An Allcocks marvel 3 inch reel,
one other Allcock reel and an
Allcock -Stanley reel(3)
£50-60
491.
A Gammages four section
split cane salmon rod and one
other rod, unsigned.
£80-100

492.
A set of three early 20th
Century graduated copper
and brass bait boxes, marked
maggots, worms and bait.
£40-60
493.
A collection of assorted fishing
tackle, a bamboo shooting
stick and a walking stick.
£20-30
494.
Holbrow & Co a brass and
wood fishing winch, 6cm.
diameter, and a 5,5cm. brass
and wood fishing winch.
£40-60
495.
Allcock & Sons a 6ins chrome
sea reel, with two tension
levers, brake lever and chrome
line guide, with ebonised
handle and chrome foot.
£70-90
496.
Hardy Bros, Alnwick an
alloy and brass 6 ins. “The
Eddystone “ sea reel with,
wood handle, brass line guide
and tension nut, brake lever
and brass foot.
£120-150
497.
An Abu Carcia Ambassadeur
multiplying reel, boxed.
£20-30
498.
Hardy Bros, Alnwick a No 3
folding fishing knife, with five
folding implements.
£200-300
499.
A Corbet folding fishing knife.
£130-150
500.
An eye witness anglers folding
knife.
£70-90
501.
A Rodgers Anglers folding
stainless steel knife.
£60-80
502.
A Joseph Barber folding fishing
knife.
£25-35

Other sports (rugby,
football, tennis etc)
503.
Of early south African Rugby
Interest - the signatures for
“The South African Rugby
Football Team 1906”, cut
and pasted into page, also a
collection of WW1 signatures
of injured men, in a green
leather autograph album.
£40-60
504.
An official programme
Plymouth Argyle V Santos of
Brazil Wednesday March 14th
1973, with signed autographs
of Santos team including Pele.
£50-60
505.
An early 20th century canvas
golf bag with fifteen various
clubs.
£20-30
506.
Of rowing interest
A large photograph of
Beaumont College rowing
X, signed, 22.5 x 34.5cm,
a smaller photograph of
the crew on the water, and
two silver rowing medals for
Staines Amateur Regatta, 1929
and Egham Regatta, 1927.
£50-60
507.
An early 20th century
miniature cricket bat c.1933,
made by Phil Carr, Skipton,
signed by Frank. E. Woolley
(Kent) and dated 1933, 15cm
long.
£40-60
508.
Of cricketing interest
A late 19th early 20th century
photograph of a cricket team
including W.G.Grace, 20 x
26cm.
£60-80
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508A
A group of cricketing
memorabilia including
autograph of 1961 cricket
Australian touring team,
autograph album of
photographs, score book etc.
£40 - 50
509.
A pewter trophy mug Christ
College, four-oars race 1848.
£40-60
510.
A collection of six various steel
shaft golf clubs.
£20-30
511.
A large collection of
1970’s and early 1980’s
International and National
boxing programmes, to
include The Heavy Weight
Championship of G. B., Europe
and Commonwealth between
Henry Coooper and Joe
Bagner??? March 1971, also
other World Championship
title fights and notable fighters
Alan Minter, John Conteh and
Frank Bruno, also a signed
miniature cricket bat ( A Lot).
£200-250
512.
A signed, Shiphay Manor Club
Cricket.
£40-60
513.
A scared head golf club, the
head stamped “Swilken”, with
leather grip.
£100-150
514.
A hand stitched cricket ball.
£20-30
515.
An oak and white metal “ Inter
Regimental Golf Challenge
Shield “ Trophy, presented
by major-General P.A.Ullman,
C.B, O.B.E, with twenty
two plaques, also a pair of
miniature apprentice” golf
clubs.
£40-60
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516.
An album containing 1970’s
3D football cards and some
earlier cards.
£20-30
517.
A signed photograph of the
Australian cricket touring team
of 1953 and an autograph
sheet of the players of the 20th
Australian Tean to tour Great
Britain, 1948.
£20-30
518.
Exeter City Rugby Club 191213 photograph, together with
a photograph of a lady riding
side saddle on a horse.
£60-80
519.
A shooting stick, bowls bag,
leather waiscoat and tennis
racket.
£20-30
520.
A plated car mascot in the
form of a golfer, 13.5cm. high.
£100-120
521.
Of Olympic Games Interest
- An early 20th Century
whitemetal gymnastic medal
awarded to W. Tysall, together
with two photographic
postcards of the recipient,
inscribed with details of his
achievements in particular
his 2nd place in the World’s
Gymnastic Championship at
the Olympic Games 1908.
£50-60

Transport and
motoring
522.
A Jaguar car mascot and an AA
badge (2)
£40-60
523.
A chrome plated Jaguar car
mascot, on a polished marble
base, 21cm. long.
£30-40
524.
A Vintage Motor Club 50th
Anniversary bar badge.
£20-40
525.
Of Bentley interest
W O Bentley - “My life and
my cars” autographed by W O
Bentley together with another
copy. Autobiography “The cars
in my life” together with two
copies of “The other Bentley
boys” one signed by Elizabeth
Nagle. Two copies of “The
vintage Bentley book” circa
1919 and circa 1922 (Bentley
3 litre models). Two copies of
the “Illustrated history of the
Bentley car”. A F C Hillstead
- “Those Bentley days”; a
vintage Bentley manual (3 litre
Bentley).
£20-40
526.
Bentley related books to
include: Two copies of
the Bentley bedside book,
Technical facts,Thoroughbred
motor car, Motor car index,
Pre-war Bentleys, Vintage
automobiles, First and fastest,
two copies of Maintenance
and driving of vintage cars,
Rolls-Royce in the twenties.
£20-40
527.
Montague of Beaulieu, a
signed edition of Rolls of RollsRoyce, The book of the Bentley
by Kenneth Ullyelt.
£20-40

528.
A copy of the Automotor
Journal and other ephemera
together with other books
to include: Picture history
of motoring, Restoration of
vintage as thoroughbred, Cars
and various related books.
£20-40
529.
Poster - Bentley wins Le Mans;
1927, 1928, 1929.
£20-40
530.
A print of a Bentley in a race
after Turner (M) together with
a photo of a Bentley after Ray
Nockoldan; Various literature to
include: 3 litre Bentley booklets
circa 1930 S A P, Bentley drivers
club review magazines, Austin
twelve handbook, Christies
catalogue, Morris - Commercial
spare part list.
£20-30
531.
A Bentley Drivers Club bar
badge together with a Bentley
car badge.
£20-30
532.
Of Formula one interest
British Grand Prix, Silverstone
19th July, 1969 official
programme signed by Graham
Hill and Bruce McLaren, Daily
Express 22nd International
Trophy Meeting Silverstone,
26th April 1970 official
programme signed by Jackie
Stewart, World Championship
Sports Car Race, Brands Hatch
28-29th September, 1974,
official programme signed
by Jarier, Pascarolo, Beltoise
and Larrousse, British Grand
Prix, Silverstone 14-16th July
1977 official programme
signed by James Hunt, E.
Fittipaldi, E. Ribiero, various
other official programmes,
autobiographies of Graham
Hill, James Hunt, Jochen Rindt
and Jackie Stewart, two replica
Olympic Medals Berlin 1936,
and pamphlets relating to the
Olympic games.
£150-200

533.
A collection of AA, RAC car
club badges, and others.
£40-60
534.
A collection of “The Motor
Cycle” and “Motor Cycle
Weekly” dating from the
1930’s through to 1983.
£20-30
535.
A collection of motorbike and
motor vehicle maintenance
manuals, service lists and other
related volumes including
military and civilian vehicles.
£40-60
536.
A collection of vehicle manuals
and handbooks including
“Flying Standard Cars 1936-7”
and others (A lot)
£40-50
537.
A quantity of various books
relating to motoring history,
motor cars and motor cycle
manufacturers, and related
volumes.
£40-60
538.
A collection of various
workshop manuals for cars,
vans and motorbikes, including
Jaguar, Hornet etc. (A lot)
£40-60
539.
A 1905 pattern Powell &
Hammer (Birmingham) Motor
Head lamp, probably for a De
Dion Bouton , 7 inch glass lens
and waisted body with handle
and leather bladder to rear
section, 27cm high.
£150-200
540.
A Lucas “ King’s Own”
lamp, No F141, also a Lucas
“Holophote” lamp, a Powell
& Hammer Ltd lamp and one
other (4)
£80-100
541.
A pair of early 20th century
bras and tincarriage lamps.
£20-40

542.
Bacon, Roy. Royal Enfield the
Post War Models, cloth in d/w,
1982. With 20 other books
relating to motor cycles.
(21)
£30-50
543.
Anderson, R. C & Franks, G.
History of Royal Blue Express,
pb, 1970. With 15 other books
relating to trams and buses.
(16)
£30-50
544.
Fraichard, G. The Le Mans
Story, cloth in torn d/w, 1954.
With 4 others on motor racing.
(5)
£20-30
545.
Mortimer (Charles) Racing a
Sports Car, autographed by
Mike Hawthorn.
£120-150
546.
A Rolls Royce Nickel plated
“Spirit of Ecstasy” radiator
mascot, mounted on a circular
wooden socle, 20cm high.
£150-200
547.
A collection of enamel
speedway badges,
including Exeter, Yarmouth,
Wolverhampton and others.
£80-100
548.
A signed limited edition print
“Old Faithful’s marathon
win”, after K Woodcock, no
123/475,signed by the drivers
and artist in pencil to selvage.
£40-60
549.
A pair of black trapezoid travel
cases, possibly for Rolls Royce
or Bentley (2).
£20-40
550.
A large photographic print of a
1980s Le Mans wining Jaguar
£50-60
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Pictures
551.
R.G. Reeve after J. Pollard
‘Preparing to Start’ and ‘The
Winner of the Derby Race’
a pair of reproduction coloured
prints
originally published 1836
each 20 x 24cm (2)
£30-35
552.
English School (Late 19th
Century)
A Huntsman clearing a hedge
oil on canvas
24.5 x 29cm
£50-60
553.
J. Harris after W.J. Shayer
A set of four hunting prints
‘Drawing Cover’, ‘Gone Away’,
‘Full Cry’ and ‘Dead Beat’
originally published 1864 by
R.A. Ackermann
36 x 48cm (4)
£40-60
554.
Sue McCartney Snape
(Contemporary)
The Land Agent
signed with initials and dated
‘08
inscribed as titled
watercolour over pencil
drawing
56 x 38cm, unframed.
See illustration page 40
£300-500
555.
Lionel Edwards signed
coloured print ‘Hunting
Countries’ and one other.
£60-80
556.
A set of nine Cecil Aldin
coloured prints, hunting
scenes.
£80-100
557.
A pair of coloured engravings
“A Safe Shot” and “Here
Are the Birds”, coloured
print hunting scene of a
photographic print.
£20-40
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558.
Coloured lithograph; The
Rifles.
£20-40
559.
After Wolstenholme - Shooting
- coloured plates I - IV, each 40
x 46cm. (4)
£100-150
560.
After R A Hillingford - Farewell coloured print, 42 x 65cm.
£30-40
561.
After G Wright - Gone to
ground ; a fox-hunting scene
- coloured print, 29 x 39cm,
together with one other similar
decorative print. (2)
£50-60
562.
A coloured print of a retriever
with a grouse in its mouth
30 x 41cm
£10-15
563.
Pollard after Alken
A set of four ‘Sporting’
coloured engravings, published
1841 by I.W. Laird
titled ‘Grouse Shooting’,
‘Woodcock Shooting’,
‘Pheasant Shooting’ and
‘Partridge Shooting’
27 x 37cm (4)
£40-50
564.
After Cecil Aldin - The London
to Plymouth Coach; The Perth
to Aberdeen Coach - a pair,
coloured prints, together with
a hunting print after Lionel
Edwards. (3)
£100-150
565.
After Alan Farnley
‘McLarens Supremacy’
a coloured motor racing print
signed in pencil by the artist,
Niki Lauda and Alain Prost
51 x 67cm
£15-20
566.
After Bressin (French School)
- The racehorse “Jardy” coloured print, 47 x 53cm.
£30-50

567.
British School early 20th
century - Portrait of an artillery
officer, head and shoulders indistinctly signed ‘Lafoysthe
K.T’ (?) bottom right,
watercolour, 36 x 27cm.
£30-50
568.
After A. Defusis (?)
A pack of Beagles beneath
trees
39 x 57cm
together with a portrait study
of a Beagle, in the oval
48 x 40cm
prints with bodycolour
heightening
mounted but unframed (2)
£30-40
569.
Edward Hacker after W & H
Barraud
‘Mr Charles Davis on the
Traverser’
an engraving published by
James Sheldon
54 x 68cm
£50-60
570.
Edward Hacker after W & H
Barraud
‘Mr Will Long on Bertha’
an engraving, published by
James Sheldon,
45 x 55cm
£40-60
571.
After James Pollard - Race for
The Gold Cup at Goodwood coloured engraving, image 32
x 45cm, together with three
other sporting prints. (4)
£30-50
572.
Joel Kirk - Portrait study of a
cat, also a companion, the
pair, pastels, signed, each
12cm x 17cm (2)
£20-40
573.
David Andrews - Ducks,
watercolour.
£80-100

574.
After Kenneth McDonough
Two limited edition prints
signed in pencil in the margin
by the artist, Baron Von
Richthofen Jagdstaffel and
Camel Flight, each 41 x 65cm.
and a photograph of H.M.S.
Ark Royal.
£50-60
575.
Four prints depicting various
golf balls (48), each print 10.5
x 16cm, contained in one
frame 33 x 44cm.
£10-15
576.
Charles Edward Brittan Snr
(1837 - 1888) ‘Study of two
terriers in a barn interior’, oil
on board, signed and dated
1866, size 39cm x 56cm.
£100-150
577.
After ‘Snaffles’ - Charles
Johnson Payne (1884-1967)
‘Jim’ and ‘John Jorrocks’
a pair of coloured prints
published by Fores
25 x 15cm (2)
£140-160
578.
Eric Goddard (20th Century)
Study of a grey hunter and
foxhound
watercolour
signed and dated 1966
40 x 50cm.
£100-150
579.
After ‘Snaffles’ - Charles
Johnson Payne (1884-1967)
‘Ar never gets off’ (a huntsman
clearing a fence)
a coloured print published by
Fores
25 x 21.5cm
£80-100
580.
Charles Hunt after F.C. Turner
“Up and Over”
also a companion, the pair
coloured prints
21 x 29cm (2)
£35-45

581.
Style of Dean Wolstenholme
‘Pheasant Shooting’, ‘Partridge
Shooting’ and ‘Woodcock
Shooting’
a set of three coloured prints
42 x 52cm (3)
£80-120
582.
After Rev Canon Winter (19th
Century)
Scene on the River. A Race
Night; My Tutor’s Sweepstakes
- a pair
rowing scenes from a set of 24
sporting lithographs published
by J. Rymand of Oxford
34 x 44cm
£60-70
583.
Circle of George Armfield
(fl.1840-1875)
Game and gun dogs in an
interior
oil on canvas
58 x 49cm.
See illustration page 40
£400-600
584.
Cavendish Morton (b.1911)
‘At the start’; a Jaguar XK120
on a race track
signed and dated 1954
bottom left
oil on board
37 x 54cm.
See illustration page 41
£300-500
585.
Twenty seven golfing
caricature cards, all titled,
possibly cigarette cards but
not removed from the frames,
each 6.5 x 3.5cm, contained in
three frames.
£20-25
586.
E. Kauffman after R. Watkins
set of six coloured lithographic
sporting prints.
£100-150
587.
After F G Nobel - In Full Flight coloured print, 55 x 103cm.
£20-40

588.
Archibald Thorburn (18601935) - Peregrine; Nuthatch;
Black Game; Woodcock - a
set of four coloured artist
proof prints, each signed in
pencil in the lower margin,
one published by Baird &
Carter 1908, the others by F
Embleton, 20 x 26cm, & 28 x
19cm. (4)
£300-400
589.
After H. Alken
‘Pheasant Shooting’
and a companion, the pair
‘Partridge Shooting’
aquatints
8 x 11.5cm (2)
£30-40
590.
Published by S & J Fuller Three hunting cartoon strips,
each 19 x 55cm, together with
a modern hunt picture.
£20-30
591.
After D Wolstenholme “Shooting”, verses 1 - 4 - set
of four coloured engravings
published by R. Ackerman,
each 21 x 27.5cm.
£30-50
592.
After Charles Johnson Payne
“Snaffles” (1884-1967)
“Andsome is ...”
coloured lithograph, with blind
stamp
signed in pencil
45 x 42cm
See illustration page 41
£500-600
593.
After Charles Johnson Payne
“Snaffles” (1884-1967)
“Preparing to Receive Cavalry”
coloured lithograph, with blind
stamp
signed in pencil
45 x 63cm
See illustration page 41
£600-700
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594.
After Charles Hunt (19th
Century)
Ackermann’s Series of National
Steeple-Chases
The Leamington, 1840; The
Start & Coming In,
together with Hereford and
Monmouthshire Grand Hunt
Steeplechase; The Start &
Coming In (4)
£50-60
595.
After John Leech (1817-1864)
A set of ten
chromolithographic hunting
prints, titled:
“A Friend Mr Noddy has a day
with Brookside Harriers ...”
“Old Coachman - Miss Ellen!
Miss Ellen ...”
“I say Jack, who’s that come to
grief ...”
“Capital Finish - Fox hunter a
little behind ...”
“Where there’s a will there’s a
way ...”
“A Friendly Mount, Party who’s
nerve is not what it used to
be ...”
“Ruggles hold hard Master
George ...”
“Mr Jorrocks - come help! You
ugly brute!”
“Don’t move there - we will
clear you”
“A Frolic Home after a blank
day ...”
50 x 70cm (10)
£1000-1500
596.
After Lionel Edwards (18781966)
Hunting Counties - High
Leicestershire, The Quorn
across Quinborough Road
coloured print with FATG blind
stamp
signed in pencil
37 x 52cm
£80-120
597.
A set of six hunting prints each
14 x 17cm.
£30-40
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598.
Cecil Charles Windsor Aldin
(1870 - 1935) A poster
advertising Greyhound
Racing at South Bridge Wharf,
Northampton’, a coloured
print, published by J. Weiner,
Circa 1928, size 75cm x 50cm.
£100-150
599.
David Parry (born 1942)
‘Study of a barn owl’
watercolour
signed
54 x 41cm
£60-80
600.
Edward Hacker after W & H
Barraud
Mr Charles Davis on ‘The
Traverser’
a coloured engraving,
published by James Seldon
47 x 55cm.
£50-60
600A.
After Samuel Howitt - Breaking
Cover - watercolour, 20.5 x
31cm.
£100-200
601.
After Henry Alken
‘Morning’ and ‘Afternoon’
a pair of caricature prints
originally published 1818 by S
& J Fuller
24cm x 30cm
together with a set of three
further humorous hunting
prints after Alken
24 x 30cm (5).
£40-50
602.
After John Leech (1817-1864)
“A Cheap Day’s Riding”
a pair of hand coloured prints,
published 1867
9 x 7.5 cm (2)
£15-20
603.
After Archibald Thorburn
- Grouse shooting - a pair,
coloured engravings, each 35
x 56cm.
£20-40

604.
A pair of Sherwood forest stags
on hers.
605.
A set of four Cecil Aldin
‘hunting types’ coloured
prints.
£120-160
606.
Duncan (20th Century)
Geese in flight over a winter
landscape
oil on board
signed and dated 1951
48cm x 63cm.
£40-60
607.
After Heywood Hardy (1842
-1933)
‘The Zetland Hunt at Aske
House’
print signed in pencil by the
artist, published 1890 by hand
and Water Ltd
47 x 105cm
together with a key (of names)
at the meet
18 x 49cm (2)
£50-70
608.
Charles Mottram after Stephen
Pearce
‘The Ashdown Coursing
Meeting’
coloured engraving, published
1872 by Henry Graves & Co.
46 x 100cm
£50-70
609.
After Samuel Edward Waller
‘The Day of Reckoning’
also a companion, a pair ‘Twixt
Love & Duty’
black and white prints,
published 1884/85
68 x 92cm
together with another after
Heywood Hardy ‘Too Late’,
published 1886
66 x 87cm (3)
£30-50

610.
After H. Alken
A set of four horse racing
coloured prints, titled
‘Preparing to Start’, ‘At Speed’,
‘Winning’ and ‘Weighing and
Rubbing Down’
25 x 60cm (4)
£30-50
611.
After T. Ivester Lloyd (18731942)
“The First Flight” and “The End
of the Run”
a pair of coloured hunting
prints
26 x 32cm (2)
£20-30
612.
English School (Circa 1910)
A pair of ‘Hunting’ coloured
prints
‘The Old Style’ and ‘The New
Style’
45 x 58cm (2)
£10-20

Books
613.
Sir Pelham Warner, A
signed first edition copy of
“Gentleman v. Players 18061904” Harrap & Co London
1950, signed by the author
to frontispiece, also having
the signatures of the Australia
team of the match between
Lords V Australia 1953 and
England team 1956 including
Dennis Compton, Len Hutton,
Colin Cowdrey and others,
gilt stamped red cloth boards
(worn) together with a copy
of “ Who’s Who of Cricketers”
Newnes Books 1984 (2).
£100-150
614.
Aldin, Cecil ... Scarlet To
M. F. H, org. cloth, colour
plates, 4to, 1933. Ratcatcher
to Scarlet, org. cloth, colour
plates, 4to, n.d. Right Royal,
org. cloth, colour plates, 4to,
1922. Roads and Vagabonds,
org. cloth, colour plates, 4to,
n.d. With 4 other sporting
books illustrated by Cecil Aldin.
(8)
£60-100
615.
Surtees, R.S & Jorrocks, John.
Thoughts on Hunting and
other matters, illustrated in
colour by Geo. Denholm
Armour, org. cloth, 4to, limited
edition 250, 1925. With ...
Beckford, Peter. Thoughts
on Hunting, illustrated by G.
Denholm Armour, org. cloth,
4to, n.d. c1910s. With ...
BROKE, Willoughby de, Lord.
The Sport of our Ancestors,
illustrated by G. D. Armour,
org. cloth, 4to, 1925.
(3)
£50-100

616.
Armour, George Denholm.
Bridle and Brush Reminiscences
of an Artist Sportsman,
illustrated, org. cloth, tall 8vo,
1937. With ... CUMING, E. D.
With Rod and Gun, illustrated
by G. Denholm Armour, org.
cloth, 4to, n.d. c1910s. With
... CUMING, E. D. With Horse
and Hound, illustrated by G.
Denholm Armour, org. cloth,
4to, 1911.
(3)
£40-80
617.
Crascredo. Humour in the
Hunting Field as Seen by
G. D. Armour, 20 tipped-in
colour plates, org cloth backed
boards, folio, n.d c1920s. With
... ARMOUR, G. Denholm.
Sport “ and there’s the humour
of it,” illustrated, org. cloth
torn spine, 4to, n.d. With ...
MASEFIELD, John. Reynard
The Fox, illustrated by G. D.
Armour, org. cloth, 4to, 1921.
(3)
£30-60
618.
Stewart, F. A. Hunting Country,
12 colour plates of the ‘hunts’,
calf backed cloth sides, oblong
folio, 1935.
£50-100
619.
Edwards. Lionel ... illustrator.
The Horn a Lay of the
Grassington Fox-Hounds,
colour plates, org. cloth, 4to,
1937. Thoroughbred and
Hunter, illustrated, org. cloth,
4to, 1934. Galloping Shoes,
tipped-in colour plates, org.
cloth, 4to, 1928. Scattered
Scarlet, tipped-in colour plates,
org. cloth. 4to, 1924. Hunting
Songs, tipped-in colour plates,
org. cloth, 4to, 1925. Thy
Servant the Horse, illustrated,
cloth in d/w, 4to, 1952.
(6)
£80-120
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620.
Dawson, Captain Lionel. Sport
In War, illustrated in colour
by Lionel Edwards, org. cloth,
large 4to, 1936. With ...
Edwards, Lionel. A Sportsman’s
Bag, large colour plates, org.
cloth, large 4to, 1937.
With ... Edwards, Lionel. Seen
From The Saddle, illustrated,
org. cloth, large 4to, 1937.
(3)
£100-150
621.
Edwards, Lionel. The Wiles of
the Fox, 6 colour plates, org.
buckram backed cloth, 4to,
1932. With 6 others relating to
fox hunting inc. illustrated by
Lionel Edwards.
(7)
£40-80
622.
Lyne, Michael ... illustrator.
Rhymes of an Irish Huntsman
By Stanislaus Lynch, colour
plates, org. cloth, large 4to,
1937. With ... LYNE, Michael.
Horses, Hounds and Country,
colour plates, org. cloth. large
4to, 1938. With ... MEADEKING, Eric. The Silent Horn,
colour plates, org. cloth, 4to,
1938.
(3)
£40-60
623.
Edwards, Lionel & Wallace,
Harold Frank. Hunting &
Stalking the Deer the pursuit
of red, fallow and roe deer in
England and Scotland, well
illustrated, org. cloth torn on
spine. With 8 other books.
(9)
£50-100
624.
Fabian, A. H & Green,
Geoffrey. Association Football,
4 volume set, illustrated
throughout, cloth, 4to, 1960.
(4)
£20-40
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625.
Stewart, F. A. Hunting
Countries, colour plates, org.
cloth in d/w, oblong folio,
1935. With ... MILLS, John.
The Life of a Foxhound, colour
plates by J. A. Shepherd, cloth
faded on the spine, 8vo, 1913.
With ... SURTEES, R. S. The
Analysis of the Hunting Field,
colour plates by H. Alken, org.
cloth, tall 8vo, 1903.
(3)
£50-100
626.
James, David & Stephens,
Wilson. In Praise of Hunting,
cloth in d/w, 1960. Munting,
Roger. Hedges & Hurdles a
social and economic history of
national Hunt Racing, cloth in
d/w, 1987. Mahony, Edmund.
The Galway Blazers Memoirs,
cloth in d/w 1979. With 3
boxes of books relating to
horses and hunting.
(3 boxes)
£30-50
627.
B.B; “Confessions of a carp
fisher”, illus, Denys WatkinsPitchford; together with a
quantity of book relating to fly
and coarse fishing.
£40-60
628.
Giles Annuals .... original
pictorial laminated card covers,
81 copies many in duplicate.
(2 boxes)
£20-40
629.
sale)
Signed manuscript letter,
dated Sept 18th, 1783, in the
hand of Francis Warneford.
The letter to a family member
who is owed money refers to
the author’s recent 10 days trip
to Cheltenham, and how it has
improved his health. Sold with
2 other Ms letters dated 1841,
& 1855.
£20-30

630.
Musketry manuscript ....
“ Notes on Musketry “ by
Lieut. R. B. Phayre, 4th
Goorkas, Indian Army, over
100 manuscript pages with
many additions inc. maps,
postcards, etc. Contained in a
contemporary exercise book,
dated Hythe, June 1908.
* An extensive manuscript
£50-100
631.
Illingworth, Ray. Spinner’s
Wicket, cloth in d/w, 1969.
With 2 boxes of cricket books,
mostly in dust wrappers, with
a cricket theme tankard and 3
neck ties.
(2 boxes)
£40-60
632.
A collection of twenty-six
cricketing biographies, also
two Wisden almanack - 1996
and 1999.
£50-70
633.
Curling, B. W. R. British
Racecourses, illustrated inc.
11 colour plates by Lionel
Edwards, original cloth, 4to,
1951.
£20-30
634.
Edwards, Lionel. Famous
Foxhunters, illustrated, original
cloth, 4to, 1932.
£30-50
635.
Edwards, Lionel ... illustrator.
Over the Grass by Will H.
Ogilvie, 8 colour plates,
original cloth, 4to, 1925.
Songs and Verses by G. J.
Whyte-Melville, 8 colour
plates, 4to, 1924. Horse Sense
& Sensibility by Crascredo, 24
plates, original cloth faded,
4to, 1926.
(3)
£30-60

636.
Crascredo. Manners and
Mannerisms, illustrated by
Charles Simpson, original
cloth, 4to, 1929. Hart,
Frank. Everyhorse a selection
of studies, grave & gay,
illustrated, 4to, 1935. Biegel,
Peter. Booted & Spurred,
illustrated, original cloth,
8vo, 1949. Thelwell Country,
illustrated, original pictorial
boards in d/w, 4to, 1959.
McTaggart, Lt.-Col. M. F.
From Colonel to Subaltern,
illustrated, original cloth, 4to,
1928.
(5)
£40-60
637.
A collection of Dick Francis
novels, also a spoken word
version of “Nerve”.
£30-40
638.
Bromley, Peter. The Price
of Success the authorized
biography of Ryan Price,
cloth in d/w, n.d. with a box
of books relating horses and
horse racing.
(box)
£20-40
639.
Letters patent to William
Glover and seal to William
Glover for the invention of
improvements in governors for
motive power engines.
£80-100

Stamps
640.
A Pelham Major stamp
album containing British,
commonwealth, domion and
foreign postage stamps.
£40-60
641.
A collection of stamps and
covers in two albums, two
stockbooks and loose
£40-50
642.
A collection of eighty four
signed RAF Museum covers
including World War two
pilots, Barnes Wallis, etc. Also
a selection of Benham silk GB
and bird first day covers and
cards.
£150-200
643.
A mint and used collection of
British Commonwealth stamps
in four albums (100s).
£50-70
644.
A collection of mint British
Stamps in two stockbooks
including 1962-65 Phosphor
sets unmounted mint, decimal
sets to 1999, etc. (100’s)
£250-300
645.
1949 UPU Omnibus sets
virtually complete mint in two
special albums with Foreign
sets including Berlin, etc.
£100-150
646.
A collection of mint French
stamps in three stockbooks
with issues to 1999.
£100-150
647.
A used collection of Great
British stamps in four Windsor
albums including 1840 1d,
1870 1/2d plate 9 pair , 196265 Phosphor sets, etc.
£250-300

648.
An accumulation of stamps
in seven albums and loose in
two plastic crates with Austria,
Great Britain, USA, covers with
early GB first day covers, etc.
£100-200
649.
An accumulation of stamps
and covers in eleven albums
and loose contained in three
boxes with main interest in
unmounted mint modern
Great Britain, Royalty Omnibus
issues, etc.
£80-100
650.
A group of first day covers and
stamps in three albums.
£70-80
651.
A small collection of assorted
British and world stamps,
first day covers and assorted
postcards.
£30-40
652.
A collection of assorted
postage stamps.
£20-40
653.
A Triumph stamp album with
stamps of the world.
£40-60
654.
A collection of stamps and
covers in eleven albums and
loose
£30-40
655.
A collection of mainly Great
British stamps in three
albums and nine Westminster
presentation wallets including
1840 1d (4, one on cover)
and 2d used, 1867-83 10/- (2)
and £1 used. 1880 2/- brown
used, 1884 £1 used, 1891 £1
used, 1902-13 to £1 used,
Seahorse £1 used, 1929 PUC
£1 (2) used, 1939-48 set of six
mint, 1962-65 Phosphor sets
unmounted mint, etc.
£2500-3000
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656.
A collection of stamps in three
albums and loose including
Great Britain, early British
Commonwealth, etc. (100’s)
£35-45
657.
Eight assorted silver and silvergilt medals awarded to the late
Fritz Fasse, sometime president
of the Mainz Philatelic
Association, Germany.
£100-130
658.
A collection of Great British
presentation packs, PHQ cards,
First day covers and booklets
contained in two boxes.
£130-150
659.
A collection of stamps in nine
Senator albums including
Mozambique, Russia, etc.
(1000’s)
£200-250
660.
Old time collections of stamps
in a Strand and a Triumph
album and loose, also a
quantity of cigarette cards in
two further albums and loose
with a mixture of complete
and incomplete sets, etc.
(many 100’s)
£150-200
661.
A collection of Falkland Island
stamps in a printed album, also
a few further items.
£40-50
662.
A collection of Great British
decimal presentation packs
and first day covers in four
albums including 2002 Bridges
pack, etc.
£120-150
663.
A collection of stamps in two
juvenile albums and loose
with main value in a quantity
of Great British decimal
presentation packs. (100’s)
£100-150
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664.
A collection of Great British
first day covers in three cover
albums.
£20-30
665.
A small box containing
unmounted mint modern
Great Britain with sets in
blocks, booklets, etc. (many
100’s)
£150-200
666.
A collection of Great British
stamps in a Simplex album
including 1891 £1 used, 190213 to 5/- used, etc. (100’s)
£120-150
667.
An accumulation of Great
British presentation packs in an
album and loose contained in
a box.
£60-80
668.
A duplicated accumulation of
Great British first day covers in
two albums and loose in a box
with Benham large and small
silks, also two further cartons
of PHQ cards.
£80-100
669.
The balance of a collection of
stamps in albums and loose
contained in two cartons.
£30-40
670.
A collection of Great British
stamps and covers in nine
albums and stockbooks and
loose with early issues used
including 1840 1d and 2d,
1864-79 1d plates to 224, a
collection of Duplex postmarks
on 1d reds, Graphites used,
QEII commemoratives
including Phosphors mint with
later sets and miniature sheets
to 2009, etc. (100’s)
£700-800

671.
A collection of Isle of Man
stamps and first day covers in
four albums and a stockbook
with issues apparently
complete unmounted mint to
May 2010.
£200-300
672.
The balance of a collection
in eight stockbooks, seven
albums amd loose, mainly
Great Britain with KGV mint
controls, booklets, presentation
packs, first day covers, also a
run of Philatelic Bulletins, etc.
contained in three boxes.
£150-200
673.
1880-2003 mint/mainly
unmounted collection of Great
Britain in three Davo boxed
albums including 1887-92
to 10d, 1/-, 1929 PUC £1
(faintly yellowish gum), 193948 2/6 to £1 set of six, 1955
Waterlow Castle set, Graphites,
commemoratives virtually
complete including Phosphors,
etc. (100’s)
£700-900
674.
A collection of unmounted
mint Great British stamps in
four Windsor Sovereign albums
with issues to 1996.
£150-200
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675.
A QV to QEII mainly mint
much unmounted collection
of Great Britain in two
Lighthouse printed albums
including 1870 1.2d plates to
20, surface printed with values
to 1/-, 1883-84 2/6d, 18871900 to 1/- both including
die 1 5d, good range of
Edwards with DLR to 5/- (2)
£1, Somerset to10/-. Many
shades with some scarcer, 10d
no Crown, KGV with selection
of Seahorses with Waterlow
to 5/-, Bradbury to 10/-,
DLR 2/6 (4, shades), 1929
PUC £1, 1934 Re-engraved
set, 1939-48 2/6 to £1 set
of six, later issues to 1980
with 1st DLR and Waterlow
Castle sets, Postage Dues with
1914-22, 1924-31 and 193637 sets, Officials, also two
further binders containing a
specialized run of KGV with
Downey Heads including a
number of rarer shades, later
issues with controls, shades,
some Certificates, etc.
£5000-7000
676.
A partly remaindered collection
of stamps in two albums (one
an early standard printed
album) and loose including
Hong Kong KEVII to 50c, $1
mint, etc. (100’s)
£50-60
677.
New Zealand:1975-86 Year
packs, eleven Year books
to 1993, also 2000 Special
Millenium collection.
£60-100
678.
An accumulation of stamps
in two albums, a notebook
and loose contained in a box
(1000’s)
£30-50

Postcards and
cigarette cards
679.
A group of Brooke Bond Tea
cards and albums, Weetabix
3-D cards, Wills ‘City’ and
other Arms series cigarette
cards and a small collection
of Elizabeth 11 coinage incl:1966 World Cup £2, 50 pence
pieces etc.
£10-20
680.
An album of early 20th century
postcards published by J.
Salmon of topographical views
after watercolours by A. R.
Quinton.
£150-200
681.
Two albums containing
greetings postcards and an
album of royalty postcards.
£120-150
682.
An album of assorted
postcards including humour
topographical, actressess,
animals, greetings and modern
reprints.
£50-60
683.
An album of early 20th century
postcards by Donald McGill
approximately 159 cards.
£80-100
684.
A collection of sets and part
sets including Churchmans;
Association Footballers 2nd
series 50/50, Gallaher; The
Great War Victoria Cross
Heroes th series 25/25, Players:
Victoria Cross 25/25, Ogdens
; Cricket 1926 50/50, Wills;
Cricketers (1908) 50/50,
Ogdens; Leaders of Men
50/50, Children of all Nations
50/50 and various other sets
and part sets, and modern
reprints.
£250-300

685.
Wills, Players, and others : an
extensive collection of sets
and part sets of cigarette cards
contained in albums and some
loose.
£400-500
686.
Kurt Peter Karfeld - seven
monochrome photographs,
the reverse with ink stamp
Kurt Peter Karfeld, Bln. Charlottenburg, Lyck-Allee 33,
together with an extensive
collection of black and white
photographs mostly dating
from the 1930’s including
Mussolini, Tripoli, Italy, South
America, New York, children,
fashion, Berlin Olympics,
bull fighting, Arab street
traders, possibly by the same
photographer, approx 134
photographs.
£200-300
687.
A collection of various early
20th Century G.B and foreign
postcards in three albums and
loose.
£60-80
688.
Ogdens, Wills and others:
a collection of uncut sheets
of cigarette cards including
Leaders of Men, Characters
from Dickens, and British
Butterflies.
£100-150
689.
Two albums of mixed
postcards including
topography, seaside and
sweetheart cards together with
cigarette cards.
£150-250
690.
Wills, Players and others;
thirteen albums of assorted
cigarette cards.
£100-150
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691.
A collection of various early
20th century topographical
postcards, including Ashanti,
Gold Coast and other regions
of Africa, and a small quantity
of stamps.
£30-40
692.
An album of Edwardian and
later postcards including
topographical, humour,
patriotic and others.
£120-140
693.
Royal Commemorative
- ephemera including
newspaper cuttings, Miss Irene
Alice May Kemble - housemaid
in charge at clearance house
to the Queen Mother, includes
letters from Princess Elizabeth,
a telegram from Queen
Elizabeth The Queen Mother,
a floral piece and lace from
wedding cake Prince and
Princess (Diana) of Wales,
official invites and programmes
to royal weddings coronations
and funerals etc, a signed
letter Douglas Fairbanks Junior
regarding wedding present to
Princess Elizabeth.
£20-30
694.
A large quantity of of
assorted postcards, mostly
topographical, some humour
and greetings.
£150-200
695.
A collection of Edwardian
and later postcards mostly
topographical, contained in an
album and some loose.
£40-60
696.
A quantity of German facsimile
postcards.
£20-40
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697.
An album of early 20th
Century postcards and loose,
to include photographic
topographical and portrait
cards, Manor Farm Croydon,
Newnham Post Office and
others.
£120-140
698.
A collection of early 20th
Century postcards of Salcombe
and its environs, to include
examples by Judges etc.
£40-60
699.
Scrap album ..... with many
coloured cut-out scraps,
postcards, etc many relating
to nautical, military, political
subjects, large 4to, full
morocco, nineteenth century.
Cut signatures noted of Duke
of Wellington, Gladstone, Lord
Palmerston, Lord Roberts,
Robert Peel, etc.
(1)
£150-200

Pipes
700.
A Victorian silver mounted
Meerschaum pipe, the pipe
carved with relief woodland
scene of two men beside
a camp fire, with hunting
scene to back ground, the
hinged cover with shield
cartouche engraved “ C.AY
from J.G., with floral repousse
decoration, London 1839, in
original case, 17cm high.
£400-600
701.
A 19th Century Meerschaum
pipe carved in the form of a
Woodcocks head, inset glass
eye’s, in original case, 15cm
long.
£100-150
702.
A 19th Century Meerschaum
pipe, carved as a woman’s
head wearing a bonnet, with
amber mouth piece, cased.
£40-60
703.
A Meerschaum and bone
church wardens pipe, the plain
bowl with bone shaft and
white metal mounts, cased.
(lacks mouthpiece) 31cm long.
£60-80
704.
A Meerrschaum pipe, the bowl
with figure of a woman in a
state of undress, silver mount,
Chester 1903, cased, (lacks
mouthpiece)
£80-100
705.
A 19th Century silver mounted
Meerschaum pipe, the bowl
with carved stag decoration,
the hinged oval cone inset coin
with portrait of Prince Blucher,
shell thumb and lambs tongue
border, London 1820, cased,
18cm long.
£250-300

706.
A 19th Century Meerschaum
pipe, carved in the form of a
woman’s head with lace collar,
cased, (lacks mouthpiece).
£100-150
707.
A 19th Century Meerschaum
pipe in the form of a
bearded Shaman, with white
ended mounts and amber
mouthpiece, cased, 13.5cm
long.
£100-150
708.
A carved Meerschaum pipe,
in the form of a womans head
with hat and lace collar, amber
mouthpiece, cased, 13cm
long.
£80-100
709.
Three cased Meerschaum
and amber pipes, with silver
ferrules.
£120-150
710.
A briar and amber pipe,
the plain bowl with gold
ferrule and long mouthpiece,
Birmingham 1906, cased and
two other briar and amber
pipes, cased. (3)
£120-140
711.
Two carved Meerschaum and
amber pipes, one with claw,
another with hand and one
other plain bowl pipe, cased.
(3)
£60-80
712.
Three gold mounted amber
cheroot holders and one
Meerschaum and amber
example, cased. (4)
£60-80
713.
Three gold mounted amber
cheroot holder and a plain
resin example, cased. (4)
£40-60

714.
A gold mounted amber
cheroot holder, another white
metal amber Meerschaum
example and four Meerschaum
and amber cheroot holders,
cased. (6)
£50-70
715.
A white metal overlaid briar
pipe, the bowl with pierced
scroll work overlay, cased,
also a briar and amber pipe
with silver ferrule and a silver
mounted briar pipe, no mouth
piece. (3)
£80-120
716.
Three Meerschaum and amber
pipes, one with white metal
mounts, all cased. (3)
£60-80
717.
Three carved head
Meerschaum pipes, one of a
West Indian man in showhat,
another of an African male, the
third of a woman with flowers
in her hair, cased. (3)
£80-120
718.
A late 19th Century carved
Meerschaum pipe in the form
of a Skull, amber mouth piece,
cased, 11cm long.
£50-60
719.
A Meerschaum and amber
pipe in the form of a lady’s
stockinged leg with garter
and amber shoe mouthpiece,
cased, 11cm long and an
amber cheroot holder with
female nude beneath bowl,
amber mouthpiece, cased,
10cm long. (2)
£100-150
720.
Three carved Meerschaum
cheroot holders, one of a
greyhound, another of a
terrier, the third of a horse,
two with amber mouthpieces,
cased. (3)
£60-80

721.
A carved Meerschaum cheroot
holder in the form of a cockrels
head, inset glass eyes, with
smaller chick behind, amber
mouthpiece, cased, 9cm long.
£50-60
722.
A continental carved
Meerschaum cheroot holder
the antler carved stem with
a goats head, inset glass eyes
and horns, amber mouthpiece,
cased, 11cm long.
£50-60
723.
A 19th Century carved
Meerschaum pipe in the form
of a heavily bosomed hunts
woman and horse, amber
mouthpiece, cased, 12cm
long.
£50-70
724.
A 19th Century cased
Meerschaum pipe, the bowl
and stem with figure of a
woman smoking a pipe and
holding an umbrella, amber
mouthpiece, cased, 13cm
long.
£40-60
725.
Two carved Meerschaum
pipes, one with figure of a
shepherd seated on a rock, the
other with a hand support to
bowl, both with white metal
ferrules, cased.
£60-80
726.
Four amber cheroot holders
with gold and silver mounts,
an ivory cheroot holder, three
Meerschaum amber examples
and two empty cases.
£70-100
727.
A late 19th Century carved
briar pipe in the form of HRH
Queen Victoria.
£60-100
728.
Three talon carved
Meerschaum pipe bowls. a/f
£30-40
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729.
Five clay pipes, one with an
elephant decoration to bowl,
also a small collection of
mouthpiece’s etc. (A lot)
£50-60
730.
An ivory and briar pipe carved
as a bust of Don Quixote and
another carved briar pipe of
Mepheslophilies. (2)
£50-70
731.
An early 19th Century white
metal mounted Meerschaum
pipe, with scroll carved bowl
and another larger example.
(2)
£60-80
732.
Two carved Meerschaum
pipes, one in the form of a
talon with silver mount and
amber mouthpiece, the other
in the form of a lion. (2)
£60-80
733.
A good carved Meerschaum
pipe in the form of a Falstaff
type, decorated with a beard
and hat, with a pipe stored
in the headband, amber
mouthpiece, 23cm long.
£120-150
734.
An early 19th Century carved
Meerschaum pipe, the bowl
with scroll decoration and
circular cartouche with crown,
briar and horn stem and
mouthpiece.
£40-50
735.
A good Victorian carved
Meerschaum pipe, the bowl
carved as Neptune, supporting
a cornucopia with three partly
clothed muses above, silver
collar and amber mouthpiece.
Birmingham 1863. 20cm long.
£150-200
736.
Three early 19th Century
Meerschaum pipes with briar
shafts. (3)
£40-50
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737.
A Bavarian porcelain pipe bowl
with polychrome lithograph of
a water carrier beside a well,
15.5cm high.
£40-50
738.
A Black Forest porcelain
pipe, storm cover, lithograph
decorated bowl and doe’s foot
shaft, also two other examples
of Black Forest pipes. (3)
£60-100
739.
A Black Forest ebony and horn
pipe, the porcelain bowl with
storm cover and lithograph
stag decoration on a turned
ebony and horn shaft with
silver plated ferrules and
flexible mouthpiece,76cm
long.
£100-150
740.
A 19th Century clay pipe
with relief moulded pugilists
Tom Sayers and J Cheenan to
bowl, cased and seven other
examples of clay pipes, four
with schooner decoration to
bowls.
£70-100
741.
Two carved meerschaum
pipes, one in the form of a
females head with lace collar,
the other of a bearded man
with nightcap. (2)
£40-60
742.
A 19th Century stoneware
pipes in the form of a Mr
Punet character, a continental
porcelain pipe in the form of
Prussian Officer and a blue
porcelain Black Forest pipe
bowl. (3)
£40-50
743.
Three blonde briar pipes, two
with silver mounts, the third
gilt and ivory mounted. (3)
£30-40

744.
Four 19th Century
Meerschaum pipes with plain
bowls.
£30-40
745.
A collection of Black Forest
pipes to include two complete
examples, with porcelain
bowls, a briar example and
others. (a lot)
£50-80
746.
A carved Meerschaum pipe
in the form of an African
American, wearing a hat,
another similar Meerschaum
pipe and a carved briar
example. (3)
£80-120
747.
A briar Hurricane pipe, in
the shape of a golf ball, with
brown baklite mouthpiece.
£30-40
748.
Eight clay pipes, one with
elephant decorated bowl,
another with a shoe and ball
decoration, also a Meerscham
pipe and miscellaneous
mouthpiece, etc. (a lot)
£50-60
749.
A large clay pipe, the bowl
with shoe and ball decorated
bowl, the stem stamped
“200”, also one other version
(a/f) and a French clay pipe
with large bowl. (3)
£60-80

Coins

Textiles

750.
A collection of British
coins including proof
coins, uncirculated coins,
commemorative crowns, half
crowns, florins, shillings and a
tin of 3d pieces, fifteen bags of
shillings and wallets of seven
uncirculated coins.
£20-40
751.
The Westminster Collection
“Banknotes of The World”
contained in three albums.
£70-90
752.
A 1978 Government of Brunei
one dollar banknote, with
folded misprint to both sides.
£80-100
753.
Quantity of assorted coins.
£150-200
754.
A collection of proof silver £5
coins with stamps and covers
etc
£70-90
755.
A George IV Halfcrown,
Laur,head, reverse shield in
garter and collar, 1823.
£40-60

756.
A Chinese black silk shawl and
a quantity of lace.
£40-60
757.
A collection of early 20th
century children’s clothes and
textiles.
£40-60
758.
A collection of various
christening gowns and
whitewear.
£40-60
759.
A collection of various ostrich
feather fans (damaged) and
ostrich feather boas.
£60-100
760.
A late 19th/ early 20th century
black silk dress, a child’s cream
silk cape and a collection of
various textiles.
£150-200
761.
Two 19th century waistcoats,
one in white watered silk
the other white with silk
embroidery, also a pair of
breeches, with note “ These
breeches and waistcoat
belonged either to James
Peek or to Sherieff Richard
Peek...1832”
£80-100
762.
A 19th century silk and floral
embroidered tabbard, one
other tabbard in pink and
a large Indian gilt veil with
embroidered beadwork fringe.
£150-200
763.
A section of black lacework. a
section of machine made lace
and a silk cloth.
£40-60
764.
Two 19th century Abalone and
lace fans, and a similar ivory
and lace example, all boxed.
£100-150

765.
An early 20th century ebony
and black lace fan, with hand
painted cherub decoration,
a celluloid simulated tortoise
shell and lace fan, an ostrich
feather fan and a Japanese
paper fan.
£100-150
766.
A 19th century Abalone and
silk fan, with hand painted
landscape panel of 18th
century courtiers and floral
swags, 25cm long.
£150-200
767.
A 19th century ivory fan,
the piecework decoration
heightened in gilt, with hand
painted Chinoiserie landscape
to paper.
£150-200
768.
A Sefton Marks “Canadian
furs” coat and similar shawl.
£40-60
769.
A white net evening dress with
applied silk floral sprays, a pink
silk cocktail dress, assorted
undergarments and lace trims
and edgings.
£100-150
770.
A collection of assorted lace
undergarments, lace collars
and cuffs, trimmings, crochet
edgings and trims.
£100-200
771.
A small collection of lace.
£20-40
772.
A mid 19th Century tapestry
picture of Donington Castle,
with stags to foreground, in a
gilt scroll frame, 45 x 65 cm
£100-150
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Dolls and teddy bears

782. No Lot

773.
An Armand Marsielle doll with
composite body and silk dress,
bonnet etc.
£50-60
774.
A Steiff pale plush teddy bear,
with rounded wide-apart
ears, glass eyes and stitched
snout, a small hump, growler
mechanism and felt pads,
43cm. high.
£200-250
775.
A Britoy composition head
doll with moulded hair,
weighted blue eyes, open
mouth with two upper teeth,
on a composition body, 52cm.
high.
£20-30
776.
A Sindy doll, a Paul doll, and
assorted clothes, a divan bed,
a chest of drawers, a painted
wardrobe and a rocking cradle.
£40-60
777.
A late 1960’s Pedigree ‘
Florence’ doll from ‘ The Magic
Roundabout’.
£20-40
778.
An early 1980’s Gabrielle
Designs figure of Paddington
Bear with original clothes and
‘luggage label’.
£20-40
779.
A 1940s/50s Teddy Bear with
knitted jumper.
£20-30
780.
A Gus Honeybun plush
covered rabbit, 36cm. high
£30-40
781.
A large golden nylon fur Teddy
Bear, advertising ‘Slumberland
Beds’ with hat, scarf, vest and
snowball.
£20-30

783.
A Simon Halbig bisque head
doll impressed Simon Halbig,
126, with brown mohair wig,
weighted blue eyes, open
mouth with two upper teeth,
on a jointed composition
body50cm. high, an Armand
Marseille bisque head baby
doll a/f, and a small plush
teddy bear.
£100-120
784.
A 1920’s composition head
doll, 60cm. long.
£30-40
785.
A large golden plush teddy
bear with rounded wideapart ears, glass eyes and
stitched snout, with growler
mechanism, 66cm. high.
£40-60
786.
Chad Valley; a large golden
plush teddy bear, with
rounded ears, plastic eyes and
stitched snout, having felt
paws and growler mechanism,
72cm. high.
£60-80
787.
A large golden plush teddy
bear, with rounded ears,
plastic eyes and stitched snout,
having felt paws and growler
mechanism, 64cm. high.
£40-60
788.
Two golden plush teddy bears
with rounded ears, glass eyes
and stitched snouts, both
48cm. high, (2).
£60-80
789.
Two golly figures, a teddy bear
and a Sooty hand puppet.
£20-40
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790.
A 1930’s doll in the form
of a native red Indian, with
moulded composition face,
wearing traditional costume,
42cm. high.
£30-40
791.
Four plush covered bears and
Larry the lamb.
£200-250
792.
A Steiff Club replica limited
edition original 1908 blue
mohair 35 teddy bear, No
010053, 32cm. high, with
ceramic badge and certificate,
unboxed.
£80-120
793.
A Steiff limited edition 1911
replica teddy bear, with
pale plush and growler,
41cm. high, No 00358, with
certificate, unboxed.
£80-100
794.
A Steiff limited edition
replica 1927, Rose 48 teddy
bear, white tag No 01796,
48cm. high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£100-150
795.
A Steiff limited edition
replica 1927, Rose 48 teddy
bear, white tag No 01669,
48cm. high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£100-150
796.
A Steiff limited edition
replica 1927, Rose 48 teddy
bear, white tag No 01678,
48cm. high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£100-150
797.
A Steiff limited edition
replica 1927, Rose 48 teddy
bear, white tag No 01674,
48cm. high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£100-150

798.
A Steiff limited edition replica
1908 white 65 teddy bear,
with growler mechanism,
white tag No 03587, 70cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£200-250
799.
A Steiff limited edition replica
1908 white 65 teddy bear,
with growler mechanism,
white tag No 02481, 70cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£200-250
800.
A Steiff limited edition replica
1908 white 65 teddy bear,
with growler mechanism,
white tag No 04765, 70cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£200-250
801.
A Steiff limited edition replica
1908 white 65 teddy bear,
with growler mechanism,
white tag No 03682, 70cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£200-250
802.
A Steiff limited edition British
Collectors 1907 replica teddy
bear, with growler mechanism,
white tag No 00254, 56cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£120-140
803.
A Steiff limited edition replica
panda bear 1951, black white
50, with growler mechanism,
white tag No 01345, 50cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£100-150
804.
A Steiff limited edition replica
Barle 35 Pab 1905 teddy bear,
with growler mechanism,
white tag No 00746, 48cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£100-150

805.
A Steiff limited edition replica
musical 1928 yellow 40 teddy
bear, with musical mechanism,
white tag No 03499, 42cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£60-80
806.
A Steiff limited edition brown
tipped teddy bear, with
growler mechanism, white tag
No 00795, 36cm. high, with
certificate, unboxed.
£50-70
807.
A Steiff limited edition for
Hamleys Charlotte teddy bear,
with growler mechanism,
white tag No 00196, 36cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£40-60
808.
A Steiff limited edition
Musikteddy 1951 caramel
35 teddy bear, with musical
mechanism, white tag No
00518, 35cm. high, with
certificate, unboxed.
£40-60
809.
A Steiff limited edition replica
teddy bear with teeth 1929,
blond 35, with growler
mechanism, white tag No
01185, 37cm. high, with
certificate for bear 01186,
unboxed.
£40-60
810.
A modern Steiff bear of large
size, with dark brown plush,
shaped face with black plush
nose, yellow tag, 83cm. high.
£150-200
811.
Three small Steiff bears
including Billy Music Bear with
guitar and musical movement,
a panda and a pale plush
teddy bear, all with yellow tags
(3).
£80-100

812.
A steiff limited edition replica
Ur Teddy 1926, with white tag,
No 00918, riding a clockwork
operated cart, 17cm. long,
lacks box and certificate.
£60-80
813.
A modern Steiff grey plush
teddy bear, with yellow tag,
40cm. high, and a clement
golden plush bear, 30cm.
long.
£40-60
814.
A modern Steiff golden plush
teddy with rounded wide-apart
ears, plastic eyes and stitched
snout, with yellow label, 42cm.
high.
£50-60
815.
A modern Steiff golden plush
teddy with rounded wide-apart
ears, plastic eyes and stitched
snout, with yellow label, 36cm.
high.
£40-60
816.
A Merrythought musical Golly,
with red felt costume, 50 cm
high
£40-60
817.
A papier mache model of
Santa Claus, an Armand
Marseille bisque head doll
impressed AM 1330. Germany,
with mohair wig, weighted
blue eyes, and open mouth,
40cm. long, a plush teddy
bear and assorted soft toys.
£50-60
818.
A Schucco terrier, glove
puppet, goofy, teddy and soft
toy.
£30-40
819.
A large early 20th century
mache headed soldier doll,
wearing a black plush bearskin
red tunic with brass button
and black trousers with red
stripe to leg, 100cm high.
£200-300
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820.
An Armand Marseille bisque
headed shoulder doll, number
370, with applied red wig,
blue glass sleeping eyes, open
mouth with teeth and painted
face, over jointed linen body
with composition hands, in a
later white dress, 54cm high.
£80-120
821.
An Armand Marseille bisque
doll, brown hair, brown glass
eyes, painted face with open
moth and teeth on a jointed
composition body, wearing
an embroidered dress, 25cm
high.
£40-60
822.
Two Peggy Nisbet dolls,one
of Queen Elizabeth II the
other of Princess Margaret,
also two small dolls, a
tinplate typewriter, and other
collectables.
£50-60
823.
An early 20th century blonde
plush seated dog, with boot
button eyes, stitched nose
and mouth, wearing a leather
collar, 45cm high
£40-60
824.
Two blonde plush dog pyjama
cases and a Line Brothers plush
dog (minus wheels).
£40-60
825.
An early 20th century linen
head fashion/boudoir doll,
with brown hair and painted
face on cloth both with
composition hands and feet,
wearing a green dress with
straw hat, 67cm high.
£100-140
826.
An Armand Marseille bisque
head baby doll (restored)
on composition body and a
Heubach bisque head doll with
blonde wig and blue glass
sleeping eyes (2)
£60-100
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827.
An early 20th century bisque
head doll, brown hair, blue
glass eyes, painted face with
open mouth and teeth, above
linen and porcelain body,
wearing a pink silk and white
lace dress with matching hat,
42cm high.
£60-100
828.
An Armand Marseille bisque
head doll, brown applied wig,
brown glass sleeping eyes,
painted face and teeth, over
a jointed composition body
wearing a cream dress, 35cm
high.
£60-100
829.
An Armand Marseille bisque
headed doll, with brown
applied wig, brown glass
sleeping eyes, open mouth
with teeth and painted face,
over a jointed composition
body, wearing a cream dress,
41cm high.
£80-120
830.
A collection of eight various
continental porcelain pin dolls
c.1920’s and a porcelain socket
headed doll.
£100-150
831.
A Simon & Halbig bisque head
doll, impressed K*R Simon &
Halbig. 403. Germany with
brown mohair wig, weighted
blue eyes, open mouth , on
a composition body, 47cm.
high.
£80-120
832.
A 19th century French wax
head doll, with fair mohair
wig, pale blue paperweight
eyes, on a kid body, 42cm.
high.
£60-80
833.
A golden plush teddy bear,
with rounded wide-apart ears,
glass eyes, and stitched snout,
with growler mechanism,
49cm. high.
£30-40

834.
A Steiff limited edition replica
Bar 55 LB 1902 teddy bear,
with growler mechanism,
white tag No 02094, 56cm.
high, with certificate,
unboxed.
£200-250
835.
The Bearington Collection, a
white plush polar bear holding
a penquin, ‘Iggy & Lou’ 33cm.
high.
£20-40
836.
Coca Cola; a white plush teddy
bear seated holding a bottle of
coca Cola, 29cm. high.
£40-60
837.
Merry Thought; a limited
edition brown plush teddy
bear, No 00184/1000, signed
to the paw Oliver Holmes and
dated 10-7-82, 40cm. high.
£40-60
838.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear, No
191, pale plush wearing a
silver coloured bow tie and
matching waistcoat, 34cm.
high, signed to the foot Neil
Miller and Barbara Miller.
£30-40
839.
Hermann; a modern pale plush
teddy bear with blue eyes, and
stitched snout, 29cm. high.
£30-40
840.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear ‘Clueless’,
No 150/500, pale plush
wearing a striped tie, 42cm.
high, with certificate.
£50-60
841.
A pair of Deans Rag Book
limited edition teddy bears
‘Jock and Doris’, No 36/500,
and 45/500 golden plush
wearing tartan attire, each
30cm. high, with certificates
(2).
£60-80

842.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear, No 147,
pale plush, 42cm. high.
£30-40
843.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear, No 449,
pale plush wearing a tartan
bow tie and printed waistcoat,
34cm. high.
£30-40
844.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear ‘Luke’, No
71/500, pale plush wearing a
striped waistcoat, 35cm. high,
with certificate.
£30-40
845.
Merry Thought: a modern
white plush ‘Daisy’ bear, with
plaue blue bow and blue
gingham dress, 46cm. high.
£30-40
846.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy
B teddy bear, with white tag
No 01002, 33cm. high, with
certificate, unboxed.
£50-60
847.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear ‘Cream
Bun’, No 257/750, pale plush
wearing a bow tie and collar,
48cm. high, with certificate.
£60-80
848.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear ‘Rex’, No
76/300, pale plush wearing a
Deans pendant, 40cm. high,
with certificate.
£40-60
849.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear ‘Sandy’,
No 66/1000, cinnamon plush
wearing a pink bath robe,
36cm. high, with certificate.
£40-60
850.
A Deans Rag Book limited
edition teddy bear ‘hardwick’,
No 453/1000, brown plush,
39cm. high, with certificate.
£40-60

851.
A modern German brown
plush teddy bear holding
a small dark brown bear,
wearing a tartan tie and green
trousers, 42cm. high.
£20-30
852.
A Simon & Halbig bisque head
doll, impressed S & H, 4. with
fair mohair wig, weighted blue
eyes, open mouth with four
upper teeth, on a composition
body, 30cm. high.
£20-30
853.
A 1960’s Mary Poppins doll,
with blue coat and bonnet,
carpet bag and umbrella,
31cm, high.
£20-30
854.
An Armand Marseille bisque
head baby doll, impressed
AM. Germany. 341/4., with
moulded hair, weighted blue
eyes, closed mouth, on a cloth
body, 41cm. high,
£100-150
855.
An Armand Marseille bisque
head negro doll, impressed
A.M. Germany, 3M/8k, with
moulded hair, weighted brown
eyes and closed mouth on
composition body, 49cm.
high.
£120-140
856.
A large collection of mostly
plastic dolls, dressed in
national costume.
£20-40
857.
A 1960’s Japanese doll with
voice discs and a one other
celluloid doll.
£30-40

Diecasts
858.
Lledo/Days gone - A collection
of various issue models
incl:- Promotional, Premier,
Commonwealth Games
Scotland 1986, etc etc. Mint
boxed. (over 85).
£30-40
859.
Days gone - R.N.L.I., L.W.T.
‘London’s Burning’, Royalty
issues, Hamley’s, V.E. Day etc,,
sets incl:- ‘Doctor Peppers
drinks’, Broncho Bills Circus,
Famous Stores of London, etc.
Mint boxed. (31).
£30-40
860.
Oxford die cast - 25 Limited
editions, ‘Dunkirk 1940
Operation Dynamo’ set, 14
various incl:- 3 x General
Omnibus, Butlins set (3) and 2
Mini Classic sets. Mint Boxed.
(44).
£40-60
861.
Lledo - V.E. Special Collection,
‘Crinkly Bottom set, Forces
Sweetheart set, majorette
- 2 x Cadbury’s Collection,
9 Matchbox models, Corgi
Original Omnibus ‘City of
Exeter’ (No. 122 of 1760),
Taylors Travel coach, and 7
other models. (mostly mint
boxed)
£20-30
862.
A group of various Farm
related diecast models.
unboxed and playworn.
£20-30
863.
Burago - Mercedes Benz SSK
(1928), Maisto - Jaguar XJ 220,
Lamborghini Diablo , 6 x Super
Car Collection, (all boxed) and
11 various unboxed sports
cars etc.
£20-30
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864.
Lesney Matchbox mb
series - a group of various
models, (mixed condition, all
unboxed).
£20-30
865.
Corgi - Chittychittybangbang,
(unboxed 1 figure missing)
and a group of various diecast
and other models
£15-20
866.
Dinky, Corgi and others:- a
quantity of assorted diecast
vehicles including Batmobile,
U.N.C.L.E. Thrush Buster,
Simon Snorkel Firengine,
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,
various other saloon cars,
lorries and vans.
£100-150
867.
Lesney Moko, Hornby dublo:
a quantity of assorted diecast
vehicles including delivery
vans, saloon cars, lorries and
taxis.
£50-60
868.
A painted wooden pull along
train and various assorted
diecast vehicles.
£20-40
869.
Dinky and others; No 30V
Electric Van, No 157 Jaguar,
No 923 Big Bedford “Heinz”,
No 972 20 Ton Lorry Mounted
Crane, assorted other lorries,
cars and toys.
£100-150
870.
Matchbox models of
Yesteryear, various issues
including Y-5 1927 Talbot ‘By
Royal Appointment’ and other
diecasts, all boxed.
£20-30
871.
Dinky: No 151 Royal Tank
Corps medium Tank Unit,
boxed with card insert.
£100-120
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872.
Taylor & Barrett: No 16 Fire
Engine and Escape, with four
seated fireman, boxed.
£100-120
873.
Britains: No 1264 4.7 Naval
Gun, boxed two other
artillery pieces, Dinky no 719
Spitfire MkII, Dinky No 33w
Mechanical Horse with two
trailers, figures, telephone
box, letter box and a childs
microscope.
£100-150
874.
Dinky: No 60W Clipper
Flying Boat, No 62p
Armstrong Whitwoth Ensign
Airliner, No 62T Armstrong
Whitworth Whitley Bomber
(camouflaged), No 63 Mayo
Composite Aircraft, all boxed,
stock boxes for No 62E Spitfire,
and No 62h Hurricane.
£50-60
875.
Dinky; No 660 Tank
Transporter, No 676 Armoured
Personnel Carrier, No 673
Scout car, No 697 25-Pounder
Field Gun Set, No 651
Centurion Tank No 692 5.5
Medium Gun, all boxed and
other diecasts, road signs etc.
£150-200
876.
Dinky: No 660 Tank
Transporter, No 623 Army
Covered Wagon, No 689
medium Artillery Tractor, No
676 Armoured Personnel
Carrier, No 674 Austin Champ,
all boxed, No 651 Centurion
Tank and 155mm Mobile Gun.
£150-200
877.
Dinky and others; various
assorted diecast vehicles
including lorries, tractors,
buses etc all playworn.
£30-40

878.
Dinky, Corgi and others; a
collection of modern diecast
vehicles including TV related
models including FAB 1,
Steed’s Bentley, and other
saloon cars mostly boxed.
£50-60
879.
Matchbox 1:75 series No 33
Ford Zephyr III, boxed and
six other diecast vehicles , all
boxed.
£40-50
880.
Corgi No 261 James Bond’s
Aston Martin D.B.5, boxed
with inner insert but lacks
secret instructions, No 268 The
Green Hornet’s ‘Black Beauty’
Crime Fighting Car, with secret
instructions, missile and flying
radar scanner, boxed, and
No 336 James Bond’s Toyota
2000GT, lacks instructions and
Bond figure, boxed.
See illustration page 41
£250-300
881.
Dinky No 521 Bedford
Articulated Lorry yellow and
black body, boxed
£125-150
882.
Dinky No 502 Foden Flat
Truck, red and blue body,
boxed.
£200-250
883.
Dinky No 561 Blaw Knox
Bulldozer, Dinky No 14c
Coventry Climax Fork Lift
Truck , Dinky No 562 Dumper
Truck ,Crescent Toys No 1805
Agricultural Tractor, all boxed.
£65-70
884.
Dinky No 25 e Tipping Wagon,
25g Flat Truck and Trailer , 25
d Petrol Wagon.
£40-60
885.
Dinky No 25 e Tipping Wagon,
25 b Covered Wagon , 25 r
Forward Control Lorry, 33 r
Mechanical Horse and trailer.
£40-50

886.
Dinky No 29 b Streamline
Coach, 36 c Humber Vogue,
No 400 BEV Electric Truck, 162
a /b /c Army Tractor /Trailer/
gun , 22 e Farm Tractor.
£50-60
887.
Matchbox, LLedo, and others
a collection of assorted diecast
vehicles including promotional
models, and limited edition
models mostly boxed.
£80-100
888.
A collection of various die cast
vehicles, including a Matchbox
Merryweather Fire engine No
15 and others.
£40-60
889.
Corgi; 1:72 scale Aviation
Archive Series, No 49002
Supermarine Spitfire
MkIIA, No 49102 Hawker
Hurricane Mk I, No 49302
P51D Mustang, No 49202
Messerschmitt 109E, D.H.
Mosquito, Supermarine
Spitfire Mk V, Haker Hurricane
MkIIC, P-47D Thunderbolt,
Focke Wulf 190A, Focke Wulf
190 A-4, Junkers JU87 R-2,
Messerschmitt BF 109 E-1,
Focke Wulf 190 A-3, all boxed.
£60-80.
890.
Corgi: 1:144 scale Aviation
Archive Series, Douglas EC47P Skytyrain, Douglas C-47
Skytrain, Avro Lancaster Dam
Buster Special, Avro Lancaster
Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight, Avro Lancaster /
Spitfire / Hurricane Battle of
Britain Memorial Flight x 2,
Hercules C1K Tanker, Boeing
299 Fortress IIA RAF Coastal
Command x(2), B-17G Flying
Fortress ‘Bit -O-Lace’, Boeing
B-17G ‘Sentimental Journey’,
Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress
‘Memphis Belle’ , Boeing B-17
/ Thunderbolt / Mustang x 2,
all boxed.
£40-60

891.
Corgi: Fighting Machines,
Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight, Lancaster / Spitfire /
Hurricane / Dakota; R.A.F.
Tiger Moth, 100 Years of
Flight Series Fokker DR1 Jasta
5, Sopwith Camel, 1917, all
boxed.
£20-30
892.
Dinky: No 706 Vickers Viscount
Air Liner, Air France, F-BGNL,
boxed.
£20-40
893.
Dinky: No 60h Singapore
Flying Boat, fatigued.
£20-30
894.
Dinky, Matchbox, Ertl and
others: a quantity of assorted
diecast aircraft including Red
Arrows, Concorde and others.
£20-30
895.
Dinky: No 998 Bristol Britannia
Airliner, Canadian Pacific, CFCZA, No 719 Spitfire MkII,
DH Comet Racer, Twin
Engined Fighter, and two other
cast metal Blenheim bombers.
£30-40
896.
Dinky: No 706 Vickers Viscount
Airliner, No 63A Empire
Flying Boat, No 70A Avro York
Airliner, No 62G Long Range
Bomber, No 60T Douglas
DC-3 Airliner.
£30-40
897.
Dinky: No 63A Empire Flying
Boat, No 60W Clipper Flying
Boat, No 70A Avro York
Airliner, No 62G Long Range
Bomber, No 70C Vickers
Viscount airliner.
£30-40

898.
Dinky: No 63A Empire Flying
Boat, No 70A Avro York
Airliner, No 62G Long Range
Bomber, No 62W Frobisher
Class Airliner, No 62Y Giant
High-Speed Monoplane.
£30-40
899.
Dinky: No 63A Empire Flying
Boat, No 62G Boeing Flying
Fortress, No 62T ArmstrongWhitworth Whitley Bomber,
No 62P Armstrong-Whitworth
Ensign Class Airliner.
£20-30
900.
Dinky: No 415 Mechanical
Horse and Open Wagon,
boxed.
£20-30
901.
Matchbox: MF-1 Fire Station,
boxed.
£20-30
902.
Dinky: No 36B Bentley Coupe,
No 36C Humber Vogue,
No36A Arnstrong Siddeley,No
36A Armstrong Siddeley,
No 30d Vauxhall Car, No
30b Rolls-Royce Car, No 30c
Daimler Car, all repainted.
£40-60
903.
Dinky: No 450 Trojan Van
‘Esso’, No 451 Trojan Van
‘Dunlop’, No 452 Trojan Van
‘Chivers’ x 2, No 454 ‘Cydrax’,
No 455 Trojan Van ‘Brooke
Bond’ (body shell only), all
playworn.
£40-60
904.
Dinky: No 25A wagon
(repainted), No 25C Flat
Truck (repainted), No 410
BedfordEnd Tipper, No 30J
Austin Truck (repainted), No
27G Motocart, No 34B Royal
Mail Van x 2 (both repainted),
No 25R Forward Control Lorry,
No 415 Mechanical Horse and
Open Wagon.
£30-40
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905.
Corgi No 808 Basil Brush’s Car,
No 801 Noddy’s Car, No 266
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, No
258 Saint’s Volvo, Dinky No
104 Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle,
various assorted police cars,
vans, Corgi State LandauRoyal wedding 1981, Budgie:
Scammell ‘Scarab’, Daimler
Ambulance, and various other
assorted diecast vehicles.
£30-40
906.
Hornby dublo - 3235 3-rail
4-6-2 B.R.(S) West Country
locomotive and tender
No.34042 ‘Dorchester’ (blue
striped box F.).
£80-100
907.
Dinky toys - Set No772 British
Road Signs, 24, V.G.C. (box F)
and 2 x set No. 754 Pavement
Set,( boxes F-G). (3).
£60-80
908.
Britains: set no. 1476
Coronation display, boxed,
with card inserts, some
damage.
£80-100
909.
Corgi: No 107 Batboat and
Trailer, No 440 Ford Consul
Cortina Super Estate Car,
Dinky No 601 Austin ParaMoke, Matchbox: M-8 Car
Transporter, No 52 B.R.M.
Racing Car, No 47 Ice Cream
Mobile Shop, No K-4 Tractor,
M.O.Y. Y-6 Bugatti, all boxed.
£80-120
910.
Corgi and others: a collection
of assorted diecast vehicles,
assorted building bricks, childs
games, puzzles, jigsaws,etc.
£40-60
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911.
Dinky; No 100 Lady Penelopes
Fab1, No 101 Thunderbirds
2 & 4, No 351 U.F.O.
Interceptor, No 104 Spectrum
Pursuit Vehicle, all boxed,
together with a box for Corgi
No 266 Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang.
£120-150
912.
Corgi; Gift Set No 2 LandRover with Rices pony Trailer
and Pony, Gift Set No 47
Working Conveyor on Trailer
with Ford 5000 Tractor, No
438 Land Rover, No 66 Massey
Ferguson 165 Tractor, no 468
London Routemaster Bus, No
478 Hydraulic Tower Wagon,
all boxed.
£80-100
913.
Matchbox, Y4 Opel, Y16
Spyker, Y14 Maxwell, Y5
Bentley, Y2 Renault, Y1 Alchin
Traction Engine, Y3 Tram,
M7 Cattle Truck, Matchbox
1:75 series, No 1 Roller, No6
Euclid Truck, No 7 Ford Anglia,
No 13 Wreck Truck, no 14
Ambulance, No 17 8-Wheel
Tipper, No 25 Volkwagon,
No 25 B.P. Tanker, No 33
Lambourghini No 23 Caravan,
No 10 Pipe Truck, No 13,
Dodge wreck Truck, No 44
Rolls-Royce, No 36 Opel, No
48 Boat, No 51 Trailer, No
55, Police Car, No 61 Alvis
Stalwart, No 64 M.G. 1100,
No 66 Motorcycle and sidecar,
No 67 Volkswagon 1600 TL,
No 75 Ferrari x2, all boxed.
£120-180
914.
Dinky; No 451 Johnston
Road Sweeper, No 960
Lorry Mounted Concrete
Mixer, No 971 Coles Mobile
Crane, Matchbox M-6
Racing Car Transporter, K-15
Meryyweather Fire Engine,
K-12 Heavy Wreck Truck, K-1
Foden Tipper Lorry, all boxed.
£80-100

915.
Corgi; No 302 Hillman Hunter
with Kangeroo, No 225 Austin
SevenNo 337 Chevrolet
Corvette, No 231 Triumph
Herald Coupe, No 245 Buick
Riviera, Dinky No 212 Ford
Cortina Rally Car, all boxed,
together with James Bond’s
Aston Martin D.B.5 and a boat
and trailer.
£80-100
916.
Dinky: No 903 Foden Flat
Truck, repainted and in a
replica box together with
another similar example, (2).
£40-60
917.
Dinky No 905 Foden Flat Truck
with chains, replica box.
£50-60
918.
Dinky No 903 Foden Flat Truck
with Tailboard, in replica box.
£40-60
919.
Dinky; No 942 Foden 14-Ton
Tanker ‘Regent’, in replica box.
£50-60
920.
Dinky : No 955 Fire Engine
with Extending Ladder, boxed.
£20-30
921.
Dinky: No 999 D.H. Comet
Airliner, boxed and No 735
Gloster Javelin Fighter, boxed
X 2.
£40-60
922.
A white metal cast copy of
Dinky No 749 Avro Vulcan
Delta Wing Bomber, replica
box.
£50-60
923.
Dinky: No 29D Autobus
Parisien, in replica box, a
repainted Foden flat bed with
replaced flat bed.
£20-30
924.
Dinky: No 29g Luxury Coach x
10, all playworn or repainted.
£30-40

925.
Dinky: No 29g Luxury Coach x
9 and No 29e Single deck Bus
x 2, all playworn or repainted,
(11).
£30-40
926.
Dinky: No 454 Trojan Van
‘Cydrax’, unboxed.
£20-30
927.
Dinky No 735 Gloster Javelin
x8
£20-30
928.
Dinky: No 738 D.H.110 Sea
Vixen, No 734 Supermarine
Swift x 2, No 736 Hawker
Hunter x 2, No 735 Gloster
Javelin x 3, all unboxed.
£20-30
929.
Dinky No No 36D Rover x 2,
No 38F Jaguar Sports Car x 3,
No 38C Lagonda, all repainted
or embellished.
£20-30
930.
Dinky 986 Low Loader x 2, No
944 Leyland Octopus Tanker
x 2, Mighty Antar, repainted
in civilian livery and other
commercial vehicles.
£20-40
931.
Dinky: No 905 Foden Flat
Truck with Chains, retouched,
rechained in repilca box,
No 502 Foden Flat Truck,
repainted in replica box.
£80-100
932.
Dinky: No 505 Foden Flat
Truck with Chains, in replica
box, No 905 Foden Flat Truck
with Chains, playworn, box
worn.
£100-150
933.
Dinky: No 905 Foden Flat
Truck with Chains, in replica
box, no 902 Foden Flat Truck,
in replica box.
£100-150

934.
Dinky No 943 Leylend
Octopus Tanker - Esso,
retouched and in replica box,
No 503 Foden Flat Truck with
Tailboard, in replica box.
£110-120
935.
Dinky: No 905 Foden Flat
Truck with Chains,in replica
box, No 934 Leyland Octopus
Wagon, repainted in replica
box, Corgi DAF lorry ‘Parsons’
and MAN lorry ‘Longs - Leeds’
both boxed.
£90-100
936.
Dinky: No 917 Guy Van
‘Spratts’, No 918 Guy Van
‘Ever Ready’ (repainted) and
No 919 Guy Van ‘Golden
Shread’ (repainted), all in
replica boxes.
£120-140
937.
Dinky No 917 Guy Van
‘Spratts’ (repainted), No
918 Guy Van ‘Ever Ready’
(repainted), No 917 Guy Van
‘Spratts’ all contained in replica
boxes.
£120-140
938.
Dinky: No 505 Foden Flat
Truck with Chains, No 901
Foden Diesel 8-Wheel Wagon,
No 934 Leyland Octopus
Wagon, all repainted, all in
replica boxes.
£120-140
939.
Dinky No 934 Leyleand
Octopus Wagon, boxed.
£100-150
940.
Dinky No 934 Leyleand
Octopus Wagon (repainted),
No 934 Leyleand octopus Flat
Truck, both in replica boxes.
£80-100
941.
Dinky: No 581 Horse Box, no
582 Pullmore Car Transporter,
both repainted and in replica
boxes.
£50-60

942.
Dinky No 514 Guy Van
‘Slumberland’, repainted, in
incorrect replica box, No 514
Guy Van ‘Slumberland’ in
incorrect replica box, No 514
Guy Van in incorrect replica
box, No %12 Guy flatbed
Truck, in incorrect box.
£80-100
943.
Dinky No 38f Jaguar SS x 4, all
playworn.
£50-60
944.
Dinky No 38f Jaguar SS x 4, all
playworn.
£50-60
945.
Dinky: No 735 Gloster Javelin
Fighter, boxed.
£30-40
946.
Dinky; various assorted Guy
vans and lorries, all playworn.
£70-80
947.
Dinky, twelve assorted Guy
flatbeds with tailgates and
Guy four ton Lorries, all
playworn.
£80-100
948.
Corgi vintage glory - Wynn’s
Garratt 4CD road Tractor,
trailers and log load, limited
edition No.0488. mint boxed.
£25-35
949.
Corgi vintage glory - Fowler
B6 Super Lion Showmans
Engine (King Carnival 11),
Limited Edition No.1893. (mint
boxed).
£20-30
950.
Corgi vintage glory - Fowler
B6 Road Engine ‘Lafayette
war Dept’. limited edition
No.0587. (mint boxed).
£20-30
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951.
Corgi vintage glory - Sentinel
DG4 Steam Wagon with
barrel’s ‘McMullen Brewery’,
Limited edition No.9533 (mint
boxed).
£20-30
952.
Corgi vintage glory - Fowler
B6 Showmans Locomotive
‘Supreme’ (S.J. Warton).
(Mint,box F).
£20-30
953.
Corgi vintage glory - Fowler B6
Road locomotive ‘Titan’ (mint,
box F).
£20-30
954.
Corgi vintage glory - Fowler
B, Showmans Locomotive
‘The Lion’ (Anderton and
Rowlands), limited edition
No.5026. (mint boxed).
£25-30
955.
Corgi vintage glory - Sentinel
Platform Wagon, trailer & oil
drums (Morris’s Shrewsbury).
Limited edition No.4301. (mint
boxed).
£20-30
956.
Corgi vintage glory - Sentinel
Platform Wagon, trailer
and load (The United Africa
Co.Ltd), limited edion
No.2510. (mint boxed).
£20-30
957.
Corgi vintage glory - Foden
steam wagon ‘Tate & Lyle’,
limited edition No.0491. (mint
boxed).
£20-30
958.
Corgi vintage glory - Sentinel
steam wagon ‘Shepherd
Neame Ltd’, limited edition
No.1878. (mint boxed).
£20-30
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959.
Corgi vintage glory - Garratt
4CD Showmans Tractor ‘Lord
George’ Limited edition
No.2560 (mint boxed) and
10T Road roller wioth name
board ‘Consuelo Allen’ (mint
boxed). (2).
£30-40
960.
Corgi classics - Atkinson open
Pole Truck set (Anderton &
Rowlands), Limited edition No.
09023. (mint boxed).
£25-35
961.
Corgi classics - Atkinson Open
Pole truck set (Anderton &
Rowlands), Limited edition
No.06103. (mint, box rubbed).
£25-35
962.
Corgi - A group of Anderton
& Rowlands Fairground
Equipment comprising:- Fowler
showmans Road Locomotive
‘Lioness’ ( un boxed packaging
only), Scammell Show-Trac
‘Demetrius’ with generator,
‘Disco Ark’ trailer, 2 x Super
Dodgems box trailers, (1
with slight paint defects),
8 dodgems cars, another
Scammell Show-Trac and
Dodgems trailer with cars and
a Showmans Caravan. (all
items un boxed).
£80-100
963.
Corgi gold star special - Garratt
4CD Showmans Tractor ‘Pride
of the South’ Limited edition
No 1562. (mint boxed).
£20-30
964.
Corgi - Cafe Connection
‘Kates Cabin Cafe, with Guy
Invincible twin axle ‘McCall &
Greenshields’ , limited edition
No 0192. (mint box rubbed).
£20-30

965.
Corgi classics - A.E.C.
Refrigerated Box Trailer set
‘Wall’s Ice Cream’, Limited
edition.No.09314. (mint
boxed)
£25-30
966.
Corgi classics - Foden S21
‘Mickey Mouse’ Articulated
and low loader ‘ G.C. Munton,
Limited edition No.04317.
(mint boxed).
£20-30
967.
Corgi Dibnah’s choice - Garrett
4CD Showman’s Tractor ‘The
Mighty Atom’, Limited edtion
No.0765 and another Garrett
Road Tractor ‘MR POTTER’
(mint, boxes rubbed).920.
£40-60
968.
Corgi - 3 Steam wagons
comp:- Sentinel ‘Morris’s
Shrewsbury’ with barrel load,
similar ‘Wynns’ and a Foden
‘Ind Coope’, each with ‘wine
bottle’ display boxes. (3).
£30-40
969.
A group of 6 die cast model
tractors, (2 duplicates) and a
Britains Ltd. trailer. (7).
£20-30
970.
Corgi classic - DAF unit and
Trailer ‘Parsons of Exeter’. and
a Scammell unit and trailer
‘Wrekin Roadways’, (both mint
un boxed) (2).
£30-40
971.
Corgi - 4 various Artic units
comp:- Atkinson ‘Smith.
Bury’, Foden ‘Beck Stockport,
Scammell ‘Wynn’s’ and
another ‘Pickfords’. (mint un
boxed). (4)
£35-45
972.
A collection of “Wend Al toy”
aluminium soldiers, circus
figures and animals (play
worn).
£40-60

973.
A small quantity of Britains
diecast garden series, including
flowers, patio, peacocks and
borders.
£50-60
974.
A collection of various diecast
military Calvary figures, mostly
Britains (a/f)
£60-80
975.
Dinky No 439 Ford D.800
Snow Plough and Tipper Truck,
boxed.
£40-60
976.
Matchbox, fourteen boxed
diecasts, various boxed , Husky
diecasts etc.
£200-250
977.
A collection of ten assorted
diecast vehicles including RollsRoyce’s, by Franklin Mint.
£40-60

OO/HO Guage
Railways
978.
Hornby - the Hogwarts Express
train set and platform 9 3/4
set, (as new). (2)
£50-60
979.
Hawthorne village masterpiece
railways in conjunction with
Bachmann - American E-Z
gauge (00 gauge) “ Thomas
Kinkades Christmas Express”
comprising:- On30 scale 2-60 Locomotive and Tender,
Observation Car, Studio Car
and a Coca-Cola ‘Christmas’
Locomotive and Tender, in
4 Moulded foam packs with
Certificates. (As New).
£30-40
980.
Hornby dublo - 2-rail Set
No.2019 2-6-4 Tank Goods
Train (track incomplete) box. P.
£30-40
981.
Tri-ang railways - RS.4 Goods
train set, R541 Freight set and
Hornby railways - incomplete
Industrial Freight set. (3).
£20-30
982.
Tri-ang Hornby - L.M.S. 4-62 Princess Loco No.6201 ‘
Princess Elizabeth’ and similar
Coronation Locomotive
No.6244 ‘King George VI’. (2).
£20-30
983.
Hornby railways - G.W.R.Hall
class 4-6-0 No.4983 ‘Albert
Hall’, 2721 class 0-6-0PT
No.2771 another ‘Albert Hall’
un boxed and a 0-4-0 T un
boxed. (4).
£20-30

984.
Hornby railways - G.W.R.
County class 4-6-0 No. 1004
‘County of Somerset’ ,un
boxed, and mainline - Large
Prairie Tank No.6169. mint
boxed. (2).
£20-30
985.
Hornby railways -G.W.R. 2-62 Prairie Tank No. 6110 and
L.N.E.R. 4-6-2 No. 4472 ‘Flying
Scotsman’. mint boxed. (2).
£30-40
986.
Airfix - B.R. Class 31/4 Diesel
Locomotive (blue) and Hornby
railways - B.R. class 08 Diesel
0-6-0 Shunter. both boxed.
(2).
£20-30
987.
Hornby - L.N.E.R. 4-6-2 No.
4498 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’,
G.W.R. 0-4-2T No.1458 and
BACHMANN - B.R. 2-6-2T
No.41233. un boxed. (3).
£20-30
988.
Tri-ang Hornby - G.W.R.
Brake and First/Third, Hornby
railways - Brake/Third,First/
Third Compo, B.R. Mk 1
Composite and Centerary
Brake. each boxed, 6 x T.T.R.
B.R.(W) stock, 2 x Restaurant
Cars, etc un boxed. (17).
£20-30
989.
Tri-ang railways G.K.D. Maroon livery, comp:- a pair of
Buffet Cars, a pair of Sleeping
cars, a pair of Composite and a
Parcels Brake, (one box lacking
lid), a crimson and cream
Buffet Car, a similar 1st/2nd
compo, a B.R. Inter City, each
boxed, etc. (15).
£25-35
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990.
Hornby Dublo - A group of
early items including EDL7 0-62T L.M.S. No.6917, another
L.N.E.R. Green 9596 ( trailing
bogie missing). L.N.E.R. 4-6-2
No.7’Sir Nigel Gresley’ Tender
coal insert a/f/, 3 L.N.E.R.
‘Teak’ coaches, 3 L.M.S. and
3 L.N.E.R. wagons a type 00/1
transformer , 2 controllers and
2 ‘set’ boxes in poor condition.
£100-120
991.
Hornby dublo - a group of
10 various tin plate wagons,
incl S.R. Meat van, G.W. Cattle
truck, Royal Daylight Petrol
Tank, N.E. Fish, N.E. bogie
Brick wagon, a later version
and 4 other wagons. P, F & G,
(10)
£20-30
992.
Hornby dublo - a group of
accessories including:- a
Through station ‘Westbury’ a
similar Signal cabin,an Island
Platform, 2 footbridges, 7
buffer stops, 2 level crossings
(1 lacks baseplate), a loading
gauge etc. all unboxed).
£20-30
993.
Hornby dublo - a group of 15
tinplate Goods wagons incl:G.W. Park Royal brake van,
long wheel base luggage van,
flat truck with track load etc. P.
F. & G. unboxed. (15).
£20-30
994.
Hornby dublo - 8 Goods
wagons in red stripe boxes,
1 in made up box and 6
unboxed, together with an
empty Set 2024 2-8-0 Express
Goods Train box.
£20-30
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995.
Tri-ang - A B.R. track 4-6-2
‘Britannia’ locomotive and
tender, a L1 4-4-0 Locomotive
and tender (a/f), a track
cleaning car, various Goods
wagons, Transcontinental
items etc.
£30-40
996.
Hornby railways -R051
G.W.R. 0-6-0PT, R255 0-4-0
T Passenger Loco No. 7178,
C.R. 0-4-0ST (unboxed), 13
various Goods wagons, (all
boxed_ and 3 G.M.R. wagons,
(boxed).
£20-30
997.
A group of various coaches
and wagons including part
built kits etc. (all unboxed and
generally P and a/f).
£20-30
998.
A group of model railway
accessory kits, card kits
catalogues etc.
£15-20
999.
Tri-ang & Hornby railways - A
large group of track, points,
line side accessories etc etc.
£30-40
1000.
A collection of over 100
Model Railway and Railway
Modelling books,( some
duplicates) booklets, videos
etc.
£100-200
1001.
A collection of assorted
passenger coaches, various
liveries, (24) contained in
a wooden double sided
travelling case.
£30-40
1002.
Hornby Railways: a collection
of assorted rolling stock
trackside biuldings, trackside
accessories and assorted
diecasts, mostly boxed.
£80-100

1003.
Hornby Railways; Battle of
Britain class ‘Spitfire, and
4-6-2 locomotive No 70000
‘Britannia’ and tender, both
boxed.
£50-60
1004.
Hornby Railways; a 4-60 locomotive no 2862
‘Manchester United’ with six
wheel tender in LNER green
livery, and 4-6-2 Locomotive
No 4902 ‘Seagull’ with eight
wheel tender in LNER blue
livery, both boxed.
£50-60
1005.
Hornby Railways: a 4-6-0
locomotive No 5231 and
six wheel tender in BR black
livery, and three assorted tank
locomotives, all boxed.
£60-80
1006.
Triang T/T gauge: a 4-62 locomotive No 70000
‘Britannia’ and tender in BR
green livery, both boxed,
assorted goods wagons and
passenger coaches, track
and trackside buildings and
accessories, mostly boxed.
£250-300
1007.
Triang ; Bule Pullman Diesel
locomotive, dummy coach and
two passenger coach, unboxed
together with a summer of 47
jigsaw.
£30-40
1008.
Hornby Dublo Suburban EMU
dummy car No 77511 in S.R.
green livery.
£30-40
1009.
A collection of thirty seven
assorted plastic static
locomotives from various
countries in various liveries,
mounted on simulated wood
bases.
£30-40

1010.
Graham Farish: a 4-6-0
locomotive ‘Raveningham
Hall with six wheel tender
in GWR green livery, a 4-6-0
locomotive ‘Winchester Castle’
with six wheel tender in GWR
green livery and a 2-6-2 tank
locomotive in GWR green
livery, all boxed.
£30-40
1011.
A Bachmann electric train
set with American style
locomotive, tender, passenger
and goods wagons together
with track, boxed.
£30-40
1012.
A quantity of N and OO/HO
gauge railway accessories
including lineside buildings,
track, kits and controllers,
carved coal model of a
locomotive, and a Dart Valley
railway plate, etc.
£60-80
1013.
Del Prado: a collection of
approx 100 miniature static
models of railway locomotives
of the world, contained in
plastic blister packets.
£50-60
1014.
Graham Farish: a G.W.R. diesel
rail car No19, an 0-6-0 tank
locomotive in GWR green
livery and a 4-6-2 locomotive
‘Belgian Marine’ and six wheel
tender in SR green livery, all
boxed.
£30-40
1015.
Hornby Minitrix: a 4-10-0
lcomotive ‘Evening Star’
with eight wheel tender in
BR green livery, boxed, a
4-6-2 locomotive ‘Britannia’
with six wheel tender in BR
green livery, a deltic diesel
locomotive and two diesel
shunters.
£40-60

1016.
Graham Farish, Dapol and
others: a quantity of assorted
rolling stock including wagons
and passenger coaches, various
liveries, most boxed, approx
150.
£200-250
1017.
Hornby Dublo: a 3RE 0-6-2
tank locomotive no 69567 in
BR black livery, and two other
locomotives, (3).
£40-60
1018.
Hornby Dublo; a 3RE 0-6-2
tank locomotive No 69567 in
BR black livery, boxed.
£20-30
1019.
Hornby Dublo; a 3RE 2-6-4
tank locomotive No 80054 in
BR black livery, with another
similar example, (2).
£30-40
1020.
Hornby Dublo; EDP2 Passenger
Train Set ‘Duchess of Atholl’,
boxed.
£40-60
1021.
Triang Railways; R.S.8
Passenger Train Set ‘Lord of
The Isles’ with locomotive,
tender, three coaches, signal
cabin, signals, level crossing
and track, boxed.
£50-100
1022.
Triang Railways; R.S.34
Transcontinental Railroad Set
with diesel locomotive, four
coaches, and track, boxed and
Triang Hornby Freightliner
set with diesel locomotive
and three freightliner trucks,
boxed.
£20-30
1023.
Airfix; Great Western Suburban
Train Set, boxed, G.M.R;
Suburban Passenger Set,
boxed and G.M.R; Autocoach
Set boxed.
£20-30

1024.
Dinky No 1001 Station Staff,
No 1003 Passengers, both
boxed.
£20-30
1025.
Hornby Dublo; Two station
halls, two signal cabins, a level
crossing, footbridge, , platform
sections and goods shed.
£20-30
1026.
Hornby Dublo; three passenger
coaches, boxed, and fifteen
assorted passenger coaches,
various liveries.
£40-60
1027.
Dinky: No 942 14-Ton Tanker
‘Regent’ (repainted), No 514
Guy Van ‘Spratts’, No 514 Guy
Van ‘Golden Shread’, no 923
Big Bedford Delivery Truck
‘Heinz’, No 482 Bedford Van
‘Dinky Toys’, No 30W Hindle
Smart Helecs, all playworn.
£30-40
1028.
Triang Minic: Naval Harbour
Set, Ocean Terminal Set, both
boxed.
£20-30
1029.
Dinky No 52 Cunard-White
Star Liner Queen Mary, boxed.
£20-30
1030.
Triang Minic: a quantity of
assorted passenger liners
including R.M.S. Ivernia,
R.M.S. Carinthia, S.S.
Varicella, R.M.S. Queen Mary,
Normandie, R.M.S.Caronia,
S.S. Nieuw Amsterdam, R.M.S.
Canberra, S.S. United States,
S.S. France.
£20-30
1031.
Triang Minic: a collection of
assorted harbour accessories
including harbour sections,
ramps restaurant, together
with nine assorted passenger
ships.
£20-30
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1032.
Triang Minic, Matchbox : a
collection of assorted military
ships including Bismark,
H.M.S. Bulwark, Pilots cutter,
paddle steamer etc approx 44
models.
£40-60
1033.
G.W.R; three Chad Valley
jigsaws ‘Drake Goes West’,
‘King Arthur on Dartmoor’ and
‘Vikings Landing at St. Ives’, all
boxed.
£20-30
1034.
LLedo; a collection of approx
eighty diecast vehicles
including promotional models,
all unboxed.
£20-30
1035.
Hornby, a quantity of assorted
empty boxes including 00/Ho
and O gauge boxes together
with plastic zoo and farm
animals.
£20-30
1036.
Hornby Dublo - 3 rail 4-62 L.N.E.R. No.7 ‘Sir Nigel
Gresley’, V.G.C. (unboxed).
£40-60
1037.
Hornby Dublo - 3 rail B.R.(W).
4-6-0 No 7013 ‘Bristol Castle’
(play worn, unboxed).
£40-60
1038.
Hornby Dublo - EDL18 3 rail
2-6-4T B.R. No.80054 near
mint, (blue stripe box F).
£40-60
1039.
Hornby Dublo - 3 rail B.R.(M)
4-6-2 No.46232 ‘Duchess
of Montrose’ (play worn,
unboxed).
£50-60
1040.
Hornby Dublo - 3 rail EDL7
0-6-2T L.M.S. No.6917 black.
some paint rubbing. unboxed.
£50-60
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1041.
Hornby Dublo - 3 rail EDL7
0-6-2T L.N.E.R.No.9596 green.
(paintwork marked, unboxed).
£50-60
1042.
Wrenn - 2 rail G.W.R.
streamlined 4-6-0 Castle class
No.5005 ‘Manorbier Castle’,
V.G.C. (un boxed).
£50-60
1043.
Hornby railways - G.W.R. 4-4-0
County class No.3821 ‘County
of Bedford’ (mint, box F-G).
£20-30
1044.
Hornby Dublo Signal cabin,
D1 Level crossing (boxed),
pair of platform ramps,
Girder bridge, pair of Buffer
stops (boxed) and 3 others
(unboxed). (9).
£20-30
1045.
Hornby Dublo - a D1 Station
with ramps and an Island
Platform with ramps.(6).
£20-30
1046.
Hornby Dublo - A made up
plastic kit Goods depot with
crane.
£20-30
1047.
Hornby Dublo (1938) - A
green and cream painted
wood ‘Terminus Station’
building ‘Kings Cross’ with
printed paper detail.
£100-200
1048.
Hornby Dublo (1938) - A
matching ‘Through Station’
‘Berwick’
£80-100
1049.
Hornby Dublo (1938) - A
similar ‘Island Platform’ (un
named).
£60-80
1050.
Hornby Dublo (1938) - A Pair
of Signal Cabins, one with red
roof, the other green. (2).
£50-60

1051.
Hornby Dublo (1938) - A
green and cream painted
wood 2-rail ‘Through’ Engine
shed with clear lined roof
lights and windows.
£100-200
1052.
Hornby Dublo - A rake of 3
B.R.(M) Suburban coaches
and 2 similar with printed
windows. (5).
£20-30
1053.
Hornby Dublo - B.R.(M) a
6-wheel Passenger brake van
No. 32958 and a Corridor
coach No.26143. (2)
£30-40
1054.
Hornby Dublo - 2 B.R.(S)
Suburban coaches Nos.41060
and 43374, a B.R.(W)
Restaurant Car No.W9572 with
added The Bristolian Boards (F)
and 2 Corridor coaches. (5).
£30-40
1055.
Hornby Dublo - a rake of
4 B.R.(M) red and cream
coaches and a similar B.R.(W)
Restaurant Car. (5)
£20-30
1056.
Hornby Dublo - a 3-rail T.P.O.
Mail Van set, (box F.) and
another van (un boxed). (2).
£20-30
1057.
Hornby Dublo - A group of
35 various un boxed Goods
Wagons incl: Petrol Tanks and
bogie wagons, mixed dates
and condition. (35)
£50-70
1058.
Hornby Dublo - A quantity of
3-rail tin plate track including
some points. (a lot).
£20-30

1059.
T.T.R. - a B.R. 16T mineral
wagon with tarpaulin (boxed),
a 20T bolster wagon with
timber planks (un boxed) and
a Faller B-906 ‘Block of flats’
kit.
£20-30
1060.
Hornby Dublo: a 3RE 4-6-2
locomotive No 6231 ‘Duchess
of Atholl’ and six wheel
tender in LMS maroon livery,
a 4-6-2 locomotive No 60022
‘Mallard’ with six wheel tender
in BR green livery, and a
4-6-2 locomotive No 46232
‘Duchess of Montrose with
six wheel tender in BR green
livery, all unboxed, together
with a Hornby 3 1/2” gauge
Stephenson carriage.
£20-30
1061.
Hornby OO/HO gauge
locomotives, track and some
rolling stock.
£20-40
1062.
Hornby: a type 20 clockwork
train set with 0-4-0 locomotive
and tender, two passenger
coaches and track, boxed.
£40-60
1063.
A 00/HO gauge layout
with track, board, trackside
building, accessary’s, rolling
stock and loco’s.
£100-150
1064.
Bachmann - L.M.S. Ivatt class
2 2-6-2T No. 1206 and class
G2A 0-8-0 No.9449 (without
tender back cab). both mint
boxed. (2)
£30-40
1065.
Hornby railways - L.M.S
class 8F 2-8-0 No.8193 and
BACHMANN - Ivatt class2
2-6-2T No.1206. both mint
boxes F. (2).
£20-30

1066.
Heljan - B.R. class 35 ‘Hymek’
No.D7044. boxed as new.
£20-30
1067.
Mainline - G.W.R. class 2301
Dean Goods 0-6-0 No.2516,
0-6-2T Praire No.6697 and
0-6-0PT No.5764. mint boxes
P & F. (3).
£30-40
1068.
Hornby railways - L.M.S.
Patriot class 5XP No.5541
‘Duke of Sutherland’, and
LIMA - 2 x G.W.R. 45XX Prairie
Tanks No.4589. boxes P. (3).
£20-40
1069.
Triang Hornby: a 4-6-0
locomotive No 61572 with
six wheel tender in BR black
livery, a 4-4-0 locomotive No
1757 with six wheel tender in
SR green locomotive, boxed,
assorted carriages, track and
buildings.
£50-60

O gauge railways
1070.
O gauge.
Bowman tank loco - Model
300, spirit fired live steam 0-40T L.N.E.R. green No. 300,
original paintwork scorched
marked. Wooden box most of
lid missing.
£80-100
1071.
Hornby - No.1 Tank
Locomotive - S.R. dlc, c/w 0-40 No. A600, black with green
lining, V,G.C. original box. F.
£100-200
1072.
Hornby - No.1 Tank
Locomotive - L.N.E.R. dlc, c/w
No. 326, black, red and gold
lining, V.G.C. ( some paintwork
rubbing). Original box G.
£100-150
1073.
Hornby - No.41 Tank
Passenger Train set - L.M.S.
with type 101 locomotive
No.2270. some rusting. (box
P).
£50-60
1074.
Hornby No. 101 Tank
Passenger set with locomotive
No.460, some rusting, (Box F.).
£80-100
1075.
Hornby - A No.101 Tank
Passenger set box with L.M.S.
No.2270 loco, (a/f), a M1
Passenger set box, a M1 loco
in box (G), 3 other M type
locos and rolling stock. (Mostly
P).
£20-30
1076.
Hornby No.2 Tank - dlc,
c/w 4-4-4 L.M.S. black No.
4-4-4 (a.f. P.) a L.M.S. No.2
Timber wagon, (V.G box F).
a S.R. Brake van (generally
F roof and box P). an L.M.S.
open wagon (G unboxed)
and 2 wooden body wagons,
possibly L.M.C.
£25-50
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1077.
Hornby - A No.3 Station, an
Island Platform ‘Wembly’ with
ramps (both unboxed)and a
No1 Level Crossing, (boxed),
a No.2 Turntable, ( boxed),
Buffer stops etc
£30-40
1078.
Bing - A c/w 0-4-0
locomotive, L.M.S. livery with
crest, ‘Achilles’, ( no tender),
a 20 Tons ‘Hopper’ wagon,
a small Open wagon, a coal
wagon No.27485/ 10000Ko,
and a Milk van with sliding
doors (No.67). an unidentified
6-wheel locomotive tender,
black with red and white
lining,and a similar Goods
Depot, together with a pair of
Continental telegraph poles
and a Railroad Danger sign.
(10).
£50-60
1079.
Hornby - A group of various
2-rail track incl: points, 4 x
right angle crossing, an acute
angle crossing, (14 original
boxes) loose track ,clips and
other wooden sleeper track.
(a lot).
£30-40
1080.
Hornby - Type 101 Tank
Locomotive, c/w, L.M.S. 0-4-0
No 2270 (paintwork scratched,
1 buffer missing), a No.50
c/w B.R. 0-4-0 locomotive
and tender, No.50153. ( play
worn) and a L.M.S. No.1
tender.each unboxed.
£50-70
1081.
Hornby - A 101 Tank
Locomotive, L.N.E.R. c/w
No. 460 (play worn, rods
detached) with key and in
original box.
£20-30
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1082.
Hornby - A group of 7 Goods
wagons comp:- McAlpine side
tipper, (G), L.M.S. Hopper,
(G). No.1 Goods van, N.E.
(roof F), L.M.S. Flat Truck with
container (F. axle missing),
L.M.S. Brake van (G), similar
N.E. ( roof P), each boxed and
a Insul Meat a/f.
£30-40
1083.
Hornby a 0-4-0 locomotive No
2301 with four wheel tender
in GWR livery assorted rolling
stock, boxed track etc.
£350-450
1084.
Hornby Series; A898
Miniatures No 13 Halls’s
Distemper Advertisement,
boxed.
£80-100
1085.
Hornby Series; Railway
Accessories No. 4, lacks insert
card, 17 pieces, boxed.
£40-60
1086.
Hornby and others: a
collection of assorted station
passengers and staff, platfrom
accessories including scales,
trolleys, lamposts, luggage etc.
£40-60
1087.
Hornby Series: a clockwork
4-4-2 tank locomotive No
2180 in LMs maroon livery, in
repaired box with key, lanterns
and instructions.
£50-60
1088.
Hornby Series: a No 2 Tanks
Goods set, lacks locomotive,
with “shell” petrol wagon,
cattle wagon, guards van,
track, and clips, together with
Bing double bogie side tipping
wagon contained in a No 2
Tank goods set box.
£60-80

1089.
Hornby a type 101 clockwork
0-4-0 tank locomotive No
2270 in LMS maroon livery.
£30-40
1090.
Exley; Five tinplate passenger
coaches in G.W.R. livery,boxed.
£80-100
1091.
Triang ; O gauge diesel
hymek locomotive together
with a Lima Class 33 diesel
locomotive D6524.
£45-55
1092.
Lima; An 0 gauge class 33
diesel locomotives D6506
and a Triang Hymek diesel
locomotive ‘Blue Flier’.
£45-55
1093.
Lima; an 0 gauge diesel
shunting locomotive in B.R.
Black livery together with eight
items of rolling stock.
£55-60
1094.
Hornby: No.101 Tank ac
c1947 - G.W.R. c/w 0-4-0 No.
6600. (F-G, box P).
£20-30
1095.
Hornby: No.1 Special Tank
c1930. - S.R. c/w 0-4-0
No.A950. green (playworn
replica, box).
£80-120
1096.
Hornby: No.1 Loco and
Tender,c1920’s - L.M.S. c/w
0-4-0 No.2710, cabside crest,
L.M.S. on splasher. (playworn,
replacement cab roof, tender
P. replica box).
£40-60
1097.
Hornby: No.3E Locomotive
and Tender c1930. - L.N.E.R.
20v 4-4-2- No.4472 ‘Flying
Scotsman’ (G. 3 replacement
steps, crosshead repair).
£50-60

1098.
Hornby: .No.1 Loco and
Tender,c1920’s. - L.M.S. c/w
0-4-0 No.2710., cabside crest,
L.M.S. on splasher. (playworn,
replacement cab roof, tender
P. replica box).
£20-30
1099.
Hornby: 3 Tenders - Great
(crest) Western , L.M.S.
maroon ac and M Type No.
3435. (3).
£20-30
1100.
Hornby: four x No.1
Clerestory roof coaches, c
1924, L.N.E.R. (some handles
missing P-F unboxed). (4).
£50-60
1101.
Hornby: 3 x No.1 Pullman
coaches - ‘Marjorie’, ‘Aurelia’
and ‘Viking’ ac and an earlier
dlc ‘Pullman’, (F-G unboxed).
(4).
£30-40
1102.
Hornby: A similar lot. (4).
£30-40
1103.
Hornby: 2 x No.1 Pullman
- ‘Aurora’ and ‘Ansonia’
(recessed doors, ac c1930’s) a
‘Viking’ and a ‘Marjorie’. (4).
£20-30
1104.
Hornby: a French M/O Voiture
Pullman car, dlc, (box P) and 2
similar 1930’s ac Pullman cars,
(G-VG. Unboxed). (3).
£30-40
1105.
Hornby: 5 x 1930’s/40’s No.1
coaches. Ac, a Guards van and
2 similar L.N.E.R. ‘Teak’ (P.F. &
G, 3 boxes F others unboxed).
(8).
£20-30
1106.
Hornby: 2 similar L.M.S., 3 x
1920’s M.R. Guards vans (I
with Clerestory roof) and a
No.1 L.M.S. coach. (6).
£30-40

1107.
Hornby: a No.0 Mitropa
‘Schlafwagen’ coach, ac
and a similar American type
‘Washington’ (G-VG, boxes P
& F). (2).
£20-30
1108.
Hornby: - Fourgon No.I-S
Goods Van, ac with sliding
doors (VG. Box VG).
£20-30
1109.
HornbyNo.2 - Brakedown Van
and crane. (VG).
£20-30
1110.
Hornby - S.C.N.F Refrigerator
van, a Crane truck (both VG,
boxes VG) and a Fibre wagon
(VG box P). (3).
£20-30
1111.
A similar lot with National
Benzole Tank, G.W. Flat with
Meat container, etc. (6).
£20-30
1112.
Hornby: a group of 6 comp:Southern 6T Milk van, (VG),
N.E.Goods Brake van, L.M.S.
Vent Insul Meat, Flat truck
with container (wrong box)
N.E. Fish van and an N.E. open
wagon. (6).
£40-60
1113.
Hornby: S.R. Flat truck with
Container, 2 x B.R.(E), L.M.S.
Flat/Cable drum, Milk Traffic
van, 3 other vans and 2
wagons. (10).
£50-60
1114.
REPLICA BOXES.
Hornby: No.2 - L.M.S. High
Capacity, S.R.Cattle and L.M.S.
Luggage. (3)
£50-60
1115.
Hornby: No.2 - N.E. Brick, N.E.
Luggage (P) and a G.W. Cattle
truck. (3).
£40-50

1116.
Hornby: No.2 - L.M.S. High
Capacity (now with 5 Cable
drums), G.W. Cattle truck
(repaint P) and a S.R. Luggage
van. (3).
£50-60
1117.
Hornby:No.2 N.E. dlc
Brakedown van and crane and
similar G.W Brakedown, (both
repainted/varnished).(2).
£20-30
1118.
Hornby: No.1 - L.M.S. 3
x Meat, Fish L.M.S. 7674,
L.M.S.’Bananas’ and a Fyffes
Bananas. (6).
£20-30
1119.
Hornby: 4 similar - L.N.W.R.
‘Gunpowder’, G.N. Brake,
L.M.S. Cattle and a L.M.S. Gas
cylinder. (4).
£40-60
1120.
Hornby: 9 various ac L.M.S.
wagons. (9).
£50-60
1121.
Hornby: a similar group of N.E.
wagons.
£50-60
1122.
Hornby: a group comp:- G.W.
& S.R. Brake vans, Milk Traffic,
Trinidad Lake Rotary Tipper,
‘Portland Cement’, and a
McAlpine Side Tipping wagon.
(6).
RS36
£40-60
1123.
Hornby: 6 later vans and 2
Timber wagons. (8).
£30-40
1124.
Hornby: No.0 1930’s open
wagons comp:- 3 x S.R., G.W.
L.N.E., 2 x L.M.S. and an N.E.
(8).
£30-40
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1125.
Hornby: a group of 4 dlc vans
- M.R. (raised letters), L.N.E.R.,
N.E. G.W. (each with hinged
doors, some handles missing),
and a later ac L.M.S. with
sliding doors. (5).
£30-40
1126.
Hornby: a group of 7 various
Open wagons and vans. (7).
£20-30
1127.
PRIVATE OWNERS VANS.
(UNBOXED)
Hornby: Crawford’s biscuits,
dlc c1924. (repainted roof and
frames, some revarnishing).
£30-40
1128.
Hornby: Carr’s biscuits dlc
c1925. (repainted).
£30-40
1129.
Hornby: Jacob & co’s biscuits
c1929. (F revarnished).
£30-40
1130.
Hornby: No.1 - Cadbury’s
chocolates, ac c1938 (some
repainting/varnishing,replica
box).
£30-40
1131.
Hornby: coal wagons - ac
‘Meccano’ (1931) and ‘Hornby
Railway Company’ (F). (2).
£30-40
1132.
PETROL TANK WAGONS.
UNBOXED
Hornby: No.1 dlc - National
Benzole, Shell and Pratts
(green). A/f. (3).
£30-40
1133.
Hornby: No.1 dlc - B.P.Motor
Spirit, Shell and another
c1922. A/f. (3).
£30-40
1134.
Hornby: No.1 ac - Mobiloil,
(P), B.P. and Shell. (F.-G.). (3).
£20-30
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1135.
Hornby: No.1 ac - Royal
Daylight, Esso and Mobiloil.
(F.-G.). (3).
£20-30
1136.
Hornby: No.1 ac - Pratts High
Test, Royal Daylight and Pool
(1940’s) (F.-G.). (3).
£30-40
1137.
Hornby: No.1 ac - Shell B.P.,
Pratts, Castrol and Royal
Daylight. (F.-G.). (4).
£20-30
1138.
Hornby: 4 Later Tank wagons 2 x Shell Lubricating Oil, Shell
Motor Spirit, Esso and 1 other.
(5).
£20-30
1139.
Hornby: No.1 dlc c1922 - Shell
Motor Spirit. A/f.
£20-30
1140.
Hornby: 4 x No.1 Signal cabins
including 1928 (V.G.), another
(no chimney), a 1931 (G.) and
a 1935 (no chimney). (4).
£20-30
1141.
Hornby: A 3-rail electric
Viaduct c1933. (VG. Unboxed).
£20-30
1142.
Serie Hornby - A French Level
crossing (Passage A Niveau
No.1). (VG. Box P).
£20-30
1143.
Hornby: No.2 Level crossing
with ‘Beware of the Trains’
gates (P. box P.) and 2 similar
(unboxed). (3).
£20-30
1144.
Hornby: a Viaduct and a
No.2 Level crossing. (both
unboxed). (2).
£20-30
1145.
Hornby: a Viaduct, No.1 Level
crossing and 2 others. (1 a/f).
(4).
£20-30

1146.
Hornby: No.3 Wayside Station
c1937 (G.-VG. Box F)
£20-30
1147.
Hornby: No.4 Station ‘Ripon’
c1937 (V.G. replica box).
£20-30
1148.
Hornby: No.1 Station c 1924
and an early ‘Windsor’ (candle
holder cut-outs) a/f. (both
with repainted platforms and
fencing, replica boxes). (2).
£20-30
1149.
Hornby: No.1 Station c1927
and another ‘Windsor’. (both
with repainting, replica boxes).
(2).
£20-30
1150.
Hornby: 2 similar Stations.
(both P. replica boxes). (2).
£20-30
1151.
Hornby: a No.2E Station
‘Bristol’ c1936. (a/f repainted
platform and fencing, replica
box).
£20-30
1152.
Hornby: No.3 Station c19491955. (V.G. replica box).
£20-30
1153.
Hornby: No.1 Station c1927, a
similar ‘Windsor’ and 2 others.
(a/f and repainting, replica
boxes). (4).
£20-30
1154.
Hornby: No.2 Station
‘Windsor’ and a No.1 Wayside
(platform repaint, boxes P).
(2).
£20-30
1155.
Hornby: No.1 Station c 1934
and 1 other. (some repainting,
boxes P). (2).
£20-30
1156.
Hornby; No.1 c1924
(repainting, unboxed) and a
similar 1931. (box F.). (2).
£20-30

1157.
Hornby: a No.1 Signal Gantry,
2 x No.2 ‘Home’ signals c1933
and a No.2 Double arm c1938.
(boxes F.-G.). (4).
£30-40
1158.
Hornby: a No.2 Signal Gantry,
(repainted replica box), No.2
‘Home’ Jnc, a No.1 Jnc and
a No.2 ‘Distant’ single arm.
(boxes F.-G.). (4).
£30-40
1159.
Hornby: a ‘Home’ Jnc, a
single arm and a double arm.
(repainting, unboxed). (3).
£20-30
1160.
Hornby: a ‘Distant’ Jnc, and 2
double arm (circular bases).
(repainting, unboxed). (3).
£20-30
1161.
Hornby: 4 x single arm ‘Home’
signals, a double arm and a lot
of various signal parts.
£20-30
1162.
Hornby: two No.2 Hydraulic
Buffer stops and 2 No.1 stops.
(unboxed). (4).
£20-30
1163.
Hornby: a similar No.2
(repainted platform, crane a/f,
replica box.).
£20-30
1164.
Hornby: No.2 Goods platform
with crane. (a/f. repainted
platform, replica box).
£20-30
1165.
Hornby: No.1 Goods platform.
(replica box).
£20-30
1166.
Hornby: a similar 1950’s Goods
platform (paintwork rubbed,
replica box) and another post
1955 with ‘Goods Depot’
above the doors. (G. replica
box). (2).
£20-30

1167.
Hornby: No.4 curved wood
and fibre tunnel, a No.1
straight tunnel and a pair of
cuttings. (4).
£20-30
1168.
Hornby: 2 x No.3 curved
tunnels, a similar straight
tunnel and a group of ‘Trees’
£20-30
1169.
Hornby: Railway Accessories
No.9 - Station Name boards
(6). (G.-V.G. box F.-G.).
£150-200
1170.
Hornby: Signals for Footbridge
- one pair, both ‘Home’ (1 a/f),
blue/grey. (box P.).
£20-30
1171.
Stations - replica boxes.
Hornby: No.4E ‘Margate’
and a No.2E ‘Windsor’ (a/f
repainted platform). (2).
£20-30
1172.
Hornby: Wayside Station
c1927 (V.G.) and a No.1
‘Windsor’ c1927 (repainted
platform.). (2).
£20-30
1173.
Hornby: No.3 c1939. (platform
edging rubbed), a No.2
‘Windsor’ (repainting) and a
No.1 c1934. (P.). (3).
£20-30
1174.
Hornby: a box of various parts
etc including a Turntable and
No. 4E Station box.
£20-30
1175.
Hornby: a No. 30 Loco and
tender, B.R. No.45746,
another No.60985 and 2 B.R.
tenders.
£20-30

1176.
Hornby: a group of 8 M0
‘Pullman’ coaches and 7
various B.R. livery coaches, a
No.31 coach (boxed), 2 boxed
No.30 Goods vans, 6 unboxed
Goods wagons, boxed MO
crane truck, 2 similar wagons
and a boxed No.20 Rotary
tipping wagon.
£20-30
1177.
Hornby Train - No.201. Tank
Goods set, c/w. 0-4-0 L.N.E.R.
No.460. N.E. Brake van, open
wagon and National Petrol
Tank. (G-VG. Box F).
£20-30
1178.
Made -up set - B.R. 0-4-0 No
82011 and 7 wagons. (G and
playworn.) post 1957. (box P).
£20-30
1179.
Hornby Train No.501
Passenger set, c/w, L.N.E.R
Loco and Tender No.1842,
2 Passenger coaches and
Brake coach. (play worn, box
marked)
£100-150
1180.
Hornby O gauge - A large
curved wood and fibre
tunnel and a Meccano T20
Transformer in original box.
£20-30
1181.
Hornby O gauge - No.0
L.M.S. Refrigerator van, similar
Meat van (Both boxed), a
S.R. Refrigerator van, L.M.S.
Meat van and 2 L.M.S. open
wagons. (un boxed). (6)
£30-40
1182.
Hornby O gauge - A Platform
crane, green/ red (Boxed), a
No.51 1st class coach, a similar
Guard/Luggage van, a ‘Castrol‘
oil tank wagon, etc. (5).
£30-40
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1183.
An O gauge scratchbuilt
electric 0-4-4 tank locomotive
No 5 in B.R. green livery and
an 0-6-0 tank in black N.B.
black livery.
£50-60
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Larger gauge railways

Full size railways

1184.
A group of items relating
to Thomas the Tank Engine,
American steam outline
locomotive hat and coat rack,
3 Preserved Railway Line Horse
brasses on strap etc
£20-30
1185.
An early 20th century GBN
Gebruder Bing Nuremburg
3 inch gauge King Edward
passenger set, the live steam
4-4-0 engine in L.N.W.R livery
and King Edward nameplate
above drive wheels numbered
7093 to footplate, together
with matching tender, German
livery Dining Car and Post Car
with hinged roof revealing
detailed interiors, well used
condition retaining original
colours, together in an
associated Pine box.
See illustration page 42
£300-500
1186.
A 5ins gauge scratch built
painted wooden model of
an electric tram, fitted with
electric motor, gearing for
forward and reverse, 43cm.
long
£40-50

1187.
A group of railway related
ephemera etc including
Great Western Railway
game, Calendars, post cards,
greetings cards, booklets etc
and Jon Mander - Collecting
Railwayana.
£20-30
1188.
Terence Cuneo, limited edition
signed print “Mallord” with
framed certificate.
£80-100
1189.
A collection of BR and Railtrack
uniforms including blaisers,
hat, waterproofs, Hi-visiblity
jacket, BR plastic telephone,
assorted rule books and
ephemera.
£20-30
1190.
Signal box plans for signals at
Exmouth Junction, assorted
photographs, rule books, maps
etc.
£20-30
1191.
A polychrome decorated
pullman coach panel.
£20-30
1192.
A collection of Eleven railway
transport hats to include three
London under-ground caps.
£50-60
1193.
A B.R.(E) white painted
carriage lamp with two clear
glass bullseye lens, with loop
carrying handle, 46cm., and
a smaller carriage lamp with
single clear glass bullseye lens,
39cm. high.
£40-50
1194.
A collection of British Railway
issue coats and jackets, most
retaining original B.R. labels,
also a London Underground
brown canvas First Aid
stretcher..
£40-50

1195.
Manchester Metrolink
An Official Opening
presentation pack containing,
commemorative ticket,
envelope and brochure, cased.
£50-70
1196.
An alloy road sign “Crossing
No Gates” inset with cats eyes,
55 x 31cm.
£50-60
1197.
G.W.R. publications:
‘Cheltenham Flyer’ 1934, ‘The
10.30 Limited’, 4th Edition,
‘Cheltenham Flyer’, ‘Caerphilly
Castle’ 1924, ‘Brunel and
After’, 1924, ‘The “King” of
The Railway Locomotives’,
1928, a reprinted edition
‘Track Topics’ and another
reprinted edition ‘G.W.R.
Engines - Names, Numbers,
Types and Classes’.
£30-40
1198.
An extensive collection of
books relating to model
railways, model trains, toy
collectiong and railway layouts.
£40-50
1199.
A collection of Trains
Illustrated,Locomotives
Illustrated and the History
Of Miniature and Model
Railways,magazines some
contained in folders, (A LOT)
£20-30
1200.
A collection of Railway
time cards,and a print after
Hogarth.
£20-30
1201.
WELCH Vic
British Railways (London,
Midland Region} poster
‘Trains Of Our Times’ circa
1950, printed by The London
Lithographic Co. (The image
depicts the three types of
motive power, steam, diesel
and electric locomotives near
Bushey on the London-Midland
main line). 101 x126cm.
£300-400

Toys and collectables
1202.
An autographed soundtrack
L.P. of ‘Goodbye Mr Chips’,
including Petula Clark, Peter
O’Toole, Herb Rose, John
Williams; ‘On the Third Day’
L.P. by Elo 1973; ‘Let’s get
started’ by Rolling Stones and
‘Elvis’ Golden Greatest Volume
Three (four).
£20-30
1203.
An AMI Juke box , model
XJGA 100, with vertical
rotating selection rack and
turntable under curved dome,
glazed frosted panel “AMI
Continental” and star shaped
motif on grill panel.
See illustration page 42
£1500-2000
1204.
An Ecko Type A.D.75 all
electric radio receiver,
contained in an Art Deco
period circular bakelite case
with semi-circular long and
medium bandwave indicator
and three dials, 37cm. high.
£150-200
1205.
A Victorian polychrome
decorated truncheon,
with Royal Coat of Arms,
Whitestone and dated 1843
with ring turned handle,
40cm. long, together with a
contempary pair of polished
steel handcuffs with key.
£100-150

1206.
A Celestion Type 231 speaker
in an oak octagonal Art Deco
case, 53cm high.
£20-30
1207.
A mahogany Art-Deco “Coloro
Conquest” record player.
the cream turn table in an
octagonal case, with matching
speaker cabinet.
£40-50
1208.
A W.B and sons Ltd ‘Coronet’
Magic lantern/enlarger, in
oak case, patent date 1913,
supplied by Hinton Lake,
Exeter. Fitted for electric
illumination, a C.Buxx London
8x5 Rapid Doublet lens
No.4818, another thumb
screw focusing lens, wood slide
carrier and metal film strip
attachments in a painted wood
carrying case.
£80-100
1209.
Meccano - A group of various
items incl:- a No.3 set box,
a No.9 set box, both with
unsorted contents, a ‘Motor’
set, and a quantity of loose
parts, etc, (a lot ).
£30-40
1210.
An extensive collection of
late 19th/early 20th century
coloured and monochrome
glass plate lantern slides
including:- photographic,
educational, British and
Continental topographical,
Churches, Nursery, etc etc,
contained in 26 new and
vintage wooden boxes.
£200-300
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1211.
A group of similar slides in
boxed sets, including Primus
Junior Lecturer’s series, a
boxed set of 24 ‘Three little
pigs’ by Ensign Ltd and by
arrangement with Walt Disney
Mickey Mouse Ltd. 2 Larger
boxes including Cornish
Crosses and Bee’s together
with 3 x Daily Mail school-aid
Dept Visual Education Film
strips and script folders.
£40-50
1212.
A box of photographic slides
to include some Exhibition
photographs.
£40-50
1213.
Two Georgian hand painted
lantern slides c.1800, one
depicting the latest hair
fashions one other with
humorous incidents and three
other slides.
£120-150
1214.
A Cycloidotrope: a rare
complex mechanical
magic lantern slide with
open brass gearing and
constructed mainly in brass.
When operated, the geared
mechanism traces a series of
developing geometric patterns
on the screen. NB the slide
has not been p[rojected for
many years and may require
some adjustment to the
gearing which is believed to be
complete.
£400-450
1215.
A group of six matching hand
painted panoramic mahogany
mounted slides contained
in an original wooden box,
each measuring 300mm x
80mm; scenes include comic
characters caught in a snow
storm and a hunting scene etc.
£60-100
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1216.
A 19th Century mechanical
hand painted magic lantern
slide, the chromotropic discs
set in brass mounts with
turned wood and brass crank
handle (140mm x 75mm).
£50-70
1217.
A rackwork mechanical lantern
slide showing a windmill with
revolving sails surrounded by
colourful butterflies and moths
revolving in the outer ring.
£150-200
1218.
Photographic magic lantern
slides showing New Zealand
circa 1883: Early settlers, rural
farmsteads, wooden bridges,
horse drawn wagons, Maori
portrait etc; approx seventy
slides in original box with an
account of the tour.
£150-200
1219.
Two comic slipping slides - the
dentist extracting a tooth, and,
diners with long nose.
£50-80
1220.
Meccano: a large box of
assorted spars, spans, girders,
accessories etc, together with
two motors and various part
completed models.
£30-40
1221.
A collection of twenty-one
Pelham puppets to include
Sailor Boy, Evil man, Clown, Mr
McGregor and others.
£150-250
1222.
Five early 20th century silver
gilt and enamel Masonic
jewels, together with a
collection of R.A.F buttons etc.
£60-80
1223.
Britains and others: a collection
of zoo animals including tigers,
elephants, zebras, giraffes,
walrus, chimpanzees, cages
and figures. (a lot).
£100-150

1224.
A late 19th century Perry
and Co. patent automaton
dancer, the hand painted
articulated figure standing on
a rectangular base enclosing
single spring movement, 27cm
high.
£120-150
1225.
An early 20th century GBN
Gebruder Bing Nuremburg,
tinplate projector, the tin
lantern cover with brass lens
fittings and blued steel hand
cracked gate mechanism an a
wooden plinth base, together
with tin cased films and slides
in original pine box retaining
much of the original label,also
traces of original Christmas
label to top.
£200-300
1226.
A painted wooden rocking
horse on trestle and rockers.
£80-100
1227.
Britains Zoo Series: No
912 Giraffe, No 901
Indian Elephant, No 905
Hippopotamus, No 908 Indian
Rhinoceros, all boxed.
£100-150
1228.
Britains Zoo Series: various
assorted animals including
camels, bison, polar bear,
brown bear, kangeroo, chimps,
zebra, together with palm
trees and cage sections.
£50-60
1229.
Britains: from set 99 13th
Hussars, four mounted figures,
in repaired Whisstock box,
with card insert, from set 400
The Life Guards (with cloaks)
four mounted figures with card
insert, boxed, and John Hill &
Co colonial troops in khaki,
nurse etc.
£30-40

1230.
A late 19th early 20th century
German card and wooden
interlocking building system,
with shaped walls, roof
sections, windows, doors, room
dividers, contained in wooden
box with instructions sheets.
£60-80
1231.
An early 20th century ivory
handled walking stick, with
carved whale handle inset
glass eyes (one deficient), on a
malacca shaft.
£60-80
1232.
A collection of post war
tinplate clockwork operated
toys including motorcycles,
Cinderella, monkey, panda,
and others, a few boxed.
£80-120
1233.
Britains: a quantity of assorted
figures including cowboys, Red
Indians, highlanders etc.
£50-60
1234.
A live steam plant, the
horizontal boiler with pressure
gauge and water level, driving
a single cylinder piston and
flywheel on a polished wood
base, 36cm. wide.
£150-200
1235.
A Saito single piston vertical
steam engine, on cast metal
stand, 11cm. high.boxed.
£60-80
1236.
A Bing live steam plant with
vertical boiler, with pressure
gauge and whistle, with single
cyliner piston and flywheel,
42cm. high.
See illustration page 42
£150-200
1237.
Four white metal painted
figures “Louis XV on
horseback”, “Napoleon III
on horseback”, “Eugene de
Beauvarnis on horseback” and
“Jeanne D’Arc” on foot.
£30-40

1238.
A collection of various tins,
including a Lyons tea tin with
everlasting calendar to front.
£30-40
1239.
The Counties of England card
playing game.
£30-40
1240.
A collection of six late 19th
century tinted lantern slides of
Afghanistan.
£200-300
1241.
A hard-wood boomerang,
engraved with geometric
designs together with an
African circular woven red and
yellow fan.
£20-30
1242.
A Stuart style stationary engine
and a scratch built brass single
piston flywheel.
£20-30
1243.
Britains: set 176 AustroHungarian Dragoons, at the
trot, all figures holding swords,
boxed
£50-60
1244.
Britains: set 139 Chasseurs a
Cheval, in review order with
officer, one back leg damaged,
overpainted.
£30-40
1245.
Britains Indian Army troops:
ten assorted figures including
from set 66 1st Bombay lancers
three Sowars and trumpeter
(boxed), 3rd Madras Light
Cavalry two Sowars and
trumpeter, Skinners Horse two
Sowars and trumpeter. (10)
£80-100
1246.
Britains: set 32 Royal Scots
Greys five at the walk including
officer, from set 201 Officers
of the general Staff, Field
Marshal and aide-de-camp,
and two special painting
trumpeters.
£80-100

1247.
Britains Armies of The World :
from set 154 Prussian Infantry
of the Line eight figures
marching at the slope, some
retouching, from set 178
Austro-Hungarian Foot Guards,
four marching at the slope
including officer, (boxed),
from set 166 Italian Infantry
seven figures marching at
the slope and officer, from
set 177 Austro-Hungarian
Infantry of the Line seven
figures marching at the slope
and officer, from set 92
Spanish Infantry seven figures
marching at the slope and
officer and a mounted Belgian
officer. (most retouched or
repainted).
£100-150
1248.
Britains: a collection of twenty
eight assorted highlander
figures including Gordon,
and Seaforth highlanders
marching at the slope,
Cameron Highland officer
with binoculars, Gordon piper,
two Royal Scots marching at
the slope, together with an
embellished officer.
£40-60
1249.
Britains; from set 141
Infanterie De Ligne seven
figures marching at the slope, ,
from set 160 Territorial Infantry
seven khaki troops marching at
the trail.
£40-60
1250.
Britians: from set 114 Cameron
Highlanders (Active Service)
eight figures marching at the
slope.
£30-40
1251.
Britains: from set 12 11th
Hussars, eight troopers at
the trot, together with two
7th Hussar troopers, two 4th
Hussars trumpeters, some
overpainting .
£50-60
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1252.
Britains: set 153 Prussian
Hussars four cantering troopers
and officer with sword,
embellished (5), and five other
German cavalry figures, special
painting.
£80-100
1253.
Britains: from set 28 mountain
Battery R.A., includes four
mules, mountain gun, six
gunners and mounted officer,
repainted.
£50-60
1254.
Britains Naval Types; from
various sets including white
jackets running at the trail,
blue jackets running at the
trail, marines marching at the
slope, four 2nd Bombay native
infantry, some unpainted
figures (54).
£60-80
1255.
Britains: various sets , twelve
assorted mounted Lancers
and Hussars, over painted or
repainted.
£40-50
1256.
Britains special painting French
17th lancers including Officer
de Ligne, and seven troopers,
together with a Belgium
mounted officer.
£40-50
1257.
Britains: set no 1201 R.A. Gun,
repainted, boxed. From set
79 Royal Naval Landing Party
two cannons, two limbers, two
officers and sixteen sailors,
together with assorted spare
arms, weapons, heads etc.
£60-80
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1258.
A collection of assorted books
and catalogues relating to
Britains toy soldiers including
Opie (James) Britians Toy
Soldiers 1893-1932, Opie
(James) Phillips Guide to Toy
Soldiers, Rose (Andrew) Toy
Soldiers, Wallis (J) Regiments
of all Nations, Richards, Old
Britains 1893-1918, Ruddle
John) Collectors Guide To
Britains Model Soldiers,
together with others and
assorted Phillips catalogues.
£50-60
1259.
A carved meerschaum pipe the
bowl cradled in a carved talon,
cased.
£20-30
1260.
Endacott, Geoff. ‘Westerns’,
‘Warships’, & ‘Hymeks’ at
Work, cloth in d/w, 1988 with
a box of railway books.
(box)
£20-30
1261.
Beezer Book, 1976, pictorial
covers. With 3 boxes of mainly
children’s annuals, inc. Beezer,
dandy, Film Parade, etc.
(3 boxes)
£20-30
1262.
Three early 20th century
autograph albums, mostly
containing Radio and Music
Hall celebrities such as Peter
Haddon, Tommy Handley etc.
£20-30
1263.
An early 20th century dogs
head carved walking cane,
inset glass eyes 92cm long
and a carved parakeet handled
cane on and ebony shaft,
85cm long (2)
£100-150
1264.
Two portrait headed walking
canes, one in the form of
and Edwardian gentleman,
the other of a monk, both on
birch shafts, 100cm and 90cm
respectively.
£120-140

1265.
An ivory inset walking cane,
the natural cane inset skull
above a snake 86cm long, and
an Irish bog oak cane with
carved decoration 87cm long
(2)
£120-140
1266.
An early 20th century novelty
smokers cane, the top
enclosing a cheroot holder/
pipe attachment on a grained
shaft, and an ivory topped
walking cane with ball pommel
(2)
£100-150
1267.
A Zimbabwian carved ebony
River God cane, surmounted
by Nyaminyami above praying
Tonga villagers, carved rings
and hand motif, 102cm long,
together with an ethnic copper
bound club and a bead-work
cane (lacks tip)
£200-300
1268.
A dogs head carved handle
walking cane, overpainted
in a cream colour with
engraved ferrule “ A token of
appreciation by Probus Horse
Show committee” and two
other natural canes.
£90-100
1269.
Two Malacca walking canes,
one with silver mounts, the
other with painted goose
head, also a steel shaft cane (3)
£90-100
1270.
An early 20th century large
Deans rag doll of Highland girl,
with blonde wig, painted face
nd cloth body, 100cm high
£120-150
1271.
A Collection of Roberston
Golly band figures, painted
in colours, also a collection
a sporting Gollies and four
enamel Golly badges.
£100-150

1272.
A late 19th/ early 20th
century three piece doll house
cane suite of two chairs and a
settee.
£40-60
1273.
A collection of various 20th
century celluloid dolls, also a
Playskool “Teddy Ruckspin”
talking bear and other dolls
and collectables (A lot).
£50-70
1274.
A child’s tinplate typewriter,
and a bagatelle board.
£20-30
1275.
A set of teak yacht’s
companionway steps with
brass fittings.
£50-100
1276.
A scale model ship “S.S.
Talacre”, fitted for radio
control, mounted on a cradle.
£50-100
1277.
A scale model ship “Tsekoa”,
fitted for radio control,
together with controller and
carrying cradle.
£50-100
1278.
A Victorian brass yacht
binnacle compass, the 3 inch
dial on gimballed mount in a
domed case with observation
window.
£100-150
1279.
A pair of brass port-holes.
£40-50
1280.
A pair of brass Plath lifebouy
lights.
£30-40
1281.
A rare Mekon River region
hand carved dragon racing
boat prow, with flared nostrils,
open mouth and inset
mirrored eyes.
£160-180

1282.
A Jaques croquet set, in pine
wooden box.
£50-100
1283.
An early 20th century Swedish
mechanical “Original Odhner”
calculator by Aktiebolaget of
Goteberg, 34cm long
£60-80
1284.
A wooden tennis racquet
and a golf club and leather
telescope case.
£20-30
1285.
A Corgi Rockets “ Grand
Canyon Speed Circuit No
2075” boxed and a “Super
Booster No 1970” boxed.
£40-60
1286.
A child’s wooden farmyard
playset and a collection of
Britains plastic Farmyard
animals etc.
£40-60
1287.
A Rolf Harris stylophone, a
Rubiks cube, child’s tea set and
two other puzzles.
£30-40
1288.
A collection of various Lego
sets, c.1970’s including sets
250, 265, 657 and others.
£20-30
1289.
A collection of various
childrens albums, Blue Peter,
Rupert and others c.1970’s
£20-30
1290.
A Trade Mark Toys tinplate
battery operated MS-58
Missile Tank in original box, a
Lincon International London
Routemaster Bus and a Marx
toys Whistling Locomotive
(Boxed)
£60-80
1291.
A Meccano motorised
construction set no3, also
an Expansion pack and a
collection of various board
games etc.
£40-60

1292.
A Tri-ang OO guage railway
set, with BR loco and rolling
stock.
£40-60
1293.
Meccano: four large boxes
containing assorted Meccano
parts including baseplates,
spars, spans, girders, nuts,
bolts, and other accessories.
£40-60
1294.
Meccano Magazines: an
extensive collection of
Meccano Magazines from the
1920’s through to the late
1970’s , incomplete run.
£100-150
1295.
A Meccano-style made up
Aeroplane construction kit of
a Tiger Moth type biplane,
painted blue and white,
Registration G-EXSF complete
with pilot and push along
operted propeller. (band
missing).
£60-80
1296.
Corgi classics - Model
Aeroplane hanger kit (box P)
and a group of scalextric, Airfix
and other catalogues.
£20-30
1297.
Pip & squeak, Wilfred,
Teddy Tail’s, a quantity of
1920s-1930s Annuals. With
Knockout, Radio Fun Annuals,
etc 1950s.
(3 boxes)
£30-60
1298.
Annuals ... Dandy, Beano,
Rupert, Thunderbirds, Lion,
Torchy, Dalek, Star Trek, Tom
& Jerry, Joe 90, etc a large
quantity of TV annuals, etc,
1950s-70s.
(4 boxes)
£40-60
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1299.
Aviation ... a large quantity of
mainly modern book in d/ws
relating to aviation and flying.
(4 boxes)
£20-40
1300.
Britains; a small collection of
Garden Series items, including
flowerbed sections, paving
stones, flowers, sundial, bench
etc.
£30-40
1301.
Britains and others; a collection
of farm animals and figures,
farm buildings and assorted
diecast vehicles.
£40-50
1302.
A collection of metal and
wood dolls house furniture and
accessories including Pit-a-Pat
series wares, items include,
chairs, tables, beds, cups,
saucers etc.
£80-100
1303.
A boxed Pelham puppet girl,
type LS.
£30-40
1304.
A large Japanese Samurai doll,
in full armour, together with
platform stand, screen and
regalia.
£70-110
1305.
A late Victorian ivory handled
walking stick, with scroll
chased white metal ferrule and
malacca shaft.
£80-120
1306.
Jaques, London - A pine cased
croquet set (good condition
with little use)
£150-200
1307.
Frog: Single Seat Fighter (Mark
V), boxed.
£50-60
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1308.
An Oceanic style hardwood
club with carved geometric
decoration, a paddle shaped
club and one other throwing
style club.
£300-400
1309.
Britains and others:- a quantity
of assorted hollow cast figures
including knights, cowboys,
highlanders, cannon and
soldiers, all playworn
£20-30
1310.
A G.W.R. jigsaw “The Vikings
Landing at St. Ives, complete
and boxed, together with
another Chad Valley jigsaw
Battle of Waterloo, complete
and boxed.
£50-60
1311.
A Victorian postcard and
scrap album together with a
collection of commemorative
Coronation ephemera, nursery
books, etc.
£20-30
1312.
Two GWR jigsaws; “The
Fishguard Army, 1797” and
“Stratford Upon Avon”,
(unchecked)
£20-30
1313.
A collection of various walking
sticks, to include two Abalone
handled examples and others.
£60-80
1314.
A late 19th Century leather
physicians drug case by Lynch
& Co, London.
£60-90
1315.
Pelham Puppets: ‘Muffin The
Mule’ and ‘Bengo’ The Boxer
dog puppets, unboxed.
£40-60
1316.
Alps: a Japanese tinplate
battery operated drumming
elephant with plush body and
felt jacket seated at a drum
set.23cm. high.
£40-60

1317.
Chad Valley: a G.W.R. jigsaw
‘A Cornish Fishing Village’ and
‘Bath’, both boxed.
£40-60
1318.
Palitoy; Action Man
Commander with voice
activated indentity tag, boxed,
together with a small quantity
of clothes and equipment.
£50-70
1319.
Meccano; a large collection of
assorted parts including spars,
spans, baseplates, girders, two
motors, etc. most contained
in a painted wood two drawer
chest.
£50-60
1320.
Mamod: a live steam plant
with horizontal boiler, with
reverse gear, boxed.
£30-40
1321.
Britains and others: a quantity
of hollow cast and plastic
figures including Guardsmen,
Star Wars etc.
£20-30
1322.
A japanese tinplate and battery
operated Space Scout S-17,
with lithograph decoration
,with card insert ,boxed, a
Triang Minic Jabberwock,
Boxed and a tinplate jumping
dog.
£130-150
1323.
A quantity of Hotspur comics
1948-1951
£20-30
1324.
A late 19th/early 20th Century
childs pram.
£40-60
1325.
Five assorted railway books,
assorted advertising tins, a
Dinky Trojan Van ‘Cydrax’
repainted, and assorted cider
making collectables.
£30-40

1326.
An early 20th century violin
labelled H.E.Roberts, Penzance
1923, scroll headstock and
ebony keys, ebony finger
board, inlaid bridge and two
piece back, 36cm long, in a
velvet lined mahogany case
with sycamore and ebony
banding.
See illustration page 41
£400-600
1327.
A 19th Century Rosewood
Guitar, ebony open headstock
with brass and ivory keys
stamped “ V.R.” and “L.
Theress 50 King Street” above
ebony finger board, the body
with mother of pearl and
ebony inlay to sound hole and
edge, ivory banded back and
ebony button, in fitted case,
92 cm long.
See illustration page 42
£1000-1500
1328.
Cavendish’s Improved Table
Croquet and two boxed sets of
“Spellicans”.
£80-100
1329.
A horn and silver mounted
walking stick.
£20-30
1330.
A stereoscopic viewer and a
small collection of slides.
£20-30
1331.
A Clockwork operated Cat
cycling on a tricycle, 22cm.
high.
£50-60
1332.
A clockwork operated tinplate
double decker bus, with
lithographed detail and
conductor figure, 18cm. long.
£50-60
1333.
A collection of Magic Lantern
slides in two tin boxes , two
slides in wood frames and
a quantity of silk work table
mats.
£20-30

1334.
A Merryweather pattern brass
fireman’s helmet, dragon
decorated comb and crossed
axe badge, remains of leather
liner and chin strap, rosettes
missing, some dents.
See illustration page 42
£150-200
1335.
A collection of various walking
canes and sticks.
£20-30
1336.
A collection of late 19th
century colour twist marble in
an associated wooden box.
£20-30
1337.
A Victorian carved horn dogs
head handled walking cane,
the greyhound head above
silver ferrule on a malacca
cane. See illustration page 40
£80-100
1338.
A collection of walking cases
to include a poachers rod (a/f),
together with several silver
mounted canes and others (A
lot).
£60-80
1339.
A boxwood gallon measuring
stick by Rabone & Sons
Birmingham, 122cm long.
£20-30
1340.
A Graflex 3-A camera, with
Carl Zeiss, Jena 18cm lens,
together with instruction
manual and exposure card in
fitted case.
£60-100
1341.
A Goetz - Anschutuz folding
camera, Celor 125mm lens
in case with instructions and
accessories.
£60-80
1342.
A carved dogs head walking
cane, inset green glass eyes,
over ivory ferrule on plain
shaft, also a silver top ebony
cane , a black silk top hat and
a pair of butter pats.
£35-45

1343.
An early 20th Century hotel
telephone exchange, formerly
of Broadoak Hotel, Rustington,
Sussex, with four rows of “cats
eyes” indicators over weighted
cord jacks, switches and dialer,
in original wooden case, 130 x
43 cm.
£150-200
1344.
An early 20th century
telephone exchange, with
single row of cats eye
indicators above switches.
£60-80
1345.
An early 20th century
telephone exchange, with
single row of cats eye
indicators above switches.
£60-80
1346.
Britains: a collection of farm
figures, animals and other
figures.
£150-200
1347.
A Dolland telescope.
£40-60
1348.
A Britain’s ‘Full Cry’ diecast
hunting set, comprising Hunt
master and three huntsmen on
horseback, three huntsmen on
foot and twelve hounds.
£80-100
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1349.
The Beatles. A set of four
signatures in ball point pen
on a page of an autograph
album, 10x 12 cm, John
Lennon signed in red ink, Paul
McCartney, George (Harrison)
and Ringo Starr signed in
blue ink, obtained by the
vendor at the Adelphi, Slough,
Tuesday 5th November 1963,
the album also containing
other signatures, Brian Jones,
Charlie Watts (Rolling Stones)
Cilla Black, Gerry and The
Pacemakers, Adam (Faith) cut
on typed note, The Dreamers,
Helen Shapiro and others.
The Beatles resumed their tour
schedule at the Adelphi after
playing the Royal Command
Performance; “The Queen
Mother said, ‘Where are you
playing tomorrow night?’ I
said, ‘Slough.’ And she said,
‘Oh, that’s just near us.’- Paul
McCartney.
£1200-1500
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Conditions of Sale
Bearnes, Hampton & Littlewood carries on business with bidders, buyers and all those present in the
auction room prior to or in connection with a sale on the following General Conditions and on such
other terms, conditions and notices as may be referred to herein.
1. DEFINITIONS
In these Conditions:
(a) “ auctioneer” means the firm of Bearnes, Hampton
& Littlewood or its authorised auctioneer, as
appropriate;
(b) “ deliberate forgery” means an imitation made with
the intention of deceiving as to authorship, origin,
date, age, period, culture or source but which is
unequivocally described in the catalogue as being
the work of a particular creator and which at the
date of the sale had a value materially less than it
would have had if it had been in accordance with
the description;
(c) “ hammer price” means the level of bidding reached
(at or above any reserve) when the auctioneer brings
down the hammer;
(d) “ terms of consignment” means the stipulated
terms and rates of commission on which Bearnes
Hampton & Littlewood accepts instructions from
sellers or their agents;
(e) “total amount due” means the hammer price in
respect of the lot sold together with any premium,
Value Added Tax chargeable and any additional
charges payable by a defaulting buyer under these
Conditions;
(f) “ sale proceeds” means the net amount due to the
seller, being the hammer price of the lot sold less
commission at the stated rate, Value Added Tax
chargeable and any other amounts due to us by the
seller in whatever capacity and however arising;
(g) “You”, “Your”, etc. refer to the buyer as identified
in Condition 2.
(h) T
 he singular includes the plural and vice versa as
appropriate.
2. BIDDING PROCEDURES AND THE BUYER
(a) B
 idders are required to register their particulars before
bidding and to satisfy any security arrangements
before entering the auction room to view or bid;
(b) T
 he maker of the highest bid accepted by the
auctioneer conducting the sale shall be the buyer at
the hammer price and any dispute about a bid shall
be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion by
reoffering the Lot during the course of the auction
or otherwise. The auctioneer shall act reasonably in
exercising this discretion.
(c) B
 idders shall be deemed to act as principals.
(d) O
 ur right to bid on behalf of the seller is expressly
reserved up to the amount of any reserve and the
right to refuse any bid is also reserved.

3. INCREMENTS
Bidding increments shall be at the auctioneer’s sole
discretion.
4. THE PURCHASE PRICE
The buyer shall pay the hammer price together with a
premium thereafter per lot of 17.5% + VAT (20.5625%)
for items up to £25,000 and 14.6875% thereafter,
which shall include VAT on the premium at the rate
imposed by law.
S. VALUE ADDED TAX
Value Added Tax on the hammer price is imposed
by law on all items affixed with a ‘dagger’ or double
‘dagger’. Value Added Tax is charged at the appropriate
rate prevailing by law at the date of sale and is payable
by buyers of relevant lots. (Please refer to “Information
for Buyers” for a brief explanation of the VAT position).
6. PAYMENT
(1) Immediately a Lot is sold you will:
(a) give to us, if requested, proof of identity, and
(b) pay to us the total amount due in cash or in
such other way as is agreed by us.
(2) Any payments by you to us may be applied by us
towards any sums owing from you to us on any
account whatever without regard to any directions
of you or your agent, whether express or implied.
7. TITLE AND COLLECTION OF PURCHASES
(1) The ownership of any Lots purchased shall not pass
to you until you have made payment in full to us of
the total amount due.
(2) You shall at your own risk and expense take away
any lots that you have purchased and paid for not
later than 3 working days following the day of the
auction or upon the clearance of any cheque
used for payment after which you shall be
responsible for any removal, storage and insurance
charges.
(3) No purchase can be claimed or removed until it has
been paid for.
8. REMEDIES FOR NON-PAYMENT OR FAILURE TO
COLLECT PURCHASES
(1) If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away in
accordance with these Conditions or if there is any
other breach of these Conditions, we, as agent for
the seller and on our own behalf, shall at our
absolute discretion and without prejudice to any
other rights we may have, be entitled to exercise
one or more of the following rights and remedies:
(a) to proceed against you for damages for breach
of contract;
(b) to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other
Lots sold by us to you;
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(c) t o resell the Lot (by auction or private treaty)
in which case you shall be responsible for any
resulting deficiency in the total amount due
(after crediting any part payment and adding
any resale costs). Any surplus so arising shall
belong to the seller;
(d) to remove, store and insure the Lot at your
expense and, in the case of storage, either at
our premises or elsewhere;
(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5%
per month on the total amount due to the extent
it remains unpaid for more than 3 working days
after the sale;
(f) t o retain that or any other Lot sold to you until
you pay the total amount due;
(g) to reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at
future auctions or to impose conditions before
any such bids shall be accepted;
(h) to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots
due or in future becoming due to you towards
the settlement of the total amount due and to
exercise a lien (that is a right to retain possession
of) any of your property in our possession for
any purpose until the debt due is satisfied.
(2) We shall, as agent for the seller and on
our own behalf pursue these rights and
remedies only so far as is reasonable to make
appropriate recovery in respect of breach of
these conditions
9. THIRD PARTY LIABILITY
All members of the public on our premises are
there at their own risk and must note the lay-out of
the accommodation and security arrangements.
Accordingly neither the auctioneer nor our employees
or agents shall incur liability for death or personal injury
(except as required by law by reason of our negligence)
or similarly for the safety of the property of persons
visiting prior to or at a sale.
10. COMMISSION BIDS
Whilst prospective buyers are strongly advised to attend
the auction and are always responsible for any decision
to bid for a particular Lot and shall be assumed to have
carefully inspected and satisfied themselves as to its
condition we will if so instructed clearly and in writing
execute bids on their behalf. Neither the auctioneer nor
our employees or agents shall be responsible for any
failure to do so save where such failure is unreasonable.
Where two or more commission bids at the same
level are recorded we reserve the right in our absolute
discretion to prefer the first bid so made.
11. WARRANTY OF TITLE AND AVAILABILITY
The seller warrants to the auctioneer and you that the
seller is the true owner of the property consigned or is
properly authorised by the true owner to consign it for
sale and is able to transfer good and marketable title to
the property free from any third party claims.
12. AGENCY
The auctioneer normally acts as agent only and disclaims
any responsibility for default by sellers or buyers.
13. TERMS OF SALE
The seller acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the
stipulations of these Conditions in their entirety and on
the Terms of Consignment as notified to the consignor
at the time of the entry of the lot.
14. DESCRIPTIONS AND CONDITION
(1) W
 hilst we seek to describe lots accurately, it may
be impractical for us to carry out exhaustive due
diligence on each lot. Prospective buyers are given
ample opportunities to view and inspect before
any sale and they (and any independent experts
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on their behalf) must satisfy themselves as to
the accuracy of any description applied to a lot.
Prospective buyers also bid on the understanding
that, inevitably, representations or statements by
us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price
involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any
such opinion shall be honestly and reasonably held
and accept liability for opinions given negligently
or fraudulently. Subject to the foregoing neither
we the auctioneer nor our employees or agents
nor the seller accept liability for the correctness of
such opinions and all conditions and warranties,
whether relating to description, condition or quality
of lots, express, implied or statutory, are hereby
excluded. This Condition is subject to the next
following Condition concerning deliberate forgeries
and applies save as provided for in paragraph 6
“information to buyers”.
(2) Private treaty sales made under these Conditions
are deemed to be sales by auction for purposes of
consumer legislation.
15. FORGERIES
Notwithstanding the preceding Condition, any Lot
which proves to be a deliberate forgery (as defined)
may be returned to us by you within 21 days of the
auction provided it is in the same condition as when
bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying
it from the relevant catalogue description and a written
statement of defects. If we are satisfied from the evidence
presented that the Lot is a deliberate forgery we shall
refund the money paid by you for the lot including
any buyer’s premium provided that (1) if the catalogue
description reflected the accepted view of scholars and
experts as at the date of sale or (2) you personally are
not able to transfer a good and marketable title to us,
you shall have no rights under this condition.
The right of return provided by this Condition is
additional to any right or remedy provided by law or by
these Conditions of Sale.
GENERAL
16. W
 e shall have the right at our discretion, to refuse
admission to our premises or attendance at our
auctions by any person.
17. (1) a ny right to compensation for losses liabilities and
expenses incurred in respect of and as a result of
any breach of these Conditions and any exclusions
provided by them shall be available to the seller
and/or the auctioneer as appropriate.
(2) Such rights and exclusions shall extend to and be
deemed to be for the benefit of employees and
agents of the seller and/or the auctioneer who may
themselves enforce them.
18. Any notice to any buyer, seller, bidder or viewer may be
given by first class mail or Swiftmail in which case it shall
be deemed to have been received by the addressee 48
hours after posting.
19. Special terms may be used in catalogue descriptions of
particular classes of items in which case the descriptions
must be interpreted in accordance with any glossary
appearing at the commencement of the catalogue.
20. Any indulgence extended to bidders buyers or sellers
by us notwithstanding the strict terms of these
Conditions or of the Terms of Consignment shall affect
the position at the relevant time only and in respect
of that particular concession only; in all other respects
these Conditions shall be construed as having full force
and effect.
21. English law applies to the interpretation of these
Conditions.

Wrapping, Packing and Despatch
Competitive rates have been negotiated with Mail Boxes Etc., specialist in the provision of wrapping, packing
and despatch services to the Antiques and Fine Art business sector. They provide for all services for lots
purchased from our saleroom.
Unfortunately, Bearnes, Hampton & Littlewood are unable to provide any other wrapping, packing and despatch
service of their own.
Mail Boxes Etc. collect items weekly from our saleroom, though special collections can be arranged if required.
They offer a professional, domestic and International service by post, courier, road, air and sea, depending on
the lot size, destination and speed required. Bespoke cases can also be made up for your lot or lots.
While indicative pricing is always obtainable by contacting Mail Boxes Etc., firm pricing is agreed after wrapping
and packing prior to despatch.
The minimum cost with Mail Boxes Etc., is £24.50 plus VAT, which will include collection, professional wrapping,
packing and domestic delivery.
Payment can be made with all major credit and debit cards.

INSURANCE
Full comprehensive transit insurance is available at a cost of £5.50 per £1000 value.
For any further information please call the team at Mail Box Etc.
Telephone 01752 257224 or Email info@mbeplymouth.co.uk.
Telephone 0800 783 1381 Facsimile 01752 257225 Web: www.mbeplymouth.co.uk.

DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS
Please complete the following and leave or return to:
Bearnes, Hampton & Littlewood
St. Edmund’s Court, Okehampton Street, Exeter EX4 1DU.
Telephone 01392 413100 Facsimile 01392 207007
or
Dowell Street, Honiton EX14 1LX.
Telephone 01404 510000
or send direct to Mail Boxes Etc.
Name
Address
Postcode
Telephone

Mobile

Lot No.

Description

Lot No.

Description

Lot No

Description

Mail Boxes Etc. will call you after collecting prior to despatch to confirm costs and payment instructions
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Commission Bids Form
These bids are to be executed as cheaply as is permitted by other
bids or reserves, if any. I agree to comply with the Notices and
Conditions of Sale as printed in the Catalogue. I understand that
in the case of a successful bid a premium per lot of 20.562%
(inclusive of Value Added Tax) will be payable on the first £25,000
of the hammer price reducing to 14.6875% (inclusive of Value
Added Tax) thereafter.

cheques will be cleared before purchases are delivered.

In order to avoid delay in clearing purchases Buyers unknown to us
are advised to make arrangements before the sale for payment or
for references to be supplied. If such arrangements are not made

Alternative bids can be placed by using the word ‘OR’ between
Lot Numbers.

Commission bids when placed by telephone, are accepted only at
the sender’s risk, and must be confirmed by letter or fax.
‘Buy’ bids are not accepted. The limit you leave should be the
amount to which you would bid if you were to attend the Sale.

Client Details
Name						

Signature

Address
City				

County			

Postcode

Tel.					

(Alternative)

Mobile					

Fax

E-mail					

Date

Bank Reference
Name of Bank
Address

Tel No.					

Account No.

Sale Details
Sale Code

SC11		

Please Check Bids Carefully
Lot No.
(In numerical
order)
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Sale Date			

4/8/2010

VAT No. 768650683

Bid Price
£ Sterling
(excluding premium)

Lot No.
(in numerical
order)

Bid Price
£ Sterling
(excluding premium)

GLOSSARY OF CATALOGUING TERMS
Any statement as to authorship, origin, date, age, provenance and condition is a statement of
opinion and is not to be taken as a statement of representation of fact.
1.	SIDNEY RICHARD PERCY – In our opinion a work by the artist. (When the artist’s
forename(s) is not known, a series of asterisks, followed by the surname of the artist, whether
preceded by an initial or not, indicates that in our opinion the work is by the artist named.)
2.	ATTRIBUTED TO SIDNEY RICHARD PERCY – In our opinion probably a work by the artist
but less certainty as to authorship is expressed than in the preceding category.
3.	STUDIO OF SIDNEY RICHARD PERCY – In our opinion a work by an unknown hand in the
studio of the artist which may or may not have been executed by under the artist’s direction.
4.	CIRCLE OF SIDNEY RICHARD PERCY - In our opinion a work by an as yet unidentified but
distinct hand – closely associated with the named artist but not necessarily his pupil.
5.	STYLE OF . . . ; FOLLOWER OF SIDNEY RICHARD PERCY - In our opinion a work by a
painter working in the artist’s style, contemporary or nearly contemporary, but not necessarily
his pupil.
6.	MANNER OF SIDNEY RICHARD PERCY – In our opinion a work in the style of the artist and
of a later date.
7.	AFTER SIDNEY RICHARD PERCY – In our opinion a copy of a known work of the artist.
8.	The term signed and/or dated and/or inscribed means that in our opinion the signature and/or
date and/or inscription are from the hand of the artist.
9.	The term bears a signature and/or date and/or inscription means that in our opinion the
signature and/or date and/or inscription have been added by another hand.
10.	Dimensions are given height before width.
ARTIST’S RESALE RIGHT (“DROIT DE SUITE”)
If a lot is affected by this right it will be identified by the symbol ”•” next to the lot number. The buyer agrees to
pay Bearnes Hampton & Littlewood an amount equal to the resale royalty and we will pay such amount to the
artist’s collecting agent. Resale royalty applies where the hammer price is 1,000 Euro or more and the amount
cannot be more than 12,500 Euro per lot. The amount is calculated as follows:
Royalty for the portion of the Hammer Price (in Euro)
4.00%		
3.00%		
1.00%		
0.50%		
00.25%		

up to 50,000
between 50,000.1 and 200,000
between 200,000.01 and 350,000
between 350,000.01 and 500,000
in excess of 500,000

Invoices will, as usual, be issued in Pounds Sterling. For the purposes of calculating the resale royalty the Pounds
Sterling/Euro ratio rate of exchange will be European Central Bank reference rate on the day of the sale.
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2010 SALE DAYS
August
Tues 10th - Antiques & Collectables, Okehampton St. (EX11)
Tues 17th – Antiques & Collectables, inc. Silver & Jewellery, Dowell St. (HO11)
Tues 24h - Antiques & Collectables, Okehampton St. (EX12)
September
Wed 1st – Antiques & Collectables, Dowell St. (HO12)
Tues 7th - Antiques & Collectables, inc. Selected Pictures, Okehampton St. (EX13)
Tues 14th – Antiques & Collectables, Dowell St. (HO13)
Tues 21st - Antiques & Collectables, inc. Silver & Jewellery, Okehampton St. (EX14)
Wed 29th – Antiquarian Book Sale, Dowell St. (BK04)
October
Tues 5th - Antiques & Collectables, Okehampton St. (EX15)
Tues 12th – Antiques & Collectables, Dowell St. (HO14)
Wed 20th / Thurs 21st - Fine Art Sale, Okehampton St. (FS08)
Tues 26th – Antiques & Collectables, inc. Silver & Jewellery, Dowell St. (HO15)
November
Tues 2nd - Antiques & Collectables, Okehampton St. (EX16)
Tues 9th – Antiques & Collectables, Dowell St. (HO16)
Tues 16th - Antiques & Collectables, inc. Silver & Jewellery, Okehampton St. (EX17)
Tues 23rd – Antiques & Collectables, Dowell St. (HO17)
Tues 30th - Antiques & Collectables, Okehampton St. (EX18)
December
Tues 7th – Antiques & Collectables, inc. Silver & Jewellery, Dowell St. (HO18)
Tues 14th - Antiques & Collectables, Okehampton St. (EX19)

IMPORTANT: Please note this list is printed only as a guide and clients are requested to contact
Bearnes, Hampton & Littlewood for confirmation of sale dates and special advisory days.

Catalogue production by Acanthus Press Ltd • www.acanthuspress.ltd.uk • 01823 663339
Photographs by Ian Jackson, 45 Higher Brimley, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 8JU • 01626 879588
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